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Visionhg in Strategic Planning: 
Theory, Practice and Evaluation 
by 
Robert Shipley MA, lMCIP RPP 
"Vision" is a tenn that has bem inmeashg f o n d  in planrtmg documents dirring the iate 
1980s and 1990s. "Visioning" is the name @en to a number of techniques that have 
corne into use in conneetion with strategic planning during the same time period A fair 
amount has been Written about how to do visioning and how to create visions but 
ahost nothing has been undertakm in terms of a critical malysis. This research began 
with a thorough examination of avaifabfe literature on vision and visionhg both withm 
plammg and beyond The principal methodological approach to the fiterature invohed 
content analpis. ..\ siwey of municipaïitia in the ProMnce of Ontario was conducted 
to detemiine how widespread the practice of vigioning has been and what was the 
nature of the plans produced. Forty-four case studies are cited In depth intemiews 
were conducted with a dozen key mfonnants. These were public and private sector 
practitioners who had conducted visioriing exercises. A pluraüstic methodology was 
used which invohed program evaluation, emergent evaiuation and naturaiistic 
approaches. Iniw it was discovered that diere is not one meaning of the ternis vision 
and visioning but as many as twenv diffaent me-. It was found that whüe 
present proponents of visionhg ciaim to be part of a long tradition, there is little 
Sxmilarity between wbat was done in the past and what is behg done today. There is 
linle or no commonaüty in the various f m  of visioning techniques. While it was 
found that practitioners of Msioning often possess good intuitions about their work, the 
underfy8ig philosophy on which the practice of visioning is based is seldom articulated 
and not at ali weil understood by professional planners or by the public. Some of the 
assumptions made by proponents of visionhg can be substantiated by independent 
research. ~ b h y  of these assumptions, however, are either contradictory, dounded 
andor unprovable. The effective planning use of the vision concept, that is of having 
a clear pichire of the hture, depends on achieving a much better understandmg of the 
theory behind the approach and of having a much better understanding of the mes-gs 
of the ternis in use than is presentky evident in the planning profession. 
niere are three categorises of people who must &e thanked for their conaibution to my 
success in complethg this thais. 
The k t  group are membm of the faculty and staff of the School of Urban and 
R e g i d  Planning, University of Waterfoo. Principal arnong these is my adviser, Ross 
Newkirk, who in spite of ha* a considerable number of responsi'bilities beyond my 
work has found time to guide me. The other members of my d t t m  havc also 
been very hefpfiil. They indude Gary Davidson, Lam Uartin and Bob Sharpe as wei? 
as Beth Moore Milroy who had to leave the cormr\ittee part way through the work. 
Edie Cardweil and the other staffmembers have always been helpful supportive and 
full of the good humour that is essential to sustain one through this long process. 
The second category of people who made this work possible were the many p h e r s ,  
public officials and consultants that 1 contacte4 interviewed and surveyed They are 
too numerous to mention here although some of the names of principal contacts are 
contained in the tfiesis itself. The responsiveness and helpfihess of these people is a 
testament to the great tradition and professionaiism of the public service and planning 
vocation in this province. 
Fmaiiy, 1 want to thank my fw and niends who may not aiways understand my 
motivations for subjectmg myself to thkgs iike graduate school but who have 
nevertheless bem supportive in rnarry ways. 
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Chapter 1 
.. She hm intelligence and wit - which meam she has an independent mNid 
She can have any Zife she wuntr - w d  the longer she hm to dream up the 
future. the betîer off she '22 be. 
This was the Ede - stüt dr~oming of hetfi~hrre - who waked hto  the Queen's 
Hotel with her brothers and her sister that Sanirday afternoon in September? 
1889. 
Tirno* Findleyo The Piano M m  'i Dmghter, (1995). 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 How this Research Came About and the Readerfs Contract 
When 1 decided to undertake doctoral research in Urban Plannuig 1 asked a number of 
people. academics and planning practitioners, the sarne couple of things. "What is the most 
imporimt question nght now in this field?" "Tfyou couid &op what youfre doing and 
explore whatever you wanted, what would it be?" From their collective response 1 
fiishioned the research which follows, 
nie thmg that most of these people trilked about in 1993 was vision. "We Lck vision," 
some said, or "we need vision," or "there aren't visionaries the way there used to be." So 1 
began to investigate but the more 1 talked to people and read about vision the more two 
things becarne clear. First of ail, evexyone seemed to know what vision meant - for them - 
and secon@, it seemed to mean something either slightly or wen wildly different for just 
about werybody. That made it both easy and ditficuit to discuss with people. It was easy 
to get them started and dif£ïcult to get them to consider any notions about vision, other than 
their own. 
L 
In the 1990s the ternis vision vision@, visionary, envision and visualize, seem to appear 
vkhdy everywhere one looks. R e f m  to success in business, psychoiogist Martin 
Rutte says, "a tme leader must see himseif or herseff as  wanior bruigmg vision into the 
worid (Neman P.C. 1993). In politics we r a d  about, "a flap over 'visionkg' hits Hïilary 
Chton" (McDonald 1996). It seems the US First Lady was cnticued for taking part in an 
exwcise intended to "conjure up images of characters fiom history." The article 
concluded, however, by saying that, "this is d pretîy mainstream," and that the report 
didn't embarras the Clintons who positioned themsehtes, 'like millions of 0 t h  baby 
boomers. on a suddenly trendy spir inial  quest." An economist says that organhtions, "are 
ofien founded by visionaries - and end up being run by drudges" (Howard 1995). We even 
fuid the temis used in regard to the law. When Guelph University student Gwen Iacobs 
was acquitted on charges of indecency for wallcmg down the street bare breasted a caller 
to a radio station said she, "had courage and visionf* (CBC Dec 13 1996). 
P m  was no exception to the trend in ushg the vision temis. Where the word vision 
itselfïs not u e d  then ofien another noun visionary, or the verbs visioning and envisiou 
are found The words are found in books. The advertising mer from Gage Educationai 
Publications that circulated in Febniary 1997 was entitled Visions for the Future. It is 
difficult to pick up a professional journal fiom the mid 1990s and not encounter visions. 
For example in the American Plannlig Association magazine Planning, AM1995 issue, 
the concepts of vision or visioning are featured in at least four items. The words are used 
in many different countxies. In the British publication Planning Week, Apd 6, 1995, 
vision figures in two articles. In the Australion Planner, Ianuary 1996, the plannefs role 
as ''vkiormy regulator" k discussed The Canadian Institute of Planners publication, Plan 
Canada, September 1995, has three out of the e@ feature ariicles invoivhg vision M e  
two others deal with yet another variant visiiali7ation. It is both an mban and a rural 
phenornenon and mcludes technical plamhg as well as that ever prcsent plamhg 
comiection to politics. "Poor land use plamimg wrecks t o ~ "  said an urmameci writer m 
the Amencan journal Smull T m  (JuYAug 1992), "so decinon rnakers need to develop a 
c o r n m m  vision." Mayor Pierre Borque's municipal party is called Virion MontreaI. 
And now. vision related tnms are not O& the topics of discussion among rnany practicing 
p h -  they are beginflng to appear in officiai policy (Abbboti 1995, Roberts 1% 
Thomas 1995). 
A couple of observations c m  be made about d these uses of the vision words. FUst of ail 
current d e r s  seem to impb that the terms have always been with us and second thar 
their meanings are clear and universally understood. A s  a r d t  the words are seldom 
defmed or when provideci. definitions are unclear. For example. ". ..visionkg is the process 
by which a community envisions iis prefmed futurew ( C h d e r  1994). Ofien the ternis 
are used quite ernotively as in the case of ". ..such hck of vision is endemic to the state of 
contemporary p l a n . .  .. " (Cohn 1988). Wr&s seem to assume that the terms are self- 
explanatory "Plmers should be visionarieq and a littie encouragement cm persuade 
them to be so ..." ( m o n  1995). 
In reality notions about vision are cornplex diverse and ofien contradictory. While the 
recent w&ing on the practices of vision and visionhg in the planning journais and books is 
manifold. reflection on the underfying phiiosophy and any critical an- of the approach 
is lacking. For example, Planning Theory ~Vmsletter, the J a u d  of Planning Research 
and Education and the Journal of the American Planning Association have not critic- 
exarnined the concept of vision. In orda to proceed with such an anasis we might first 
consider a number of questions. In ali these uses of the same set of words is there 
anythmg in common? Lfthere are common meanings, is it just about words - that is, 
semantics - or are there substantive issues that c m  and ought to be explored? 1s this a 
suitable topic for planning research and fin*, ifit & how cm such research be shaped to 
add something usefûl to the practice of the profession? 
In order to answer these questions, there f h t  needs to be a pact with the reader. Whm a 
person begins to read a novel or watch a play they îacitiy enter into a contract with the 
writer. This is what Samuel Taylor Coleridge c d e d  the w i f h g  suspension ofdisbelief: 
To truly enjoy and understand fiction, readers must leave their n d  doubt and suspicion 
about story-telling aside and abandon themseives to the web of fantasy that the noveh or 
playWright weaves. In the case of this research into the nature of w i o n  visionhg and 
visionaries. readers are invited to engage in the wilIing suspension of belief: In order30 
enter into the spirit of the research it wiU be almost essential for readers to set aside th& 
own knowledge of what vision means to them and jom in exploring the way the term is 
used by many other people in many widely different ways. 
In my approach to this subject I have not predetemimed what vision and visionhg are. 1 
have gone into the field and whenever I found the tenns b&g used I have examined what 
it was that was behg said and done. From that start point 1 have attempted to fashion an 
evaluation that measures visions and visioning against the stated claims and goals of the 
people using the t m .  When the people undertaking visioning and creating visions have 
claimed descent of their ideas from histonc precedent, 1 have explored their pedigree. 
Final& I have compared what is behg done to altemative approaclys. 
At this point, at the \y outset of Wnting about this subject, 1 need to acknowledge that 
some people may not iike some of the thuigs I'm going to report. In the course of 
undertaking this work 1 have generally found dedicated planning professionais in both 
public and private sectors. I believe they are genuinely trying to do their bat .  iMany of 
them are enthusiastic and even passionate about the processes they have been engaged in 
around the ideas of vision and visioning. h y  challenges to their assumptinis or 
questionhg of the effectiveness of what has been done that is contahed in the followhg 
discussion is not in arry way intended as negative comment on anyone's good intentions. 
Raîher it is ahed at hproving phming practice and is based, I believe. on sound 
methodology, thorough research and car* considered evaluation. 
1.2 1s Vision a Valid Inquiry for Planning Research 
Where are we in the study of plannuig to&y? Many would say that we are presentiy in a 
tirne of urban cnsis. The resources that we have refied on to sustain growth and prosperity 
are running out. There are signs of potential failure, or at least fault lines, in the social 
structures that have rnaintained urban Me. The very nature of the economy on which our 
development has rested is changing at an unbelievable rate. Former Toronto mayor John 
Sewell expressed this when he said: 
Most of us share a crisis of confidence about society and its directions. 
What is the crisis about? Is it our lack of sense of purpose? Or that 
sociany we have not shared goals? (Regional Municipality of Waterloo 
1990) 
Many of us also feel that we are hurtang toward tomorrow's urban fom on a limited access 
fkway.  We S e m  to be either guided in this race by outdated social and plamring 
paradigms or, conversely, subjecting our decisions to crude and mean ideologies (Sad 
1995). We are being puiîed right and lefi by hgmented and competing interests and 
constramed by old and tired political and administrative structures. It is possible thaî we 
are just about out of control with ody the momentum of the past propeiling us and short 
temt needs determinhg the da@ direction 
How did we corne to be in such a state? Sandercock says that at least some of our 
dilemma as planriing researchers is of our making: "There is no scndiny of the ideology ... 
that equata planning with progras - not just in temu of subject matter, but also in temis 
of method" (1995). With that in mind it seems to me that there are at least two broad 
aspects to consider. h y  given point in our historicd condition can be said to have d t e d  
6rom a combination of forces. Some of these are beyond human control while others are 
matters of hrmian volition. The forces ou tde  the control of people are considered natiaal 
or even cosmic and are classined into such fields of stuc@ as geology and astrophysics. 
Societies are afTected by earthquakes and sun spots but can do vghially n o m  about 
them. Whiie other natural phenornena such as climate and the state of the biologicai 
environmens are not exactîy conîrollable by people, we have corne to reaiize that they arc 
certainty affected by human actions. We can poliute lakes and rivers and upset weather 
patterns by b u d g  fossil fueis. StiU other forces that shape btory, such as  economics 
and politics, invohe human activîty but are thought by many to operate according to their 
own dynamics. People. individually and in groups, are the agents and sometimes objects af 
supply and dernanâ, revolutions of rising expectaîions and so on but in these regards th& 
actions, so the argument goes, are seen subject to definable sets of laws. Politics is studied 
as a science, economics as a grim science. 
Certain aspects of the human condition, however, are neither beyond people's control nor 
subject to predictable patterns. Some thugs, at leas4 people do pureiy by choice (Hinsz 
1991). These are acts of will. Various thinkers win choose to draw the line in different 
places between the forces that shape human situations and the acts of volition with which 
people respond to those forces, but there is no doubt for most of us that inchidual and 
collective choices do play a part. Let us consider an example of this. In the last two or 
three hundred years climatic conditions altered, plant diseases spread, economic patterns 
changed and political power shifted. Ali of those thuigs are ûue and are studied by social 
and na- scientists. but one &y some of our ancestors decided to get on a boat and by 
that decision took a major step in shaping th& own future. ûthers of course were put on 
the boat against their wiU and st i i l  othm watched those people getîing off the bats and for 
the latter groups these were forces of change over which they had no control but with 
*ch thcy then had to deaL It is dear that some people, those with greater power, make 
decisions that can affect others disproportionateiy. We a& however, continue to make 
decisions and act on them and those acts contribute to creating the social and physical 
environment in which we h e .  
Much of planning study has concerned itseifwith understanding the forces at work on 
humans and their environmenk how to measure hem, predict them as well as how and 
when to intenene in th& functioning. For a long tirne, at least since the 1930s, planners 
have thought that this meaniring, predicting and intewening was their main function. They 
have operated as though they could "fix" things either by the invocation of science or the 
considered application of policia. ,& Ziegler has put it: "The part 40 years of scientinc 
h m "  has been, "an atiempt to generate hard forecasts with the quality of scientitic 
prediction, Le. suitabfy quantifiable - and of technical planning - an attempt to confrol the 
fhn  or at least reduce the range of uncertainty to manageable proporiions" (1991). But 
that pieoccupation of planning has begun to change. There has been a resurgence of 
interest in the part piayed by human agency, not just in the sense of physical functions such 
as consuming resources, polluting or procre- but in the part played by acts of will. 
Ziegler continues, "in this last decade of the 20th century," the tradition of technical 
plannmg " g k s  way to the more generous, humane, accessible and ambiguous enterpnSe of 
wishing, ho& dreaniing, imagining, yes, and fearing about the fiiture which the next 
century will bring. In the late 1970s and koughout the 1980s, the idea of vision began to 
receiw a great deal of play among political and organizationd leaders m d e m d c a l l y  
inciined societies. " 
Ziegler's statements seem to have a ring of tnrth but what exactly is m a t  by "the idea of 
vision?* Ifwe accept thaî at least part of what guides human actions are people's 
aspirations, dreams and ideas of what the friture could be (Maslow 1968) and if vision is a 
temi that is now widely used to des& that concept (ûregon 1993), then it is somethhg 
that can and shouid be examined in the context of planning. Visioning has become a 
planning and a social program that needs evaiuation. Meyen says that "evaluation is t& 
effort to understand the functioning and effects of a progr- which is a planned Sequence 
of activities intended to achieve some go&" and that "even when social programs are 
seriously intended the nature of modem society is such that a large proportion of socid 
prograrns function countesintuitive& that is their resuits are quite different fiom the 
expectations of the program plamers" (198 1). Whether there is any degree of consistency 
in the use of the vision t e m  and how th- relate to substance? are matten discussed in 
later chapters when the various complexities and conundm surroundmg this concept are 
discussed. 
Ifit can be argued that the idea of vision or ixnages of the future, is one of the principle 
elements of planning in the general sense (Rademan 1995), and is therefore a suitable topic 
of research, it cm  also be pointed out that visionkg as a planning technique has become so 
wide-spread in practice that it daerva attention for that reason as  weU. In fact the 
visioning approach has swept over urban and regional planning and related areas in a wave 
(Bryson 1988). The orighs of the practice, which will be explored in detail in Chapter 3, 
are to be found par@ in the visionary and utopian traditions of town planning itseIf (Corn 
1986, Fishman 1977) and pady in other fields such as business, heaith and sports (El- 
Nafnaki 1992, Simonton 1978, Smith 1990). Visionhg also owes more than a Little to the 
hiluences of such "new age" movements as self-acnialization and modern m y s t i h  
(Maslow 1987, Pearce 1992 Barka 1990). 
While apparentiy -cd in by a wi& range of goverriments. public agencics and 
institutions, however. visionhg seems not to be welI understood. There appew to be 
neither a body of tested theory behind it nor is there an empirical record of monitored 
successtLI applications of the approach. Reported success sioies are most ofien wiitten by 
proponents: that is by people who conducr tvioning exercises as  part of their professional 
consulhg business (Klein 1993, m o n  1992, Simpson 1990). While there is great 
enthusiasrn for Msioning in many quarters there is aiso a growing resistance to its use and 
scepticism about its value (Kiechel 1989). If visioning has genuine value, as it m y  well 
have, then planners need to understand it betîer and must be able to app& it appropriate& 
and effectivety. Otherwise its misuse will ultimateiy relegate it to the garage sale of fads 
past. 
. 1.3 Scoping and Focusing the Research 
One of the difliculties with what I set out to do was the very scope of the concepts 
invohied The larger or metaquestion toward which the present research is directed might 
be stated in this way : "what is the relatzonship between the process of articuiafing visions 
or images of the future and planning mtcomes?" As with most big questions, how- 
that one is beyond the capacity of a single research undertaking, so 1 have attempted to 
divide it into manageable parts and to discuss them in as logical a sequence as possible. 
7'0 begin with I dont think anyone ciairns that vision and visionhg are concepts that stand 
alone. There is general acceptance that they belong under the more general heading of 
stratcgk planning (Kicfcr 1983, U k n  1992) or as it has been d e d  more recentiy, 
strategic tbking (Mhtzberg 1994). 'Ihat means that visioning mut be considered and 
understood wirhm that broader category of ideas. As one municipal document d e s m i  i& 
a community vision "is the 'gui- staîement' for the Strategk P h  As such, it embodies 
the key pruiciples and ideas for the funire of the commumty and articulates the aspirations 
of.. . residents" (City of St. Catharines 1995). 
.Luthou& visioning is carried on in a wide range of contexts fiom business, through mmian 
resource developmen& arts organizations and so 0% I have concentrated on its application 
in wban and regional planning. Even in that r e a h  there have been numerous applications 
of >isionuig includmg economic development agencies and district health councils so I 
fùrther focused my attention on examples of visions created for or by municipal 
govemment. These included such undertakings as OfnciaI Plans, Strategic Plans and 
Cornmmity Development Strategies. The geographic area on which 1 focused for the 
purpose of field research was the Province of Unta,rio. 
In ternis of examinhg relevant literature 1 aîiowed a broader scope both in t e m  of 
geography and subject matter. While it rmght be argued that pianning is very contextuai 
that is likeiy to be very different in nature in different places and without any strong 
univemal theory or principleq it is nevertheless the case that planners do trarisfa ideas. 
practices and approaches ftom divergent jurisdictions. The examination of applications of 
vision projects, thereforee, was extended to literature fkom most parts of the English 
speaking world: The United Kingdom, Austraüa, New Zealand, The United States, Cana& 
and beyond. In terms of crossing disciplines it became necessary to go weii beyond 
planning for three reasons. First of ali. most of the ideas about vision were bmowed fiom 
other areas and therefore those subjects needed to be explored to £ind the roots of the 
practice. Second, there was simply not enough Wntten within the bounds of planning and 
third, some of the assumptions and ciaims made c o n d g  the efficacy of visionhg codd 
ody be understood and evaiuated with reference to such fields of study as organizatiod 
management and social psychology. 
This look at vision and visionhg proceeded with two main suppositions in mind They 
were that a practice cm be scnitinized Li either or both of two ways: in ternis of the 
testable strength of its u n d e r w  philosophy or theory-like basis. or by the demonstrabie 
effectiveness of its outcomes compared to alternative approaches. 
1.4 The Primary and Secondary Research Goals 
The principal goal of this research was to establish some use- information and advice for 
practicing p l a n n a  that might help them detemime whether it is usefixi to attempt to mate 
a vision as part of their strategic planning and., if they decide to do that what are the best 
ways to proceed. 
The secondary goal was to see i fa  base Iine information context might be rstabiished for 
evaluating the long terni outcomes of planning that is "vision based" or has a "vision" 
component. in addition, the question was considered of what sorts of methodologies rmght 
exkt for undertaking such an evaluation. 
1.5 The Objectives Pursued in Support of the Resevch Goals 
In order to achieve the primary and secondary research goals 1 idmtined seven main 
objectives. Several of the objectives have a numbm of components. 
1.5.1 What Are the Ongms and Background of Visionhg 
By examining the fiterature in the field the objective was to learn about where the ideas of 
vision came from and about how visionhg has been practiced and used In talking to 
practitioners who have undertaken Msioning, the objective was to detemine where they got 
their concepts and training and what it was they undmtood of the o@ns of these ideas. 
1.5.2 What 1s the Concepnial or Philosophical Basis for Visioning 
The intention was to determine? fiom writing in the field of visioning and from other 
sources, if there are any theory-like und- for the practice as well as how visionhg 
relates to strategic plannùig or long range planning and about what the relationship is 
between Msioning and participative pians@, with which it been widely linked. 
1 have tried to carefulfy avoid the use of the t m  " theo~"  with regard to vkioning, unlas 
ohers have brought it Uito the discussion, since there is probably nothing robust enough in 
the field to be tested in a way that would jusw the term theory. I have opied instead to 
talk about philosophy or theory-like concepts in the sense that Conrad uses thm in 
denning "program philosophyn as "a system of beliefs, values and goals to define the 
structure, process and outcomes of a program" (1987)- 
A fiutha objective was to fkd out if the people who undertake visionhg could explain 
how it worked andor whether they thought it was important to articulate a basis for the 
prac tice. 
1.5.3 To What Extent 1s Visioning Behg Done 
The objective was to detennine how widespread the use of Msoning is and has been in 
urban and regional plannmg among municipalities in the target shidy areas of Ontario. 
1.5.4 Who 1s Conduchg Visionhg ExerciSes 
nie intention was to detemine who has been conduciing the visioning exercises. This was 
both a general question in the sense of what kinds of professionais. volunte- poiiticians 
and consuttants were invoived as well as a specinc one in ternis of idenh-ng potential 
people to interview as key informant.. 
1 S. 5 What Is It That 1s Being Dow 
The objective here was to establish what cofistitutes the achial practice of visionhg and 
what differentiates if if an- f?om other practica such as citizen participation and 
strategic planning. The terrninology used was aiso ewmined in an effort to define the 
ternis in general use. The techniques used by practifioners were scrutinized to detemtine 
who participates, the goals that are set for visionhg exercises, the uses to which the 
outcomes are put, the facilitation techniques and approaches used and how outcomes are 
monitord Through this means it was hoped to detemine whether there is: a) a cornman 
definition of practice and definable sets of techniques; b) definable schools of practice, or 
C) tittle or no commonality in practice. 
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1.5.6 What Can Be Learned From What 1s Being Done - Evaiuaîbn 
The evaluation took four f o m .  Fi of all visioning ex& have been e-ed to 
if they are meetmg the goals they set for themselves. Second an appropriate fkamework for 
evaluating the success of vision based planrimg or planning with a vision component has 
been set out and case studies measured against those criteria. Thidy, vision oriented or 
vision based plans have been cornpared to plans produced before the vision ternis wep 
used and evaiuated as to whether they are demonstrably different and in what ways. 
FourtMy, the relationship between vision exercises and stated u n d m  philosophies h a y  
been e.uamined to see if there is evidence that supports the eEcacy of the claims made 
about the practice. 
1.5.7 What Are The Keys To Success - -sis 
The objective was to anaiyse the evaluation to detemine what conclusion can be dram 
and what recommendations cm be made regarding the efficacious use of vision and 
vision& 
Pursuit of the goals stated above wiU reveal a nch tradition of visions and approaches to 
creating visions. The concephial bas* for thae actniities, however, will be seen as 
dangerousty weak. While the practices wiil be shown to be widespread, little commonality 
will be demonstrable. In conclusion a nimiber of cautions will be outlined but &O some 
guidelines for the more effective use of the b a t  aspects of vision-based planning will bs 
offered. 
Chapter 2 
One of the tricks which makes this sort of closet delusion possible is that the 
very N e  and prosperity of the elite pennits it to intaiorize an artifïciaf vision of 
civilization as a whole. 
John Ralston Sad The Uncomciaur Civilisation, (7 995). 
2.0 -METHODOLOGICAL LWPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF 
VISIONTNG 
In the broadest sense this research is phenomenological in that it identifies, as its subject 
matter. a set of temis in common use and a related occuning practice. The work has 
elements that are both fomativeo deaihg with ongoing feedback on the practice of 
visioning, and surrunarivet commenting on outcornes, insofar as these are able to be seen 
(KosecoE 1982). Within these general categories an appropriate research strategy, as 
outlined in Chapter lo Sections 1.4 and 1.5, has been dewised. 
At the start of his book The Language of Planning, Guîîenberg vurites that "a vision of 
planning beguis to unfold" (1 993). He goes on to Say that "the s t a r h g  point is the 
ambiguity of words: in the literature of planning one notes a bewiidering change fkom one 
context to another in the meaning of the key tmw. " But the words seldom, if mer, have 
just one tme meaning. So the task of the researcher then is to, "aim not at uncovering tnuh 
but at deciph* vaiue, especiaUy uncovering 'the significance of the afknation of 
certain values within social praxis'" (Moore-MiLoy 1989). 
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In order to umavel the complexities of a hitherto 9 dehed  plammig technique such as the 
use of visioning, a multi-faceted approach is required . Palfrey and his associates suggests 
that a pluraiistic approach is one "which combina a number of views m a way that is 
appropriate to the particular case" (1992) They go on to Say that this, "allows a 
methodological ûkgdation [that] can be complicated but realistic [and provides the] best 
chance to be independent and neutral." More wül be said about this phuaüstic approach in 
Section 2.1.1 below. The seven research objectives described in Section 1.5, thedore, 
each require specific styles of investigation. The tenninoiogy and concepts praented here 
draw heavdy on Nelltnan's Social Research Methods (199 1). 
nie first section 1.5.1. de& with the ongins and background of visionhg and is 
descriptive of ideas and concepts. TemporaUy, the portion dealing with practitioners is 
cross sectional as it is intended to give a picture of acnial attitudes at the time of the 
interviews. The literature search is, for the m a t  pa* retrospective. 
The second p a  1.5.2, looks at the underiyhg ideas of visioning, or what Conrad c a b  the 
program philosophy (1987). It is pardy descriptive of the practitionns' perceptions and 
p d y  an anaiysis of proposed and possible theory-like concepts put forward in vanous 
writhgs and in the intemiews. Once again, the practitioner portion is cross sectionai and 
the literature search retrospective. 
The thkd part, 1.5.3, which de& with the extent to which visioning has been practiced, is 
descriptive and temporaily both cross sectional and retrospective. It is intended to give a 
picture of actual involvement at this time and in the fairfy recent past. 
The fourth part Section 1.5.4, looks at who generaily and specincally conducts visioning 
exercises. It is descriptive and temporaliy cross sectional. 
Section 1.5.5, which examines practice and techniques is descriptive of content and 
temporm cross sectional. It is intended to give a picture of actuai practices at th* time 
including who participate& the intended use of the outcornes of visioning, the facilitation 
approaches and the measures of success. 
In the s k î h  part. Section 1.5.O vanous f o m  of waluation are employed. These are 
explored more fblly in Section 2.4 below. The responses ?O recent exercises were cross 
sectional but a mode1 will be proposed for longer terni monitoring of vision based planning 
and this is longitudinal in temporal terms. 
The seventh part, 1.5.7, consists of anaiysis of the observations made in the pursuit of the 
prwious research objectives and undertakes to draw conclusions in order to fulnl the 
principle goals of this work. Those goals are intend to be practically and directiy useful to 
practicing plamers. 
2.2 The Literature 
In order to fiilfil the research objectives conceming the ongin of visioning (1.5. l), its 
phdosophical underpinnings (1.5.2) and to some degree the extent and nature of the 
practice (1.5.3 and 1.5.9, a range of fiterature was explored The k t t e n  sources 
examined in this research are of four different types. There is periodical Literature, 
mimicipal and other government or public documen& manuais or materials mat are 
instructional in nahue and general sources @immily books). 
The p e t i d c a l  literafme surveyed was mody kom the fields of piammig practice? plamimg 
research and plamhg th- (see Appaidix G). The search begim with the joraals of the 
major professional organizafi011~ m North Americq the United Kingdom, Ausrralia and 
New Zeaiand. Amortg 0th- these included the American Planriirig Association's two 
publications, h C a ~ d a  and T m  and Cauntry Planning nom the British Town and 
Country Planrrmg Association. In these publications the issues that wncern plamimg 
throughout the Engüsh speakhg worid are discrissed by the profession. S m e  of the 
surveyed professional joumals are more physïcdy and spath& oriented, so that in those 
such as Places, Built Environment and Ekistics, a more design and architechiral view is 
represented. A perspectiw nom beyond the En@ language reaim was sou@ by reading 
journals such as T%ird World Planning but it can also be noted that reference to more 
intemational expaïence is quite often inciuded in the joumals that wae studied 
A nurnber of joumals which concentrate more on plamiing research were a h  srweyed. 
ïhese included Rep'ond Science and L I r h  Sn<dies, The Journal of Planning Educatim 
and R e s e d  and Planning Perspectives. The third category of jounials searcheci are 
those which have a more theoretical approach and klude The Planning Themy 
Nèwsle&v, Em>onment und Planning B and The Journal of Planning Literutzire. 
Two methods were employed m the sinvey of periodicai literature. Au of the joumals 
were searched using m&xes not only for rpferences to the main ternis such as vision and 
visioning but also for items on such topics as strategic planrmig, the fuhne and images. 
However, the main professionai practice j o m d s  in Bntain, the United States, Caniida and 
Australia were read in detail, that is ali articles wcre scamied, in search of refefences to 
vision and Msioning that may have been embedded in articles on other subjects. That 
intensive search covered the ten year period f?om 1986 to 1996. Beyond ihat t h e  h e ,  
articles were examined as far back as  the 1930s (Peets) when references to the vision temis 
were found. 
The second type of writtrn mat+ examined were municipal and other govanment or 
public documents. For the most part these items were submmed in response to requests 
for information that were sent to the municipalities targeted in the study (see Section 2.3.1 
below). The material consisted of official pians' strategic plans, community development 
strategies, vision statements, consulting reports, summaries of public submissions and 
similar items. ris weii as finished reports and officially tabled documents there were also 
items such as terms of reference issued in the process of soliciting proposais to undertake 
visioning. Documents of that nature were helpful in establishing intent, expectations and 
assumptions. Aong with the rnunicipality specinc material there were &O some policy 
documents such as the Regional Planning Guidelines (RPGs) h m  Great Britain. 
The third categoy of written documentation surwyed were manuais or materials that are 
p r h d y  instructional or infoxmarional in nature. . h o n g  these items were publications 
such as A Guide to Commun@ Visioning, prepared in 1993 by the Oregon Chapter of the 
American Planning .4ssociation and discributed by APA's Planners Press in Chicago. Other 
how to' guides included Kemp's 1992 Strategzc Planning in Local Goventment: A 
Casebook also published by the .4P4 Ziegler's "Envisioning the Future," Senge's F@ 
Discipline and material fiom the Institute for Cuihiral Affairs. 
Included under the heading of g e n d  information were primarily books useful in shedding 
light on the topics of vision and visioning. These cover an extremeiy wide range of subject 
matter tiom those closely related histoncaûy to the core topic such as works on utopianism, 
to others relaîed by inference such as psychology texts dealing with the study of mental 
irnaging. The various Mes were discovered either by foIlowing up bibliographical 
references found in the pre.luninary search of periodicai source through mdex searches of 
the same subject hea- mentioned above, or by secondary r e f e r m a  Le. following 
bibliographical Leads fiom the initial books and joumals found. In some cases the books 
examined were mentioned in the couse of interviews with key infonnants. In ali cases the 
path of discovery was a logicd one beginning with earlier research and continuhg until no 
M e r  useful information emerged. One of the signals that the limit of an effective 
literature search has been reached is when the majority of references made in a pdcuiar 
work are already fafniliar to the mearcher. 
2.2.2 Content Analysis 
On one leve& hkgs written about a subject such as  vkioning cm sirnply be quoted 
discussed and in some way evaluated When someone is commenting directhl on an issue 
at hand in a journal article for example. that approach is sufficient On the other han4 
when documents making v ~ o u s  claims of efficacy, ofiginlity and interpretive power are 
being put fornard say in the f o m  of a proposai to undertake consulting work or in public 
relations material aimed at attracting investrnent, then some other method of understanding 
them must be found. Content halysis is an approach that has been used for some t h e .  
Back in the 1950s, Pool introduced the idea of lwking at written material in both its 
representation and instnrmentaf modes (1959). By representahional he meant what was 
important about the communication in temis of what is revealed in the meanings of the 
words themselves. By instrumental he meant what is important not in what is on the face 
of it but what is conveyed &en the context and circumstances. Shce we find the ternis 
vision and visionhg used in such different ways in different circumstances this distinction 
becomes significant in Our ability to decipher meaning. 
tüthough it has a long history in scholarship the technique of content malpis has 
continued tü dselop. A more up-to-date definition is that: 
Content analysis classifies texhial materiai reducing it to more relevant, 
manageable bits of data Social scientists who must make sense of historical 
documents, newspaper stories. political speeches, open-ended mterviews' 
dipiornatic messages: psychologicd diaries, or officiai publications - to namt 
just a few - will fhd the technique indispensable (Weber 1990). 
Eariy advocates of content andysis, such as Pool, divided the technique into quantitative 
&sis. which concems the fkequency of occurrences of words, and qualitative analysis. 
The qualitative variety has many me* but one is "the preli.m.imy reading of material 
for the puzpose of hypothesis formation and discovay of new relationships and an 
impressionistic procedure for rnakmg obsemations about content characteristics" (1 959). 
Weber further defines this qualitative use of content analysis as "a research method that 
uses a set of procedures to make valid inferences fiom text. These uiferences are about the 
sender@) of the message, the message itseE, or the audience of the message" (1990). He 
@es a List of eleven possible purposes for which the technique might be used of which the 
following four appiy to this research on vision.&. It is an audit of communication content 
against objectives; it is a dect ion  of the culfural patterns of groups, institutions and 
society; it reveais the focus of inchidual. group, institutional and societal aitention; and it 
describes trends in communication content. 
Let us consider three of the specific ways in which content -sis c m  be used in the 
scrutiny of the practice of Msioning. It is generaiiy accepte4 and oftm stated in planning 
documents con- visions, that these are statements about the friture. In Vacghan 
Vision, for example, it is asserted that "visions are statements of destination ... possibilities, 
desired fùtures..." (City of Vaughan 1996). Since that future orientation is stated, it is 
intereshg to look closely at the vision statemen& to see whether th& grammar concurs. 
Are thcy in fact statements about the future or are they re* about the present? Is this a 
mere repizsmtational matter, that i. just about words or is it an instrumental matfer. that 
is, about substance? In Weber's terms thip is a case wtiere content anaiysis helps us with a 
possible hypothesis formation. 
Wlthui planning documents, Say official or strategic plans, there may be preambles which 
set out the intent of the vision statements. Examples can be found in London where it is 
stated that the vision is to help guide furure decisions, and King, where the vision is to be a 
"clear and powerful message" (City of London 1996, Township of King 1995). In the 
pursuit of what Weber calls an audit of communication content against objectives7 it is 
possible to consider whether the subsequent statements m these documents are judged 
capable of guihg decisions or whether they are in fact clear and pow& 
A third example is the ciami of innovativenets or novelty. Many proponents of Msioning 
state that it is a new technique. Some of thae  c h  are made in periodical literatufe 
(Klein 1993, Anderson 1987, Bass 1990, ~McClendon 1993) while others appear in public 
documents (City of Ottawa 1994). In Weber's t e m  we can undertake to describe trends 
in communication content by comparing the texts of recmt visions with older f o m  of 
planning statements to asuxtak wheüier they are in fact different. 
It will be shown in Section 2.4 below how the techniques of content andysis have been 
used to formulate the criteria on which information, both verbal communications through 
intexviews and documentary sources, has been evaluated 
2.3 Field Research 
The research objectives conceninig the extent to which Msioning is practiced (1.5.31, who 
is doing the work (1.5.4) and the nature of the exercises (1.5.5), were addressed through a 
field suvey. The primary target group were Regional Planning 08Sces in the meen (1 5) 
Regional Municipalities h Ontario. Other major municipalities with populations over 
50.000 such as Guelph, North Bay, S a d  Ste. M e  and London which are not part of 
regions, were &O included The total number of municipaiities. upper and lower tieq 
included in the survey, was one hundred and six (106). 
That sarnple represents jurisdictions containhg just over 75% of the population of Ontano. 
n ie  areas included using rhis criteria consist of hi& urbanized communities, s d e r  
urban centres, rural municipalities, metroplitan £iinge areas and relative@ remote 
settlements. Although concentrated in the southern part of the province, as is the majore 
of the population. this sarnple did incluâe some northem communities. While it might be 
argued that planning can be a very contextuai practice, owhg  more to local conditions and 
traditions that to any universai or widely applicable principles, the case can be made that 
the sample of commumtia found in this survey are as representative a group of planning 
jurisdictions as might be found anywhere. 
A short letter was sent to planning offices in each of the fifteen (15) Regions and to each 
of the unattached cities. Telephone cah followed the letters. In the case of the Regions it 
was asked whether they or any of their constituent municipalities had undertaken visions. 
In the case of the unattached cities the question was simpiy addressed to them. It was 
explained that the survey was fmussing on municipal planning initiatives of the type related 
to officiai plans, strategic plans and community development plans. It was explaineci that 
while of mterest, vision plans for related agencies such as disûict heafth councils or 
ewnomic development agencieq were not part of the present suniey. A couple of the 
visions subsequently included as case studies w m  corporate pl- i.e. having to do with 
the internai operation of the pfannuig department or of the municipal administration, but 
most were reiated to officiai plans or strategic plans. 
When it was detennhed which places had bem mwtved in visionhg thcy were requested 
to provide any pertinent information on a) the processes h v o W  b) the resulting vision 
statements or documents and c) identification of who had conducted the work. This 
survey began in March 1996 and contmued until Novemk of 1996. In most cases the 
response was professional, prompt and helpfiil. In a number of cases severai additional 
phone c& lettem and faxes wentuaUy produced the requested information. In a few 
cases there was no respome. iU the end of this effort a total of foayime (41) 
muniçipalities and one other agency had supplied documentation (see Appendix A for list 
and Appendices B and C for suInnmies of process and documentation). This survey 
provided forty-four (44) case studiss that were examined and the potential lis< of key 
informants. The agency hcluded in the andysis that is not a municipality is the Niagara 
Parks Commission. Their plan was included for three reasons. F b t  of ail the Park 
Commission operates much as a rnunicipaiity does in planning temis and has smiilar 
responsibilities. But while that may be tnie of other agencies that were not included such 
a First Nations Bands, the Parks Commission's 100 Year Vision was considered important 
because it was the earliest project on tliis large a scale in Ontario and because it c m  be seen 
to have innuenced many subsequent strategic planning efforts. Two of the mdcipalities 
sweyed had done two different vision exercises. 
While this is not offered as a staristically rîgorous exercise it can be argued that visionhg m 
municipal planning is a s m c a n t  factor when over a third of the cornrnunities in the target 
sample have undertaken it in one fonn or another. 
2.3.2 Selection of Key Infonnants 
A number of practitioners of visionkg, people who had conducted. facilitated a n d h  
worked on vision plans, were identifïed in the course of the s w e y  of mimicipalities. F i e  
criteria were developed in order to help select a number of mdividuaIS who would be 
approached and asked for intemiews. The first consideration was to talk to a mixture of 
public sector and private sector people who had done visionhg. Both hds of people had 
been involved and, with a few exceptions discovered later in the research, evqone  
identified who had done tins sort of work was a professional; that is, paid for the work and 
not undertaking it as a volunteer. The second consideration was to h d  people who had 
worked in urban and others who had worked in niral situations. There were, of course, 
people who had both kinds of eqmience. The third point was to find people who had a 
great deal of experience, having done many visionhg exercises, while locating others 
whose experience was more focussed, ha- worked or@ in their own comrnunities. A 
fourth consideration was to establish a regional spread both in where the people lived and 
where they had worked. Finaiiy, a gender balance was seen as desirable factor. 
It was decided h t  twelve interviews would be a reasonable number in order to meet the 
cnteria developed. A range of possible interviewees was selected and in the event, on& 
one of these interviews proved to be impossible to arrange wMe aU of the other people 
contacted agreed readüy to participate (sec Appendk F). Tweive people were interviewed 
in ten mixent sessions. Two of the interviews invobed talking to two people at the same 
tirne. There were eight private sector and four public sector respondents (criteria 1). Th& 
experiences reflected a justifiable spfit between urban and rural setiings with the majority 
having worked in cities but a signifïcant nmiority ha- been mvoived m countryside 
communities (criteria 2). Four of the practitioners had been invohted in numerous 
visionhg exercises. Two had done a few and four others had worked ody on one 
visionhg project (criteria 3). The person not accotmted for m the praiious total had not 
worked directly on any of the municipal exercises but was included m the interviews for a 
couple of reasons. Fi of ail he had a wide expaience in other applications of visionhg 
and secondiy he was ideniined as having been instrumental in the developrnent of the ideas 
which uifluenced several of the other respondents. In other words he was the ongin of 
their concept of Msioning practice. Two of the inteniewea had worked in Northern 
Ontario (although they live in the south), one worked in the east, five had had their 
experience in the souîhwestem part of the province while the rest worked primariS. in the 
central region. Several had underiaken work in various areas (criteria 4). FNe women and 
seven men were interviewed and there were men and women equ* divided between the 
public and private sector sampla (cnteria 5).  
2.3.3 hteniew Approach 
-411 of the interviews were conducted in the work places of the interviewees except for one. 
which was conducted in a private ii'brary conference room. Interviews ranged in length 
fiom one to two hours. They were taped and s u d a  prepared using the tapes and 
notes (see AppendVr E). The interviews took place between July and Septernber 19%. 
Some of the interviewees requested the opportunity of reviewhg the summaries while 
others did not. Those who were sent copia of the surunaries genedy made or@ mhor 
corrections. In a couple of cas- whüe not disputing the record of what they had said, the 
inteniewees wanted, on reflection, to make minor changes to the substance of their 
comments. in these cases the ongmal and the changed comments are both recordeci. The 
ody conditions placed on any of the interviews was the desire to be informed about the 
outcornes of the research. 
The interviews were guîded by an outline which was prepared in a h c e  and which was 
fieely shared with the interviewees (see AppendDr D). There were seven topics each with 
a lead question and with subsidiary questions that were asked if the person did not cowr ail 
the pre-identined pomts of interest in theV response to the general question on the topic. 
The method of developing the interview outline and the rationale for the questions wiU be 
discussed in the foilowing section on evaluation. The or@ variation beîween the 
inteniiews, other than the fact that every talk is always a unique experience, was that some 
of the questions were specincally aimed at those working in the public sector. 
Whike tweive key irûormants were fomially interviewed a number of infomal discussions 
took place with plamhg professionals in the course of gathering information fkorn 
municipalities. Comments fkom some of these accidental interviews have ben quoted 
when they were particulariy insightfiil. Because of the confïdential sensitive or personal 
nature of some of the information that was conveyed in ihis way, the sources have not 
always been idennfied by name, nor has the municipality invoived always been identined 
2.4 Evaluation 
NaturaUy, the most critical part of this research is the evaluation component. It has akeaciy 
been noted in 2.1, above, that a pluralistic approach was adopted in undertakhg this 
research. Palfiey describes the origin of this technique in the United Kingdom where there 
was seen to be a growing need to find ways of evaluaiing the effectiveness and cost 
effectiveness of various public program at a time when the deplopent of resources was 
critical (1992). He also says that it can be a "saféguard a g h t  the new," n5Cm-k~ to the 
prolifération of supposed innovations which have no proven record- Accordmg to P*ey 
and his associates a program that grows out of public policy " c m  have a theoretic 
content/ideologicaI commitment or it can be a process where proposais arr changed into 
activities and poky shaped at di stages." It is important to explore whether Msioriirig, 
which does seern to grow out of a g e n d  policy n a d  for strategic plamkg, is more like "a 
theoretic content/ideologicai conmiitment" or a "proces where propos& are changed into 
activities. " 
In adophg this plutahtic d u a t i o n  approach, thdore ,  a number of diffefent 
techniques and concepts have been used in order to achieve methodologicai triangulation, 
which is to Say, a fix on the subject by seehg it fiom different angles. A number of other 
evaluative approaches now need to be discussed and th& relationship to the stuc& of 
visioning explakied. These indu& program theory, emergent evaluation and naturalistic 
evaluation. 
One of the main objectives of this shufy imrohres a search for the philosophicd basis for 
vision.@. This has led to an examination of the connection, or lack of connection, 
between possr'ble philosophies or what have been cded theory-like concepts, and resdis. 
Program theory has been employed as an evaluafive tool. The need for this kind of 
examination has been noted by a number of theorists: 
Although there are a variety of theoretical approaches to the conduct of 
evaluation, there has yet to be serious consideration of the r e l a t i d p  
between the evaiuation itseKand the theoretical un- of the 
program. A successful evaluation can produce some short-terni d t s  and 
possibiy local change, but without considering the theory un- the 
program, neither cvaluators, program devetopers, nor progr;mi 
impIementers can hope to produce generalizabIe findings (Bickman 1987). 
Any evduation of visionhg that has been done to date, which mostly cORSiSts of practice 
journal articles written by proponents that are o h  in the nature of wuifomerciafS?" have 
fden into this trap ( Barczak 1987, Bums 1991, Byrd 1987, Mein, 1993, Nanus 1990, 
Steiner 1994). They teU us about short tcmi successes, about how people feel good after 
they take part in a vision exercise and about how this technique will soke plarmmg 
problems. However? they do not address the substantive questions of how vision is 
supposed to wo& whether those notions have been systemahcally tested or th& redts 
observed over time and about whether there is i n t e d  consistency in the practice. 
The way in which program evaluation has been used in the investigation of vision and 
visioning invofves the application of another approach described as emergent evaiuation. 
2.4.3 Emergent Evaluation 
Shce we are faced with the double dilemma of asking ourselves 'what exactky is visioningr 
and %an we in any way evaluate how it works,' we need to find a defensible way of takurg 
on these questions systematically. Smith provides us with an approach when d e s m l  
how, "evaiuation in recent years has becorne more investigative (seeking out the hidden)" 
(1992). Smith goes on to talk about how: 
I I I  
... an investigative study reflects an emergent design. Mthough th- may 
be likely strategies or heuristics for uncovWmg hidden elements, one cannot 
detexmine a prion wtiich techniques will be effective ... mvestigative hcphy 
ofien imrobes phenornena that are less known, more hidden, intractable, 
and methoddogicaily less accessi'bIe. When methodoIogicaI tods and 
procedurai guidelines an insufficient or unavaibble, our rebnce on mental 
powers, on our e x p d s e  ratfier than on our methods, is more evident 
(1992). 
ln Smith's ternis visioning can ceaainty be seen as "intractable and methodologicdy l e s  
accessibk" so the way of studying it is to reiy on our "mental powers" and let the 
4 u a t i o n  cnteria "emerge" from the snidy process. The way of approachhg the 
connection between visionhg's und- assumpbon, arîiculated or otherwise, and the 
results of the practice, rvas to build up the understanding of the philosophy as the 
investigaiion proceeded. Therefore, the charact-on of the practice and the 
underSuig philosophy were initially fonnulated fi-om the review of the literature. Not ail of 
the people writmg necessady subscribed to aii of the ciaims. analogies, images and theones 
put forward. However, a careful amalgamation of ideas on visioning led to the fomulation 
of the seven main questions that guided the interviews with the key informants (see 
mendix D). A measure of the efficacy of those questions was evidenî in the responses 
fiom the interviewea. Firstly of none of them objected to any of the questions. secon@ 
they ofien commented that the questions were good and provocative ones, and fjnalty, they 
ofien responded that the questions brought up issues they had never considered. Their 
responses to those questions and their insights, in hun led to the establishment of the 
criteria that were used to aahiate the forty~ne case shidies (see .-ppendices B and C). 
The patterns thai emerged fiom that duaiion led nnally tu the set of concepts that were 
used to state conclusions about the practice of visioning as a whole. 
A couple of examples will austrate this process. in writing about vision many proponents 
urge that the staternents about the future ought to contain very specific images or word 
pictum. The more vivid and p r e k  the picnue, goes the argument, the better your 
chances of achially achieMng that kmjned state. Bums and Bruîton talk about visionhg 
as "helping to define a nchiy irnagined h m  for the organization by means of visual 
support" (1991). This c d  for specific visual images of the fuhae is found not just in 
journals but also in public documents. "Pichire yourseiftraveliing over the Region of 
Waterioo in the Year 2021 in a hot air ballooq" reads the mtroduction to a plannmg 
exercise, "Lnagine what you would like to see when you look down" (Region of Waterioo 
1991). This concept fiom the titerature on vision.& prompted the inclusion of certain 
questions in the intewiew outhe. Practitioners were asked what the balance was between 
concrete images and abstract ideas about the funire in their particuiar experience and 
approach to Msioning. Their responsa were very intereshg and wül be discussed below 
in Section 5.2. This Iuie of questionhg subsequenüy led to the inclusion of comrnents on 
the degree of Msuality contained in the vision statements of the case studies. Through the 
k t  stages in this aspect of inquhy there was no judgernent about whether the use of visual 
images in  ions was ight or wrong, good or ba4 better or worse, there was just 
observation. How- in conjunction with other factors it was possible in the final 
evaluation to make comrnents about a) the relation of visualness to pertinent expefunental 
eMdence frai areas such as psycholopy and b) how the question of \isuaiity related to the 
potentiai effectiveness of visioning as a planning technique. 
A second example of how mergent d u a i i o n  worked in shaping this research can be 
found in the matter of comparing the Msioning process with the vision or product. Once 
again the titeraturef includmg books, articles and public documents, suggested the 
importance not just of having a statmmt of desires for the fuaue but of gohg through a 
dynamic interaction with people in order to anive at that Msion. Senge says in trying to 
capture this idea, "3's not what the vision is, ifs wwhat the vision does" (1990). The 
question that was asked of ~isionGig practicioners was to describe the relationshîp between 
process and product or which is more important In the evaluation of the case studies thip 
led to the splitîhg of comments into two different grou- (see Appendices B and C). 
As with the case of visuality it then became one of the factors considered when looking at 
related research and in making coftsidered judgements about the potentiai e f f e c h e s s  of 
visionhg in planning. 
.4 t m  that has been applied to the type of research that has k e n  pinsued m the study of 
visionhg is naturaiistic evaluation. Winiams says this approach has evobed through 
disciplines such as anthropology and sociology and has various other names such as 
ethnography and qualitative research (1986). WiUiams goes on to explaui îhat "the focus 
of nahiralistic inq* is in descnig human processes and using the i ews  of the 
participants being shidied to guide the generaîion of hypotheses and the developrnent of 
theones about those processes." A couple of question arise out of applyhg this method. 
The first c o n c m  whether it is refiable and the second &ah with whether it is an effective 
approach, i.e. is it applicable to the work at hand. 
Lincoln and Guba, both in their section of William's book and in other work (Guba 1981), 
consider the maners of rigour and reliability m naturalistic waluation. fhey point out that 
"the real-worid conditions of social action program have led to increasing reiaxation of the 
niles of rigour, even to the extent of devishg snidies looser than quasi-experiments" 
(Lincoln 1986). They argue that the comentional cnteria for ngour: interna1 validity, 
applicabiüty, consistency (rehbitity and replicability) and objectivity c m  be replaced by 
measures thcy have desiged for trustworthiness and authenticity These are not just 
paraleis to traditional tests for rigour but are methods a&pted speçiticaity to this kind of 
research. It is suggested that the present study meets these measures. 
nie second and fast po-int concemed whether tflis research is a good application for 
naturalistic waluation. To addresq this Williams poses &een questions with the intention 
that they serve as tests for appiicability. Of the sixteen questions six are not applicable to 
this yrticular work, the answers to three would count aga& the use of naturalistic 
evaluation in this case while seven would confirm the appropriateness of its use. In 
William's methodology that would justay the approach (1986). 
Chapter 3 
Physically cities are made Erom concrete and asphalt and brick but mythical 
cities are made fkom the d r e m  and desires and disappointments of those who 
grow up there or move there to find themsehm. These imaginary cities are in 
part the creation of vniters, who must k t  the c e  before we can bc sadsned 
to inhabit it. 
Robert Fulford "City of Imagination. " Mucleun 's Mar 17, 1997 
3.0 ORIGIN AND BACKGROUND OF VISIONING 
Füse in the Use of Visioning in Planning 
-1 The r-Zistoricai Uses of the Vision Terms 
Before the Iate l98Os, vision and the related words are rareiy found in planning periodical 
literature. books on planning or related material such as works on strategic planning. 
Hellman doesn't use the word in n e  City in the Worfd of the Fuizire (1970).  major and 
influential writings of the stature of Ljmch's G d  City F o m  do not mention vision or 
visionhg although he does discuss the importance of utopian thought (1 98 1). In none of 
the five editions of Hall's Organizationr: Structures, Processes cb Outcornes stretching 
fkom 1972 to 1 99 1 is the concept of vision discussed. 
Where the word vision does appear, as in the Town Planning Reviav of May 1933 (Peets), 
or in the 1960 document, G d  for Americam (Praident's Commission) the connotations, 
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as we sbll  see, rire quite diffsrvnt fkom the praent use. There are exmnples of the vision 
ternis being applied in retrospect. .-\n article about Philadelplia -en in 1988 d e s a i k  
Willi;im Penn's seventeenth cenhiry "greene countne towne" as his vision (Cohn). In a 
retrospecrive look at the developrnent of the En@h new t o m  Müton Keynes, a 
commentator in the British j o u d  T m  & Coun-y Planning says that the project "... 
depended on strong visions about the hihue and strong CMC leadership ..." (Percy 19%). 
While he was talking about 1967 he was making the statement in hindsight. There is no 
indication that the term vision was used in the 1600s or the 1960s when the events 
described aciudly took place. Sinriiarly, the American j o d  Places looks back at a 
c e n w  of h i s t o ~  in St. Louis, Zulissouri and tall<s about the persisteme of vision ammg 
the comrnunity leaders but the comments are made f?om the perspective of 1990 
(Martinson). There are also more cwent examples of this retrospective use of vision. 
Writing in 1995 authors Nelessen, Howe and Young refer to aexander's vision of fiendly 
neighbourhood transit but when you read what Alexander wrote in 1977 the word vision 
does not 3ppe;u. 
3.1.2 The New Er3 for Vision 
At the 1995 joint Amencan Planning Association - Canadian Institute of Pianners 
conference held in Toronto, consuitant Gianni Longo claimed during a panel discussion 
that he had undertaken the first cornmunity vision in Chattanooga, Tennessee, in 1984. 
The origins of the approach can of course be traced back fiuther ihan that tirne. In the 
1979 Final Report of the Civic Literacy Project in Syracuse, New York, citizen 
parricipation in projects to invent the füture were described in detail (U.S. Department of 
Health. Education and Welfâre). Jh the same year the Toronto architecturai nmi of 
Moriyama and Teshima prepared a plan for the Meewasin Valley in Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan. It contained the same approach that they later caiied a vision but in 1979 
the t e m  was not used (see Interview 10, Appendix E). It appears, therefore ihat LW. 
Longo does have good grounds for his assertion that he h t  applied the term vision to a 
strategic plamhg process. 
By the late 1980s the vision fan.@ of texms became common in the planrmig lexicon. In 
the United States articles hie@ mentioning vision and visionaries first appear with any 
r@arity in about 1986 (Schwab 1986, Zotîi 1986/1, Zotti 198612). In 1988 Moriyarna & 
Teshima's 100 Iéar i?szon for Ontano's N i a  Parks Commission appeared with word 
Msion fiont and centre m the title. By the earfy 1990s there arc whole stones of plamnng 
visions in Issaquah Washington (Zotti 1991), Des Moines? Iowa (Galiqher 1991 ) and in 
the States of Maine and New York (Naylor 1992, Greene 1990). It is possible through that 
period to see the incorporation of vision into exkting projects. Mary Means is credited 
with developing the Main Street raitakation program for the US National Trust for 
Historie Presewation (National Trust 1988). In the eady 1990s she outluied her seven step 
approach and creatkig a vision was k t  (Steiner 1994). While the Main Street program 
had operated over the previous meen years, vision had never appeared in any prior 
description (Skelton 1990, National Trust 1988). In Australia the 1992 plan for Sydney 
included both a vision and goals but the 1988 version of the city's plan made no mention of 
vision (Newman J. 1993). There was virtually no use of the vision terms in Britain in the 
1980s but by 1990 a few articles began to appear (CMlis 1990, Hail 1990). 
A survey of the annuai awards &en out by the Amencan Platming Association is usefid in 
plotting the rise in currency of the vision term. In 1989 The Vision 2005 Plan for Forsyth 
County, North Carolinq was &en the ribbon in the Comprehensive Planning, Large 
Jurisdictions category (Planning, March 1989). The Msion had been prepared over the 
previous three years. In 1990 Portland, Oregon's Central CiS> P h ,  with its vision 
component, was recognized by the APA for Irnplementation (Planning iMarch 1990). 
Vision was absent fiom the 1991 awards but Cleveland. Ohio's Cntic Vision 2000 took an 
honour in 1992 (Planning blarch 1992). In 1993 it was Philadelphia's Edmund Bacon 
who got the Pioneer category award in part because it was said of his 1967 book The 
Deszgn of Cities that people were "hmgry for the vision it provides" ( P h n i n g  -ch 
1993). Vision did not appear in any of the 1994 nominations but in 1995 it Ggured in a 
total of three of the .*A awards. The winners included Santa C h q  Cakfoniia's Vision 
and the vision inspired OlKcial Plan of Ontano's York Region As weil the Oregon 
Chapter of the APA was honoured for the publication of th& Guide to Comrnunzty 
Visionzng (Planning Apd 1995). Two of the 1996 awards hvolved vision. the New York 
State Canal Recreation Plan and the Professional Plamer prke presented to Daniel Varin 
(Planning A@ 1996). 
The Canadian Institute of Plamers Awards a b  feanired visions as  seen fiom the 1993 
honours when both Viszon of the Future: Land Use Developmeni Scenazïos for the 
Rideau Canal Shoreline and a vision based plan for the HaIifax Cornmon were @en 
prizes (Plan Canada November 1993). Other mentions afso show up in professional 
planning joumals. Rademan reports that when ten planning experts were asked by the 
.*A what s d e  thing wouid most improve Zlst century cities, two of the ten refmed to 
vision ( 1995). 
The change in a text book fiom edition to edition can be instructive in esîablishing when a 
new t e m  or use of a term nnally becomes estabhhed. Geraid Hodge, in the 1986 version 
of bis Planning Canadion Communities, quoted Gordon Stephenson, a planner who 
worked and taught in Canada in the 1950s. Stephenson said "1 do not believe we can 
make plans without h a h g  ideal conceptions." Some would say that an Fdeal conception' 
is what we now c d  a vision (at least one of its meanings) but the word was not used in that 
edition. Hodge did add the phrase "creating a wisïon" in the 1991 version of the book 
(Hodge, 1986 & 1991). 
The word visionary is the terni that perhaps has the longest history in modem plamung 
periodical literature. In 1986 we f k d  people iike Chicago architect Bertrand Goldberg and 
d a n  commentator Jane Jacobs referred to as visionaries (Zotti 1986/1, Zotti 1986/2). 
The way the t m  is used at that tmie &es two fw clear impressions. The first is that 
vision is something that is pouessed by or expressed by a special type of person. This can 
be seen when the British journal Planning Week asked its readers to suggest who would 
rnake an ideal. all-timr President for the Royal Town Phmmg Institute. niere were four 
candidates named One was Jane Jacobs. Another was Isambard Kingdom BmeL the 
19th cenhq engine- because it was said he "could have &en a vision and leadership." 
Sir Robert Grieve was another and he was described as "a man of outstanding vision" 
(Planning Week March 2, 1996). There is no vision in this context without a 
correspondmg visionary. 
The second point is a connotation that these visions of Msionaries, wliile uiteresting, are 
somewhat insubstantiai. Jacob's "vision of city Ne" is cded  "romantic" (Zotti 1986/2). 
The article on Goldberg is entitled "Dreaming of Density." In the same year and m the 
same journal there is a story about a vision for the Iowa town of Guttenberg (Schwab 
1986). The implication of ephemera is there in the title of the piece. "Smaii Town, Big 
Dreams." hother writer referred to "the pop& perception: most executives equate 
visioxwy with impracticai" (Wilson 1992). Whiie visionaries continue to be referred to 
fiom time to time throughout the 1980s and 90s, the suspicion of impracticality has 
hgered until quite recently. In 1994 a Canadian p lmer  adtrntied that her vision was 
"hopelessly nostalgicq (Grant). 
3.1.4 Transforrriing the Concept of Vision 
Over a period of time a nimiber of tansforniatons in the use of the vision f e  of temis 
began to occur. nie d c l z  about Gutîenkg, Iowa, is a an ewmple (Schwab 1986). It 
represmts one of the first instances of the term *on w d  without refermce to a singe 
visionary. Instead it taUo about a group of kachers from the local collage, n-ha serve the 
town as "a highhr educated facule that can provide a core of commun@ leadership and 
vision." Vision is st i .  seen as the praave  of mdividuals but not of one special person. A 
key example of this transformation jumps out of the pages of PIanning in September 1988 
(Cohn). A new plan for the city of Philadelphia was vigorously atîacked by fomer city 
planna Edmund Bacon. Bacon had been the author of Philadelphia's 1963 plan and is 
strongly identifïed with the visions contained in that document (Barnett 1983). The new 
plan was a group effort without a single identifieci champion and Bacon said it was "not a 
plan at all but a grab-bag of miscellaneous items" and that it "purports to be a vision but 
isnlt" (Cohn 1988). 
-4 second transformation occumd when vision came to be modified by the word strategic. 
It changed fiom being the speciai view of either a single visionary or a select leadership 
group to become used in the sense of the goal-Sike statement or statements that serve as the 
focus for a long range or strategic plan. Up to this time a vigonary plan in the sense that it 
was used by Peets (1933) to dacnbe L'Enfant's LVashington or Bamett (1983) to refer to 
Bacon's Philadelphia, meant a detailed spatial representation with maps showing street 
iayouts and building placements. In other words, the vision was the master plan. In 
Oregon's Guide to Comrnunity Visiming, vision is described as the answer to the 
questions: "Where are we going? ... What does it want to look W?... Where do we want fo 
be?" (Oregon 1993). British Nnter? Roberts, said 3 strategic vkhn is "cle;lr puidance thb 
setfs) the contes for dmlopment based upon a clear vision of the fbhire..." (19%1 
UnderSing these ideas is the notion that, "if hunmity is to change its ways, it must first 
have some sort of vision of the better worid it wants" (Challis 1990). In this transfomed 
role as a part of strategic planning, vision was no longer the spatial master plan nor was it 
the somenht suspicious thmg, it had been when amibuteci to visionaries or ascribed. 
us* in retrospect, to great civic leaders. Instead it began to acquire the status and 
acceptability of a formai planning technique. Vision has become part of magmm f ier  the 
fashion of contemporary planning methods: ETV for Empowering the Vision ( Wheeland 
1993) and FSV or Future State Visioring (Stewart 1993). "Vision- therefore. " said David 
Hall, "has both strategic and operational dimension; it has national, regional and local 
dimension; and it has social and politid dimension" (Hd 1995). 
By 1989 the use of Msion in the sense of a focus for strategic planning became h d y  
established. From that time the usage in official documentation bcgan to grow steadiiy. In 
the Puget Sound region of Washington State a document entitied The Northwest fiszon 
was refeased in 199 1 (Planning March 1991). To the south in the town of Gresham 
Oregon, a vision was begun in 1986 and competed in 1991 wMe Littie Rock, Arkansas, 
completed a vision plan in 1992 (Klein 1993). Various regions in Cana& adopted plans 
that began with visions. Ontario's Hamiiton-Wentworth Region pubiished their's in 199 1, 
Waterloo Region in 1992 and Haldimond-Norfolk Region in 1993 (Plan Canadu 
Septernber 1995). The Greater Vancouver Area undertook a vision which appeared in 
1993 (City Profile, Greater Vancouver Regional District). 
3.1.5 L i t d  and Metaphorical Meaning 
In its strate& context vision came to be M e r  sub-divided into two distmct usages, l i t d  
and metaphorical. The description of a Msioning workshop in Cdgary3 Alberta relates that 
"... as the community's new vision of itseIfpoured out, the artists sketched and the ideas 
took Msual shape." (McDoweli 1988) The technique behg reported on is "Co-Design" as 
used by consultant Stanley King. This approach involves a concept simüar to Visual 
Preference Survey, a tenn for which the American consulting fhq Anton Nelessen & 
Associates. hold copyright (Nelesm 1994). These practicioners contend that vision and 
Msioning ought to be about t h g s  as they are actuaUy seen. .4 1995 Planning article 
explores the visual and pdcuiady the movie images that have shaped the way Amerïcans 
think about their ideal urban spaces (Dercle). Anthony Doms  recent book iVov Visionr 
for Metropolitan Americn o u t h a  "fïve components of the American Dream." in these 
applications vision is used in the literal sense: that is, meankg a pichue, a concrete image 
of physicai objects in the futirre. Interesting cument work in the field of ViSuaIization is 
assisting p h e r s  to help people see what various development option will actuaw look iike 
(Southworth 1985, Goshg 1992, Jamieson 1995). 
A digerent approach is secn in Sydney, Australia's 1993 vision. The city is to become ". . . 
a dynamic7 sustainable and diverse community built on the regionk prominent position in 
the New South Wales, Australian and Asi;r-PacSc economies. .. " (Newman J. 1993). 
Vancower, British Columbia's vision is to be "... the h t  urban region in the worid to 
combine in one place the thhg to which humanity aspires on a global basis.. . " (Greater 
Vancouver Regional District 1993). While these may be f e  clear statements of d e e d  
end States, the way in which the term vision is being used is quite diffërent from the literal 
sense. In the case of both Sydney and Vancouver, vision is used not as a "£ixed visual 
expression of the places," but rather "hving a clear idea of the qui&@ of life.. . " (Hall, 
1995). In other worck vision is being used as a metaphor (Venna 1993). It is not a 
physical pichue of the friture but r a b  a description of s o d  cultural and perhaps 
emotional attnbutes. 
3.1.6 Product and Process 
The next madestation of new meaning for *on appears to have begun about 1989 or 
1990 just as the strategic vision concept was gaining wide acceptability. This new variation 
saw the emphasis shift from a vision as a product in the form of a plan component or a 
statemm to the process of vision-hg. The award winmng pian for For* County, ZYorth 
Caroh% emphasized "consensus building" and was said to be a "people p h "  (Planning 
iMarch 1989). Iri kkarsas it was asserted that, " m ' R E  - Little Rock has achieved its 
most important goal. It has caught the imagination and energy of the citizm and created a 
forum for decision making" (KIein 1993). This new approach or use of the texm vision 
grew fkom the movement toward citizen participation in planning. The roots of the trend 
go back at lest as far as Forester's classic 1982 article, "Planning in the Face of Power." 
but are rem part of the age-old stniggle to achieve genume democracy (Himg 199 1). In 
this attempt to appiy democratic principles to planning it is said "proponents of 
visioning believe that plans that resonate with citizens' deepest aspirations and values have 
the best chance of being implemented" (Klein 1993). This effort has taken on considerable 
magnitude in some communities. Hundreds of people were invohred in London Ontario 
(Micak 1994). In Ontario's Hrunilton- Wentworth Region: 
... the senior staff and elected officiais of the region decided that a Msion or 
focus was needed around decision-mahg processes such as capital budgets 
and major policy initiatives (the official plan for example). It was decided.. 
to invohe evesy citizen, [and] a ta& force comprising leaders fiom a cross- 
section of the community..  to prepare a community vision.. . (Plan Canada 
September 1995: 26) 
Visioning in the sense of mviting a broad range and large number of citizens to participate 
in sethg out the fùture &an development plans in th& comunities has been adopted as 
the latest iteration of citizen involvement. "The new paradigm," a s  one writer has put it, "is 
empowering peopie's vision of a better tomorrow" (McClendon 1993). 
3.1.7 The Geography of Visionkg 
Some observations can be made concerning the geography of vision use. It is fairiy clear 
that vision and visionïng in their planning applications were raised, if not bom, in North 
r\mexica The fkst plamhg use rnay have been m Tennessee in the earfy 80s but the ternis 
were widespread in American and Canadian planning joumals by late Ui the decade. There 
is no single focus of use in Canada although little appeared  un^ recendy in the litmature 
kom Quebec or the other easterly provinces (Manders 1994). In the United States a 
mapping o f  earfy occmences and subsequent applications of vision t m  may reveai a 
distribution pattem. niere seem to be nodes of activity in the Pacinc northwest 
(Washington and Oregon), the Midwest (Iowa, Illinois and Minnesota), the northeast 
(Maine, Connecticut, rurai New York and Massachusetts) and the near south (Arkansas, 
Tennessee and the Carolinas). This is not a strong pattern and may on& reflect Fvho was 
writing about their work. 
In Bntain the use of vision tenns seems to have been confined to England. The words are 
absent in Wales and Scotland. Wïthin England, however there is a marked difference fkom 
the North American experience. Whiie vision related efforts in C m &  and the US have 
tended to corne from the ground up through practicing plannets and citizens, and have 
widely been applied to land use plans, rhis is not the case in England To date, where 
vision terms have appeared they have more often invoived such things as iandscape 
preservation, s d  busmess incentives and neighboiahood projects. The British 
Waterways Board launched a vision for old canals (Planning Week Apd 1 1, 1996). A 
citizens group urged the governent to show more Msion in their proposed Couneyside 
Pian (Planning Week January 26, 1995). A drug store chah is helping to fund a p r o g m  
cded Vision On which supports small tom high streets (Plmining Week A p d  6: 1995). 
Inspired by the Rio Conference with its Agenda 21 on Sustainable Development, a group 
in Gloucestershire launched a Vision 21 exercise aimeci at improving their community 
(Young 1995). 
Until recently the British ph- journais reported on these sorts of vision initiatives but 
didn't use the vision terms in refêrence to specific land use planning either in the strategic 
(product) or the participative @rocess) modes. In fact, with the exception of the 
Gloucestershire example there are few casa of participative planning discussed at d in 
British joumals. There is some uony in this since imlike Cana& and the US where 
visionhg doa not seem to have been mandated by regdation in any jurisdiction, there are 
new Regional Planning Guidelines in Bntain specifïcally requiring that visions be prepared 
(Roberts 1996, Thomas 1995). The second of six requirements in the so-cailed RPGs of 
1995 is to "provide a strategic vision or visions for the region." The 1990 version of these 
Guidelines requircd four steps of which the W was a broad dmlopment fiarnework for 
20 years or more but in which vision was not mentioned In Australia's Queensland a 1994 
State regdation smiilar to the Bntish RPGs requires regional plans which began with a 
vision statement (Abbon 1995). Otherwise, Australian visionhg seems to have been 
confined to some large centres although even among those Perth has a fairly new plan that 
does not mclude a vision statement (Bnumig 1992). The on& exception to the apparent 
lack of regdations requirgig visions in North A . c a  were recommendations contained in 
a pair of reports completed in Ontko but never put mto effect by the provincial 
govemment (Ontario 19%)- 
While a review of ten years of plammig fiterature indicates this sise in the use of the terms 
vision and visioning in the US, Canada, Australia and Bntain it also shows where the 
concepts do not seem to have been used. The only mentions m New Zealand's Planning 
QuarterrS, are quite recent and are found in reports of planriers retuming nOm trips to 
North herica (Leigh 1996). In the context of the lesser deveioped world the vision 
concept is also absent. This is tnie for example of dc1es concenWg strategic planriing in 
Southeni MXca (Turok 1995, Dewar 1995). Some interesting visions of Indonesian and 
Brazilian development are offéred in the journal Third World Planning Review (McGee 
1994), and Environmen& (Norton 1994) but these were written by a Canadians and not by 
people fiom the subject countries. This view that vision or visionhg is not a factor in 
planning in developing countxies must be considered ag-t the fact that the vast majority 
of the sources considered were E n a h  language publications. None of the French 
language articles in Plan Canada: however, deait wiîh vision 
3.2 Sources of Vision and Visioning Concepts 
3.2.1 The Reasons for the Search 
In the praious section the rise in the use of the vision and visioning concepts in plamhg 
practice was expiored . It was noted that the phenornenon has p x k a r i i y  occurred during 
the last ten years. Notions about vision in other contexts, of coinse, long pre-date that 
t h e .  It niight stiU be askeci, however, why it is necessary to search beyond the realm of 
contemporary planning and into the origins of the use of the visionhg tenns. 
'ïhere are t h e  reasons. First of alL we set out to look for the philosop~cai basis that 
undedies the present practice of visioning. That undcrPmnmg is found m the evolution of 
the concepts Mor to their present style of application in plamtmg. Second@, we have 
already seen that far nom bRng a single concept, vision and visionhg may have numemus 
contexniany specifïc me* and once again the understanding of these nuances lies at 
least par@ in the wolution of the words. Fhdy, it is important to know about the history 
of the vision ideas because plammig theorists and leaders in the pl- profasion o f h  
make pointed reference to the past m clamiing continuity for their ideas and authority for 
their assertions. It is vital th- to know what these references reaiiy meaq even if 
sometimes the people making the coniments don't funy know. 
The hrst two points, an appreciation of the philosophy b e b d  visionhg and corning to 
understand the range of meanings of the wordq wiU emerge fiom the foiIoswing discussion. 
The thkd p h 4  concefNng the historical references found in current planning fiterature, 
ought to be ampiifïed here, before we go any further. On the cover of the brochure that 
introduced the visioning project in the Muskoka community of Lake of Bays, this line was 
quoted: "Where there is no dream - the people perish." As welî as being found in public 
documents variations of aUs phrase can also be seen in books on plammig. In Nelessen's 
fisions for o New American Dream, the quote is: "where thm is no vision, the people 
W h . ' '  The words are nom the book of Proverbs B l 8 .  
The phrase is undoubtedly intended to be inspirational and m a society with a strong Judeo- 
Christian tadition, the appeai to the authority of sacred writing as a basis of justitication of 
a present effort is clear. in the prewious section of this chapter British plarmer David Hail 
was quoted as calhg for a new vision that would live up to the standard set by the v a t  
urban visionaryf Ebemezer Howard. Again there is an appeal to a legendq, ifnot a 
sacred authority in a contemporary c d  to action (Hall 1995). 
Sp* in her 1995 article, states that, "it is this emphasis on the power of new visions to 
change the future that places the sustainability movement square& in the utopian traàïtion," 
She goes on to argue that both modern femiriist ideas of planamg and environmentalism 
are h e h  to great visionary traditions of mato, Thomas More, Charles Fournier, Wïlfred 
Owen and Howard as weU as more recent thmkers such as h w k  Mumford. Peter 
Newman takes a similar position in des- the traditions behind the Green Movnnent 
(1996). He talks about the Jewish prophet Zachanah's vision of a new Jenisalem and 
about the "lineage of stnigg.Ies for the green city in modern times." In this line are ali the 
people mentioned by Spain as weli as John Ruskin, Wï?iiam MomS, Jane Jacobs, Ian 
MacHarg and Michael Hough among others. 
While there are interesthg Uisights in Spain's and Newman's articles they, tike the previous 
examples, assume that, quite aside frai what the acnial substance of the visions were, the 
concept of vision has been constant through time fkom biblical to classic& through the 
~ n a h m c e ,  enlightenmenf hdustrid revolution and down to the present. n i a t  assumption 
will be ewniined in the balance of this section and in the last pari of this chapter. 
Refiecting on the biblical quotation above, as weli as some consideration of translation, Win 
be a good introduction to the pitfhh of taking worb at face value. The quote fkom the 
Lake of Bays brochure reads, "where there is no dream - the people perish." A check of 
numefous translation has fded to reveal the source of that particular version of Proverbs 
29: 18. If we go to the King James Version (161 1), however, we find the quote as it is 
@ven in the Nelessen book and which nom the point ofMew ofendorsing a municipai 
visionhg exercise seems quite appropriate: "where there is no vision, the people perish? 
However? the situation becomes Iess clear i f  we d t  the Revised StrmdQrd Version 
(~1952). Here the same verse says, "whm there is no prophecy the people cast off 
restraint." Somehow that sounds less supporiive of municipal visionhg and when we go to 
the New Englsh Bible (c 1972) there is not much improvanent. There the quote is "with 
no authority, the people h w  off feStramttw Movbg on to the GoodNews Bible (1976) 
we find that Proverbs 29:18 is tr;msIated as: "a nation without God's guidance is a nation 
without order." 
In most of the instances in the Bible the ongmal Hebrew word which is translated into 
English as 'vision' is i 1 h. [hazôn] whÿe Hi the Greek the word is opamc Dorasis] 
T 
(Brown 1906, Louw 1988). The meanhg in the case of these words is aiong the lines of 
divine communication of an ecstatic nature. In other words a message fkom God. It cm 
be seen that this is a long way nom the current usage in municipal plarmmg exercises. 
3.2.2 The M e n t  Rwts of Vision 
It is quite likely that ever since our most distant human ancestors h t  came to perceive the 
passage of t h e  and ro have rnemory, they probabiy began to fear and anticipate the future. 
There was good reason for the fear since they wuld see the h consequences of situations 
such as not having enough food for the winter- At the sarne thne, they must also have 
begun to anticipate the pleaures that the fiitute couid bring: &on runs on the river and 
spring raim that made thmgs grow. Polak, a thinker we wiIl hear more of a linle later, 
specuiated about this process (1%1). He said h t  eariy in our developent, humans 
Ieamed to conceptuaüy split time inîo a 'now' and an 'other.' That was the first step in 
bemg able to imagine that other time. So it was that many primary human activities came 
into being such as astronomy, which dows the accurate predictim of the seasons, and 
arithmetic? which enables one to keep track of days. But people's desirr to understand or 
to have some knowledge of what is coming has been more insariable than aiat 
Out of many anCient reiigicms and cuitures, îherefore? m e  the tradircms of prophets, 
s m  and shamans. These were mdividuals who couid supposdîy see hto the futiire. h 
classicai Greece, Pbto descnied two different fomis of foretelhg which he called sant 
divination and insane diMnation (Gattey 1977). For the Greeks? and one niight expect for 
many oiher people, sane divmation mcant readmg !@S. It may have beni bird entrails or 
the aiignmmt of ceriain stars buî by slow steps and with mariy dead ends, mat practice of 
carefûi observation grew into what we now c d  science. Whde the effectiveness of reading 
naturai signais grpw very slowty, most of the praçtitioners of futurt te lhg contmued to rely 
heaviiy on the other branch of the irade. Insane divination was what Plato's mentor 
Socrates cded, "a madness which is the special gift of heavenw (Gattey 1977). In their 
t h e  the most famous edyamp1e of this was the Delphic Oacle where messages concamhg 
the intentions of the gods were & M d  through fiestesses wMe in States of fume 
induced ecstasy. Much like m;-y modem Msiorrhg exercises, the garbled words of the 
piestases had to be mterpreted by priests who were the reigriing experts of their &y. 
There were many 0th- cultmdy specinc versions of this sort of pctice,  some employing 
consciousness altering substanca, some ushg meditation and still others going for food 
and sIeep dephtation. 
The concept of the future in ail of these instances was that it was unknown to mortals, 
predetermined by &ine or extra n-oridiy ponier and outside human control. nie future 
was fate. You might get a girmpse of it through contact with the divinities or controbg 
power, but you couldn't do anything about i t  One of the classic tensions in our tradition of 
drama and literature is the Cassandra dilernma; knowing what is gohg to happen and behg 
lielpless to do anything about it. This notion persisted in the cornmon understanding util 
relative& recent histoqr, and m sorne quarters it continues to persist up to the present. In 
this way we c m  see a line of prophetic descent that stretches f i a i  Ezelaal through 
Nostradamus d o m  to Edgar Cayce and perhaps even into our own thne (Thurston 1981). 
There is a danger present in any reference or association of our contemporary 
understanding of Mgon in planning to this ancient tradition of h a v e  visions of the fuhue. 
It is not likeiy that feniflist or environmental visions referred to by Spain and Newman are 
redy like Zacariah's, Plato's or More's smce their understandmg of the worid and the 
future are so completely different than ours (1995, 1996). 
3.2.3 Utopianism 
In a way this concept of the fuhue being visible or@ through divine or supemahu;il 
inspiration is also a feature of another great tradition, that of utopiariism. The idea that 
utopias or pdect societies codd be descnbed by individual thinkers is one of three 
problerns or factors in ola contemporasy association with this tradition. The second factor 
or question is whether utopias are reaily about the future at all and the third point is the 
great variation in attitude toward utopian thought whkh has been displayed throughout 
much of history. 
In considering the first question we need to remember that while utopianism is a t m  that 
has corne to desmie vanous adrnonitions about what the w d d  o@t to be me, it cîoes 
have a very specinc origin. The word was coined in 15 16 by the English politician and 
cl&c, Thomas More (Tod 1978). It was a double entendre m Greek which had the 
meaning of 'no place' but could also be understood as rneaning 'good place.' When the 
term utopia is used in retrospect to mclude Piato's Republzc or S t  Augustine's City of God, 
thcreforq it is being used in a way that those authors rnay not necessady have intended. 
From More's time, however, utopian has been appiied not ody to writing but ais0 to sorne 
actual expcrimenfs in iiving. Wilfred Owen's attempts to creaie a mode1 indusniai 
community and various reiigious mQvements such as the Mormons are examples. But the 
one thing that most of these attempted and literary utopias have m conmion is that they 
were the work of or they were directed by individuai writeis or leaders. The Shakers were 
an exception, being more of a conmi- k t e d  moment.  
The second question concems whether or to what extent utopias are about the funire and 
in that sense visions of thhgs to corne. More's work has been demi'bed as "not a p a r a h  
myth but a vehicle for comments on his own society" (Tod 1978). Neither is it clear to 
what extent Plato was achiany advocaiing the y t e m  he d e s m i  Many religious writhgs 
that purport to be about the fùture may be akin to apocaiyptic works such as the book of 
Revelations in that they are daigned more to achieve cornphce with prescri'bed n o m  of 
present behaviour than to predict actmi comirig events. In somewhat more recent tim- as 
Bloch-Lainé points out in his article, The Wty of Utopzar for Refomers, that approach 
continuai (1967). 
Whcn people actudy set out to estabiish commmities according to a utopian prescription, 
however? that is a different matter. The question then arises as to how successful those 
attempts have been. In generai, or some would say mevitably, they have failed. ûwm's 
experHnental c o m m d e s  disintegated, the Shakers died out as  a result of their utopian 
idea of celiiacy and the Mormons have transformed themseives into a relative@ standard 
North American conmiunity. Some of the more extreme seifdefhed utopian e>rperiments 
such as Ceausescu's Romania or Jonestown have not on& been f a i h  but horrendous 
&asters. When the recipes for ail of these visions are examined what we generaUy h d  is
that they rareîy describe pleasant places (Tod 1978). Utopias either postdate that people 
are inherentiy good and on& need a political and social system to anow then tme nature to 
p r o s p ~  or they assume that humans are basicaüy compt and require a set of d e s  to curb 
their worst impulses. In d e r  case they advocate and if they reach the experimental stage, 
impose, a fauly rigid system of behaviour. 
The attitudes ioward utopian thmkinp tias perhaps as a r s d t  of some of its inherent 
contradictions, been somewhat uneven. Gabor says ihat in medieval times the future 
meant doornsday. The Renaissance begm a long pexiod of oprinrism about the fùhire 
which was expressed by romantic poets as well as the nineteenth centwy actnnsts such as  
the ones already mentioned above (1964). This optmiism reached its L'te- height in 
works such as of William ~Mor~is' Navsfium IVavhere and even survived the First W d d  
War in J.B.S. Ha1dane's Daedalus (1923). But it wasn't long d e r  that whm a very 
diîkent h d  of future view emerged in Aldous Hwley's Brave Nau WorM (193 1). 
Orweii's 1984 and Freud's Civzlzzalion und Its Discontents joined Huxiey's grim view in a 
movement that became known as dystopia, or the opposite of utopia (Richter 1975). Not 
or@ was it shown that the negative side of the future view could be expressed just as easily 
as the optimistic angle but throughout much of thk centwy utopianism has generaily been 
in disrepute. Even in a book on the subject this attitude is apparent: 
1s it possible to define it? Perhaps the or@ safe answer is that any attempt 
to do so wouid be hopeless ... unrealistict irnpracticable. impossibk doomed 
to fadure, and a fùtile academic exercise - in facc utopian (Tod 1978). 
This historical kiew of utopianism is offered in pursuit of some perspective on changing 
ahtudes. If the concept experienced a downtum in populariiy eariier in this centuy it 
appears to be making a corne back It always had its proponents such as Lewis Mumford. 
We will take up thk point later in Section 3.2.5 but we should consider before movhg on. 
just how utopianism differed in essence fiom other traditional kiews of the future. In spite 
of it b e i q  generally the vision of an individual and therefore similar to other divine or 
inspired revelatioq and in spite of its often being used as contemporary corner& 
utopianimi did htroduce at least the seed of the idea that the fiiture might be afTected by 
present actions. Whether it was a vinon of the perfect saiety or even the dark image of a 
heil on earth. utopia or dystopia, there was the idea that seeing this people rnight act in 
sorne way now that would potentially change the outcome (Richter 1975). WMe the idea 
of having the potential to a e c t  the friture remained relative& m e a l  until the 1960s - an 
inteUechial but not a popular idea - there were many important concepts that found their 
first expression in utopianism. Utopian wxiting was a h d  of repository for innovative 
ideas (Morgan 1946). Enviromnmtal planning ideas made an ea& appemmce in this way 
(Tod 1978) while many subsequently sigdïcant social and cultural trends began as  utopian 
notions (Richter 1975, Lynch 198 1). 
3.2.4 The Future r\s History 
Some ideas about the future were described in utopian Mitmg but another iiterary conceit 
or approach dealing with the future in a l e s  proscriptive and less didactic way made its 
appearance in the nineteenth cenhuy. It was 1888 when an berican named Edward 
Beliamy published a book cailed Lwking BackWarcici It may not have been great Literature 
but it seems to have been the k t  example of a story set far in the funire? a hundred years 
in Bellamy's case? in which things that had not yet happened were Mewed as though they 
were history. The technique was used to beîter effect by people such as KG. Weik in The 
Time Machine. by Jules Veme in numerous books and gave rise to the whole genre of 
science fiction. 
This approach had at l e s t  two outcomes. The h t  was that wn'ters wanting to rnake 
social comrnentaxy could set a story in the fuhue and speculate about the outcomes of 
contemporary policies and directions without speaking about them directly. That added to 
the evolution in thinking about the &hue and our ability to have an e&t on outcomes. 
The second change in thinking that grew from this new literary f m  was the notion of 
'backcasting.' I f  forecasting was an attempt to project curent trends into the fùture and 
thereby predict what would happen then backcasting was the exercise of speculating about 
a fbîure state of affâirs and working backwards fiom that pomt to reconstnict the steps that 
must have been taken to get there. This concept was one of the pieces that went into 
constnicting the modem approach to Msioning. 
3.2.5 A Fuitue Kriown and Shaped by Science and Technolog 
.At about the same time that utopiamsm was undergohg increased cnticism and being 
relegated to the fiinges of serious thought, it was being replaced by a growing 
preoccupation with science and iechnology. Steadily fkom the beginnùig of the twentieth 
century the faith in human's ability to soiw problmis with maches and formulas replaced 
older beliefs. It was in this atmosphere that most of the urban design ideas that domhated 
the rest of the century came into the planning r e h .  Howard the Bauhaus SchooL Le 
Corbusier and Wright aii proposed ideas of city building that were designed to sobe the 
problems of previous generations by organizing structures? semices and space in ways that 
would irnprove people's lives (Fishan 1977, Hodge 1991, Buder 1990). 
To deai wich the future, one of thae ernerging techniques was forecasting. It was argueci 
that if enough information about previous rainfdl, former sales of products, population 
numbers or anything eise couid be obtained, then through rhe application of mathematical 
extrapolation the future trends could be preûicted. Under these circumstances there was no 
longer any need to speculate, dream or even wony about the future. It would be a matter 
of knowledge. 
The same logic extended to other areas of human endeavour. Between the appearance of 
Edward Bellamy's wotk in 1888 and the 1930s there were an estimated twenty five books 
pubhhed in the United States on the theme of what came to be cded the techological 
utopia (Segal1986). In the fùture thae writings predicted, 1 of people's challenges would 
be met by the introduction of various labour saving and t h e  heing machines. But these 
machmes were more than just took Segal says they were to be "a means of achieving a 
pdect  society." The 1939 World's Fair in New York City was a kind of culmination of 
this fervour (Corn 1986). The theme of the event was 'Tomomow's world that we shall 
build today.' In padions sponsored by companks such as General Motors models of cities 
criss-crossed by fieeways were shown and in displays created by Westmghouse the future 
kitchen N1 of electric appliances appeared. These? it could be argue4 were Uicredible 
visions of the fùture except that there were no trafEc jams on the mode1 freeways and no 
air pollution fiom car exhaust and electxical generating plants. Whde Plato's and More's 
and other exlier utopias had largeiy been about social organization and societal 
responsibility, this twentieth century drearn mostly featured technical gadgets. The social 
aspects were not entirely left out, however. In his 1946 book WaZden Two and in Beyond 
Freedom and Dignity (1971) B.F. Skinner said that this modem ideal society could o d y  be 
brought about if refined techniques of behaviourai engineering could be devetoped and 
applied. Where forecasting as predictive study relied on the concept of laws that govemed 
mathematical modek some psychology relied on determiniSm. 
It was or@ when the promise of techical utopia began to show signs of f a k e  after the 
middle of the cenhvy that a new and different approach to the future began to crystalize 
around some developing ideas. 
3.2.6 The Shapable Future and Self Actualization 
It was noted above that Mumford was one of the thinkm who resisted the gened mi& 
century dis- of utopian optimiçm. He made the distinction between utopias of escape 
that were impossible and utopias of reconstruction which seek to change the world for the 
better (1922). But there had aiways been a few speciai people? Mimiford probably 
numbered arnong them, who were able to see a better or at least diffemt world in their 
own min&. Some of those people had the wia the force of personality or the authority to 
actuaiiy direct what course future events would take. Those are the people we have 
traditiondy called visionaries. Something else, a sea change in human development had 
to happen before that concept of the controllable future could become more generaiized 
That change was the introduction of a new way of seeing and studying human psychology 
and the primary agent of the change was AH. 1Maslow (Lowry 1973). In 1983 Esquire 
magazine named him as one of the most innuential psychologists of the haK centuy, citing 
managrnent theory as  one area that he had significantly changed but his indirect iduence 
on planning has not yet been wideiy recognized. By introducing the notion of self 
actuaiization iMaslow paved the way for the idea ihat ordinary people's dreams or visions 
could actually be reaiized. mer people's basic needs for shelter, food safety and so on are 
met, he held that it was in everyone's nature, to reach for what he cded their "highest 
aspiratio m... the stmiing toward health, the quest for identity and autonomy, the yearning 
for excellence" (Maçlow 1987). He said in die same book that "the study of motivation 
m u t  be in part the study of ultimate human goals or desires or needs." In other words the 
goal, or in many peoples' terms the vision of the future, was what motivated present 
actions. 
AMasiow's ideas had a @le effect that went through acadeniic psychoiogy which 
deveioped a whole new study  of cognitive and motivational dimensions. The influence 
spread to management theory and then to organizational practice (Petem 1982). It spread 
also to the realms of sport and health where the concept of visualizing athletic success and 
welhess have been widely studied and used (Simonton 1978, Smith 1990). The ideas 
reached plannÎng largefy through these routes and not direct@ as will be seen iater fkom 
the interviews conducted with planners invohred in curent visionhg exercises (set Section 
5.2). 
More close& associated with planning there were, however, other inteliectual 
developments. A Dutch sociologist narned Fred Polak pubiished a two volume work in 
1961 as part of the preparation for creaiing the European Commety. In The Image of 
the Future he h t  postulated that a clear mental picture of states of being and events yet to 
corne is the ka) to ail choice-ariented behaviour. Polak then prrote an extensive history of 
societies &om classical Greece to modem Israel in which he argued thaî a clear vision of 
their desired future was the common element of success. These ideas seem to have arrived 
in North Arnerica and received some circulation through Eiise Boulding, the woman who 
transhted Poiak's work into English. She and her husband Ken Boddhg, taught at 
diierent American universities and were active in the peace movement in the 1960s and 
70s. It was in h t i - g  and w o r h g  of these issues that they disseminated the concepts of 
fûture images and motivation (BouIding 1983). 
While Polak was working in the Netheriands, another European was busy in the 1960s in 
Paris. Bertrand de JoweneL supportai by the Ford Formdaîion, set up a research institute 
called Futuribles and pubüshed The Art of Conjecture which was translateci into English in 
1967. While de Jouvenel s a  talked about predictions of the future and personal destiny he 
began to open up the idea of the controüable or shapable future. The next link in the 
progression of ideas on visionhg was American Denis Gabor. Under the innuence of de 
Jowenel he wrote a book in 1964 in which he discussed an interesting concept and gave a 
prognosis for the friture. We mut forgive Gabor for hi9 miscalculaiion regarding the 
hture. w&ch îumed out to be just about as far off the mark as one could ùnagme. He 
believed that the main problem that would face society in the 1970s, 80s and 90s would be 
a troublesome excess of leisure tirne. That may have been wishful thinkinp. The concept 
he proposed howeve~ was more perceptive. He said that the ancient prophets Jeremiah 
and Cassandra could do nothing about what they predicted Jeremy Bentham and John 
Stuart bill tltough ofkm wrong, had had some effect on c imghg the friture. But in our 
age, titough even with cornputers we wiU not be able to predict the future. we cm in fact 
invent it. 
The k t  step of the technological or social inventor is to Msualize by an act 
of haginahon a thing or a state of things which does not yet exist and 
which to him appears in some way desirable. He can then start rationally 
arguing backwards from the invention and forward from the means at hû 
disposai until a way is found fiom one to the odier. (Gabor 1964) 
3.3 Lessons from the Historical Uses of Vision 
So what is it that we c m  see fiom this long look at the sources of the visioning ideas? 
Retuming to the three reasons @en at the beginnin@; of this section for conducting the 
search we can Say fkst that a h d  of philosophical basis for the present practice of 
visioning emerged in the 1950s and 60s. These ideas while they had traceable 
antecedents, were markediy &erenit from praious popular concepts about the nature of 
the future and how it couid be approached. In temis of the me- attached to various 
vision words, it is becomhg even clearer that these are manifold and cornplex The matter 
of definition win be exaniined in more detail m the fouowing chapter. As far as the way 
the vision words are used in writing about p b n i n g  it should be clear that great care ne& 
to be observed when reading such works. Just because vision words are used in pror9mity 
to and in conjunction with other terms d o a  not in itseif convey meaning. The khd of 
vision implied in reference to a bi'blical prophet and the sense in which a nineteenth ce- 
Wnter can be said to be visionary, are very different fiom one another and différent again 
f?om the way the ternis are used today. 
Chapter 4 
Change meant a retum to the humanist vision with greater opemess to reality. 
John Ralston S au1 The Linconscious Cntilization. (1 995). 
1.0 CRITICAL AN,4LYSIS OF m E  MEANINGS OF VISION 
TERlMS 
4.1 Taxonomie Framework 
In speaking about planning literature Gutîenberg "notes a bewildering change, £+om one 
contea to another, in the meanhg of key tenns" (1993). He goes on to Say that we need 
to get beyond simpiy expioring the ambiguities of words and to look systematicaily for the 
connections and observable patterns in use in order to explain their meanings in ways ihat 
have prac tical applications. 
H a h g  looked at the M e  in use of the ternis vision and visionhg in planrnng practice and 
ha- explored the ongins of the concepts swounding them we have est~blished t h t  
there are a multiplicity of meanings invokd m the Vanous uses and applications of the 
words. We cm now atternpt to disentangle the strains of meaning and set out an array of 
definitions or a taxonomy that will differentiate various applications. It is hoped that this 
will prove useful to those deaimg Nith the study of vision and visioning. 
To mist in this task it is helpful to have 3 descriptive and ;ui3iyticai fnmework. Ushg m 
approach suggested by Baum (1977) and based on Faludi's work (1973) we can separate 
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planning theory into its two main components. There is substantive theory, which deals 
with the social and environmentai reaiiîy in which plamiers work and which they attempt to 
influence. This is where visions belons when they are acnial products m the fomi of 
statements or documents that become potentialiy usable planning tools. The second branch 
of planning theory cm be calied proceduta1 and concerns the processes in which planners 
engage. Visioning, the process of amhhg at or developing a vision belongs in this 
category. We will, in this section and in Section 6.1 which examinees case studies, use this 
p&wy distinction in order io separate product fiom process (see Figures 2 and 3 and 
Appendices B and C). We rnight consider where visionaries belong under thae two 
jenerd headings. What vkionaries produce, visions in the form of books or actuai plans, 
are substantive. What they d o  or di4 becaw we keep being told that there are no 
cisionanes around today, was procedurai. When Msionaries are referred to or invoked in 
current discourse, it is a more complex matter (see Substantive Meanhg 5 below). 
Tuming then to seconcîary distinctions in the way the vision words are used we c m  further 
divide the instances into those which are laudatoqt and those thaî are pejorative. By 
laudatory we mean that the words are used in complementary and positive ways. This h d  
of use can be f o n d  in comments such as "the vision serves as an organizing p ~ c i p l e  ..." 
(Barczak 1987) or another fiom a newspaper: " .. . let's face it, the worid is short of 
visiomries" (Howard 1995). In these cases the impact of what the &ter is sa- depends 
on the reader understanding and accepting that vision and visionary are meant to have 
positive value. There are hints of the rnemkgs in the neighbouring words. 
In the k t  case 'serve' and 'principle' indicate the nuance and in the second. the word 'short' 
indicates that the object of the sentence is rare and therefore valuable. Nevertheless, part 
of the mearimg in these cases must be derived fiom other factors such as the reader's 
knowiedge of the particular writer's views and the larger context in which the words are 
found. 
Pejorative connotes a derogatory or negative use of a term. We c m  fùid this once again in 
a newspaper story about a land development issue: "pragmatists say there is no money for 
such a vision" (Barber 1995). Here there aie two things happening. The &ter himself 
does not agree with the point of view on which he is reporting but he conveys the sense in 
which the 'pragrnatists' feel that the subject project or Xision' is impractical and unreaiistic. 
In his 1993 book The Shape of the Ci& John Seweii describes the development of 
plannmg in the last decades as becomhg " I e s  an exercise in *ion and adherencr to 
theoq and more an opportunity to implement &bgs that seemed to work" For Seweü. 
the concept of planning dorninated by vkion is associated with the old and discredited 
expert driva mode1 of commumty development and he cleady doesn't approve of it. In 
both of these instances the sarne things are tme that were stated above. Part of the sense of 
the words is f o n d  in the inmediate context but part of it needs to corne fiom a broader 
se tting. 
in boih the substantive and procedural areas we will seek to arrange the various me* 
being examined on the continuum between the iaudatory and pejorative poles. For teaiary 
masures in each of our two major categories of meaning, however, we necd to devise 
Werent gauges. In the case of substantive theory we are kterested in the vision 
expressions as products that can be used in achial p l h g  decisions. In t e m  of that use 
the next most important factor is the ciarity of the vision staternent. For that reason we can 
view the statements as employing either i i t d  applicarions of the word vision or 
metaphorical applications. There is again a continuum between the poles but on the literal 
end we would fuid clear spatial and visual images while on the metaphorical extreme we 
find references to generalities, policies and/or methods of doing things. In the rnatter of 
procedurai theo~y the next factor of importance in considerhg how visions are created 
appears to be a question of whether they are mditiduai acts or participative ones. 
Therefore, the continuum between visioning as a personal undertakmg and visionkg as a 
comunity endeavour can be laid out, 
With these two broad fiameworks ammged we c m  proceed to organize the various 
rneanings of the vision words in a systematic way and foiîowing Guitenberg's directive, to 
hnd the patterns and relationships among them (1993). To better understand these 
relaîionships Figures 2 and 3 have been prepared and wiU be refmed to in the tes. Each 
of the meanings is defïned and an example given. Most of these examples are drawn fkom 
planning fiterature including periodica books and documents or fiom ohm sources such 
as newspapers. non-planning books and popular magazines. As weii some of the examples 
corne from the interviews canied out as part of the presemt raearch. Some of the 
meanings are descnied as being related in certain ways to others while some are treated as 
having subsidiary meruiings. Some are independent. 
niere may. of course, be other ways of classiSing and defining these terms but this is an 
approach that should be able to accommodate WRiany all of the possible uses of the t m .  
Thrre rnay be uses that when anaiysed show that the words are conveying more than one 
of these meanings concurrentiy. While planning practice is the focus of the investigation, 
meanings that are not generalfy applied to plannmg are included here in order to 
dernonstrate the complete range of possible uses. Strong links between meanin* shown in 





4.2 Substantive Theol  Meanings o f  Vision Terms - Products 
Substantive Meaning 1. Prophetic Visions 
Certain& one of the oldest applications of the terni vision concems the ghpses of the 
future &en to individuals? generally in dreams at night, by the dMltity. "And it shaIl corne 
to p a s  aftmards7 that 1 wiU pour out my spirit on d flesh: your sons and your daughters 
shall prophesy, your old men WU ciream cire- and your young men s h d  see *ionsw 
(Joel2: 28). Judeo-Christian holy writ is replete Nith such referaces but most of the great 
prophets of all traditions experimced these km& of wions. A few common elments 
characterize them. The visions were generaily quite iiteraiiy pictures of what was to 
happen. On the positive side that might be the promise of prosperity in .4braham's case 
while on the negative side it could be the foretellhg of destruction as in the instance of lot, 
and Lot's d e .  The visions came fkom God, they were not created from the prophet's own 
imagination. Fin*? if the f h r e  scenario was catastrophic and was to be avoided that 
codd corne about not by human intemention but or@ by human repentance foilowed by 
divine intervention as in the case of Jonah and the city of Nmeveh. The ulhatety 
mgalive connotation of this meanhg is the apocdyptic vision such as found in S t  John's 
Rwelations. It niight be pointed out in answer to the question of what this has to do with 
planning that refaerices to samd wxiting and to prophecy do occur in planning practice 
and theory (Kemp 1992, see Section 3.3.2 above). 
Substantive Meaning 2. Vision Goals 
A fairky typical planning document fi-om southem Ontario includes the foilowing 
description: "generaily a Msiodgoals statement is a compdation of goals describing a view 
of what residents of a Region collective@ want the area to be like in twenty years the" 
(Regional Municipality of Haldmiand-Norfolk 1993). LeaWig aside for the time bemg the 
matter of whether or to what extent the Msion staternent is a "coiiective" ciesin: what is 
dacriied here is a document containhg a nurnber of expressions about desired f h m  
outcornes or what Baum calls a 'füture imagjng' (1977). In this case the words vision and 
goal are used together in a way that inplies they are interchangeable. In some planning 
documents there is an effort to distinguish vision goals fiom ordinary goals by impiying that 
visions have an motive dimension. 'Goals corne fkom the head, visions from the heart,' is 
the type of phrase that tries to make this point (Feick 1995). 
The degrel: of deraü. clarify and specficity and the type of issues addressed in hese *ion 
goais statements varies wideîy. In some ways, however? they occupy the same place in 
planning that was once taken &y documents with namcx Ee 'master plans.' Wmgo, 
perhaps with tongue in cheek, once calîed master plans our cartoon of  utopia (1963). 
Some expressions of vision goals use a kind of pyramidal diagram in which the apex is 
labelied %sion' with the tetms goals, objectives and programs occupying the expanding 
spaces below. The same diagram appeared in earIier documents with the apex cded 
'overd goal' (Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board 1973). 
In the past the principal meaning of vision as rnaster plan was visuai and spatial in the sense 
of maps incikatmg the layout of structures and roads on the gound. That is what 
L'Enfant's Washington plan was (Peets 1933) and what Bacon's Philadelphia plan was 
(Bamett 1983). In descniing Patrick Abercrombie's vision for London, Hall says that it 
was planned on organic principles with ceiis and arteries in which each part performed its 
propcx function (1980). This is probabiy the most cornmon use of the t m  vision in its 
planning application in spite of the vagueness of its connotations. 
Substantive Meanhg 3. Vision Actions 
This concept is one of the most striking metaphorical uses of the word vision. What is 
reay meant is not a visual image or picture of the firme but the path or actMties required 
to achieve the bision. Baum @es some theoretical context to this when he explams that 
images of the future require spatial (ends) dimensions and temporai (means) dirnensiom 
(1977). The temporal connects the present with the fuwe and the two carmot be 
ariificklly separated but can be understood as facets of the same procas. Polak caîied this 
splitting tmie and splitting space ( 196 1). What are usu* included under UUs heading are 
in fact policies or other description of  ways of proceeding. This process becomes even 
more stark when one reads a theorist describing a business application of the principles 
involved: 
.. .corponte bision, &O called portfolio strategy: a description of the 
strategic business areas in which the nmi proposes to participate: enteq and 
exit, as well as the synergies which wiil be maintained among them.. . 
dennition of "the business we are m." (Ansoff 199û) 
What is intended to be conveyed by the statement of Msion actions is o h  conhiçed with 
the temi mission. The .4sbricige Mission Mode1 sets out what a mission statement rnight 
include: pqose .  which is why the organization exists; strategy or the cornpetitive position 
and distinctive cornpetence; values, which are the things that the organization beiiwes in 
and behaviour or policies and patterns of action (Campbell 1990). h the discourse about 
strategic planning the use of the tenn vision to describe actions policies, behaviours and 
purposes seems not to add any ciarity. 
Substantive Meaning 4. Utopian Virsio11~/Re~omtnictive/Escapist/Dystopiao 
in the examination of the origins of visions it was noted that u t o p i b  has undergone 
some cycles of popularity. .4t a thne when it was out of favour Lewis Mumford attempted 
to bring the t m  back into the planriing discussion by doing what we are aaernpting here, 
which is to Say to distinguish between positive and negative application of the word He 
dehed escapist utopianism as that tendency to leave the reai worid by taiking about the 
impossible. That could not be defmded as  a usefd exercise. On the other han4 
reconstnictive utopianism or seeking to change the world for the better. he felt was a vital 
and essential part of any planrmig (19- Lynch 1981). 
On the map of substantive me*, Figure 2 we can place the two concepts of utopian 
vision on the laudatory-pejorative continuum. Even more negative in tone than escapist 
utopia is what Richter cab dystopia or those horrifïc images of the future presented by 
Orwell and others ( 1975). 
Substantive Meanhg 5. Visions of Truth/Vision As Mantra 
Aithou& the idea of visions being conveyed fiom God may no longer be in vowe there 
are ways in which the word vision is still used to indicate a khd of validation of concepts 
being put forth that is sbo& authontative. Consider for example this excerpt fiom a 
biography: "Maslow's was a vision of gnostic ûuth.. ." (Lowry 1973). It seexns thai people 
long to have sorne absolutes in which they can believe and in the absence of religious 
prophets they gravitate io scientific or scholarty ones whose views cm be cded visions and 
can be equated with îruth. 
This use of the word is potentially pioblematic ifit is not recognized and undentood for 
what it is. That is especdy mie  when it is uscd by writers and theorists who otherwise 
have a claun to behg hard-nosed and practical. This tenancy can be found in some 
business joumals that purport to be objective and pragmatic. Take for example the 
statements that visioriing "provida direction, generates cornmitment strengthefls bonding 
[and] cultivata support" (Barczak 1987). The evidence @en for these assertions can be 
descnied as anecdotal and selechive. The claims made for the effectiveness of vision in 
business become, at timq alrnost mantric. 'Tffcctive lead- then have vision that is 
persistent and consistent.." and "visions cieariy are m demand during times of changew 
(Byrd 1987). Planna often echo this cal1 for vision as the@ vision equated with tmth 
(Wright 1996). 
Two things need to be kept in mind at this point. First of aii the comments made here do 
not suggest that ihere is no value in the ideas bcing written about but oniy that there are 
important questions with regard to the irnplied meanings and usage of the words. Second it 
needs to be remembered that for the most part the concept of vision in its present fom 
entered planning practice through the conduit of business and managemmt theory. 
.huming that strong statements regarding the validity of Msion made in the management 
literature c m  be regarded as authoritative may be misleading. 
Substantive Meaning 6. Vision PrinciplesNalues/Decision Criteria 
In this use the term, value ngght be more accurate in conveying the meanhg intended. 
When the Regionai Municipality of Waterloo initiated an exercise in 1990, the pl- 
s t a E  attempted to interest people in tall<ing about desirable wual images for the fùture. .4t 
public meetings and through rnailed in questionnaires, however, they found that most 
citizens were more interested in discussing what could better be dacriied as policy 
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Substantive Meanhg 8. Visions as Pipe Dreams 
In the rnirror image of the meaning outlined above, vision cm just as eas* be used m a 
negatFve and demeaning light to indicatr disagreement. The phrase, "pragmatists say there 
is no money for such a vision," is a pimie example of th& usage (Barber 1995). 
Substantive Meaning 9. Evil Visions 
As pipe dreams are a negative reflection of vision used in its simple laudatory mode so the 
idea of vision as received tnith (substantive meaning 5) has an opposite in the idea of the 
evil vision. This kind of use has abated since the end of the cold war but there was a t h e  
when one ofken encountered phrases such as the 'communist vision of worid domination.' 
Substantive Meanhg 1 0. Premonition Visiow'Second Sighflofenuuiers 
.Uthough seldom found toùay there is a rnarkedly different sense of vision that was much a 
part of histonc literature and foudore. For this meaning it is helpful to tum to anorher. 
more orai and Iess technologically oriented langage. lfwe look for the Gaelic words that 
would be used to translate vision and visionaiy we find tuzbhis and taibhsear lpronounced 
tifes and tifesher] (Dwelly 1901). However in this langage that embodies a good deai of 
superstition there is Little that is positive or cornforring in the connotation of these t em.  
Tuibhis means a spectre or apparition that is av&blc to the seer through what is in tum 
b;uislated as 'second sight,' a kind of mysterious and disfurbing intrusion on the 
comciousness. This is what Scrooge experienced with the visit fiom Marley. A tazbhsear 
or visionary is one who possesses this faculty of second sight; not a planner but more of 
what we would c d  a witch or a person bewitched. The substantive products of second 
sight are gen- things like f o r m e r s  of knpendhg deaths. These differ fiom divine 
prophecicx pïmady in our undmtanding that &ey have the opposite origh. 
4.3 Procedural Theory Meanings o f  Vision Terms - Process 
Procedural Meaning 1. Inspired Vision/DMne or Ohenvise 
When we tum our attention to process of having visions the h t  stop for an historical 
understanding is at the notion of received inspiration. Traditionally this inspiration came 
fiom God who said, "1 spoke to the prophe- it was 1 who mdtiplied visions? and through 
the prophets gave parables" (Hosea 12: 10). 
Our more modem interpretation of this process would probably argue that a person who 
has hi& intelligence and creatiçip who is weU educated and lives in a time of opporrunity, 
rnay produce ideas that çould be cded inspired or visionary. In 0th words we might try 
to mechanisticaüy explain the ongin of the insights but we nevertheless accept that there are 
Uidividuals who rnake major contributions to the rvorid of ideas. There are also those who, 
while their creative instincts and desires may be recognized by some, never rise beyond the 
statu of eccentricity. Thcre appears to be oniy one clear way of distinguishing between 
creative genius and wool gathering. E a  person in our society makes money or achieves 
farne as a resuit of their ideas we c d  them visionaries. If they toil in obscurity we cail 
them dreamers. If, fkom time to tirne the work of one of these dreamers is discovered d e r  
th& passing, we Say they were ahead of their t h e .  And if a person who was considered a 
successful visionary in their t h e  later turns out to be a fake, then we convenientfy forget 
them. 
Procedural Meanhg 2. Vision Quest 
The vision quat  is a process of spintuai awakening that is parîicubdy associated with the 
Native People of North America In this meaning of the word a young person goes 
through a right of passage into aduithood by separahg themeives f h m  the community 
and meditaîing until they make contact with th& naturai spirit guide. To some extent this 
vision state is brought on by physical deprivation. The concept is very appeahg to people 
who are interested in enwonmental planning and in re-establishmg the profound iink with 
nature that seems to have been broken by modern urbanism and alienation. i W e  not 
being legitirnate mernbers of any Native tradition some environmentalists feel that they 
have either experienced a siniilar hansfomtion or else they h d  the vision quest concept a 
powemil lit- expression of their sensitivities. 
Procedural Meaning 3. Visioning as Issues Identification 
Taken together Procedural hieanings 3, 4 and 5 codd be described as participative 
planning. It is useful here to merenthte them in order characterize the specific nature of 
eack While it is certaidy possible to do them d in a *en visioning exercise it is equalh, 
possible to do one without the others. The participant in visioning may be under the 
impression that they are doing them aii and the exercise facilitatm way indicate that is the 
case but simply saying it does not make it so. 
The first of the three parts or stages is what Ziegler cak  "cliscemhg concems" and others 
cail ideniifjing issues. There are casa where this is aii that is done under the name 
visioning. In 1990 the Future Vision Project in Clifton, NJ, produced a report that stopped 
aAer outlining cormnunity concems (Kemp 1992). Some projects invobe the public in the 
identification of issues (Burlington, ON) but not in the 0 t h  potential aspects of creating a 
final vision document. 
Procedural Meieaning 4. Visioning as GahraniSation/Team BuüdmgiAppreciating Othm 
Many people feel th& the process of vision& thuiking about the fùîure? is far more 
vaiuable than any acaial document that is produced. Interviewee number 8 in thir sîudy 
(see Appendk E) said that it was vital to get people thinking about t b g s  in a different way 
than they normally do and to confiont other people's legitimate concems. This team 
building aspect is also stressed in many writings on visionkg (Senge 1990, Thornason 
1981. Hutcheson 1984). The result of the procas can be quite motivational and can 
subsequentiy gabanize people hto action. Sometirnes that motivation can be seen to go 
weU beyond the original time period devoted to creating the vision and weîl beyond a .  
red understanding of the document. In taking about the her ican  Constitution for 
example, one writer said: 
It was a III@@ vision ... It was an even broader and bolder declaration than 
chose who made it knew ... its soaring vision enabled our society to meet the 
trials of emerging nationhood. .. it inspires us stiIL.. to make the vision a 
reality, a fiamework of self govexnment was established. .. (President's 
Commission on National Goais 1%0) 
It is doubtfûl whether Americans have made a detailed study of the vision document being 
spoken of but its eEect is not substantive so much as procedural in the sense that it 
motivates action. That is the fond h o p  of those who undertake plannmg visions, that the 
effort will generate the kind of dynamics that are expressed here. 
Procedural Meaning 5. Visionhg as Generation of Solutions 
Mer visionhg has identîfied issues and motivated a tearn approach its last process is the 
soli& of problerns. There are a number of ways of going about this. "Creative 
visuaiization," is one approach which "employs goal directed imagery to bring about 
desired outcornes. These can be for objeck Lifestyes and desired pcrsonaiïty traitsw (Shone 
1984). One of the principal ideas behind this aspect of participation in vision creation is 
that the synergy engendered by many people's involvement wiU result in betier solutions. 
Procedural Meaning 6. Vkioning as blanipulation of the Public 
When we taiked above about utopianism? about vision as an expression of agreement and 
about vision as a revehtion of trutk there was in each case a reflection or d o m  side. The 
sarne is true in the case of the participative plammg triad \Mile the three aspects outhed 
above are thought of in positive terms by most planners, some, both inside and outside the 
profession see the visionhg process as a way of manipulating the public or other groups 
invobed in the decision making process. A pemon contacted as part of the praent 
research indicated chat a Lisionhg meeting' was held in rheir comunity d e r  a pariicular 
planning document had been completed. solely in order to meet the statutoiy requirements 
for a public consultation. Another official said that visioning was done in his municipafity 
to get the politicians to agree to do what the pfanners wanted them to do. One writer said 
of visioning that it was "a new - and proven - tool for broadening citizen participatioq and 
thus winnuig new constituents for planning" (Ki& 1993). Another indicated that visioning 
was undertaken because city leaders sensed mistrust fiom the community (Benson 1993). 
While thae statements may not necessr@ hdicate the worst motivation they could be 
seen to be somewhat cynical. 
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Procedural Meaning 7. Visioning as Leadership 
In this usage vision is either equated directiy with leadership or is seen a major comptent 
of it. In a Maclean's article about the CBC (Nov 18, 1996 pg 51) we see an example of 
the f k t  type when an emp1oyee of the corporation said: "There is no leadership. No 
vision." The second idea is conveyed in the following passage: 
To choose a direction a leader must first have deveioped a mental image of 
a possible and desirable state of the organization. This image, which we c d  
a \+ion, may be as vague as a dream or as precise as a goal or mission 
statement. The cntical point is that a vision articulates a view of a realistic! 
credible. attractive fùture for the orgariization a condition that is better in 
some important ways than what now exists (l3ennis 1985). 
Procedural Meaning 8. Visioning as Demagoguery 
The flip side of strong and beneficial leadership is dictatorial authority and repression. 
Some people see that kind of regime built and maintained through the process of 
dernagoguery or the creation of false visions. "Evil is always with us; no political program 
can elimliate it. Every utopiui scheme hida a Grand Inquisitor. ive make the earth heu 
when we insist on h g  it into paradise" (Keen 1974). 
Procedural Meanhg 9. Deluding the People 1~4th Distoited Visions 
nie expression of ; i u t h o r i ~ m  in 3 comtmity is sometmies d e s t e d  in visual ways. 
Many dictatorial regimes, as part of their program, try to innuence their populations with 
ided visions of the future, and p s t .  We cm think of Maoist poster campaigns in the 
Cultural Revolution and the insisteme in former Soviet countries on art that portrayed 
socialist realisrn. 
In spite of our poiitical fieedom and open society we may not be totally immune f?om this 
in the West. In 1995 article in Planning, Dericle maka the case that Hollywood's popular 
rnovie and television images of cities are making ir difficult to change d a n  patterns ihat 
are cieariy desîructive. She says that movies contindy reuiforce that there is only one 
nght way to h e .  one vision ifyou wdi, and that is in a suburb. 
Procedural Meanïngl O. Visions as MadneswHallucinations 
The last dennition under the headmg of visioning is what is cded ' s e h g  thhgs' in the 
sense of madness. There has always been a fine h e  in this area. You can be visionary if 
you're successful you can be a wool gathering &y dreamer if your genius is not 
recognized or you cm be a stark raving looney when people realiy don't iike what you're 
teiüng them p u  see (Knoll 1982). Rachael Carsen might have been able to commiserate 
with St. Joan on this matter. 
In summary, it can be seen fiom the foregoing battery of defkitions. that the vision words 
have a broad spectrum of possible me-. It is not at d clear that the potentiai for 
confusion resulting fiom the use of these words is realized by planners or others. 
4.4 Sample Text AnaIyses Based on the Proposed Taxonomy 
Now that we have outlined an array of potential meanings for vision, visionhg and related 
wor& it might be useful to test the taxonomy by analysing some sample texts from 
planning literature. The first of these, Novak's The Arne- fision, was published half a 
generation ago by a body that could be characterized as conservative. The second passage 
is found in a Canadian planning journal fkom 1995 and the ihird cornes from a British 
joumal in the same year. These were chosen without any perceived bias simply because 
each had two or more occurrences of vision words. Mer each time the words appear 
there is a number that can be subsequmtly r e f m d  to while in the W s i s  pragrapk the 
Substantive and Procedural Mes- fkom the previous section are cited. 
... indeed we do not actualiy have a theory that expresses our vision 
(occurrence 1) of the good and just society. There is no single book one 
would willingS place in the han& of a serious inquirer and Say: here is our 
fidl moral political and econornic vision.' (occumnce 2) Granted that our 
system is cornpiex and granted that it is pluraüstic, encompassing many 
metaphysicd and cultural visions (occumnce 3) ather than one done; still, 
it is, to Say the leas4 awkward that we have no overarching vision 
(occurrence 4) to express, no electnfying text to send inro the world-wide 
ideoiogicai banle in which we are engaged" (Novak 1978) 
In this passage occurrence 1 has Substantive MeanSig 6 which is a set of values or decision 
criteria. Occurrence 2 conveys Substantive Me* 2 and 3 or a set of specific goais and 
actions required to achieve them. Occurrence 3 carries Procedural Meariings 1 and 3. an 
inspired view and an identification of issues. Occumnce 3 also has Substantive Meanhg 
5 and 6, impiymg that it carries revealed truths and a sets of values. Occurrence 4 carries 
Procedural Meanhg 4 which is a motivate force. In total then there are four occurrences 
of the word vision which arnong them c a q  seven different me- out of a possible 
twenty with one possible rneaning appearing twice and no two of the occmences h a h g  
exactly the same rneaning. 
... the senior staff and elected officiais of the region dccided that a vision 
(occurrence 1) or focus was needed around decision-making processes such 
as capital budgets and major policy initiatives (the official plan for 
exampie). It was decided.. to invoke every citizen, [and] a task force 
comprishg leaders fkom a cross-section of the co rnrnunity... to prepare a 
commun@ vision.. .(occurrence 2) (Pearce 1995) 
In the second quote the word vision appears twice. Occurrence 1 has Substantive Meankg 
6, which is a set of values and decision criteria. Occurrence 2 cames Substantive 
Me- 2 and 3, a set of goals and the actions to achieve those goals. At the sarne time 
occurrence 2 has Procedurai Me- 3- 4: 5 and 7: encompasmig ail three participative 
plaMing stages and impSring a leadership role. Between them the two appearances of the 
word vision have seven of a possiile twenty m e a m  and neither of them means the same 
as the other. 
What was required nom RPG [Regionai Planning Guide-lines] was clear 
guidance that set the context for dcvelopment based upon a clear vision 
(occurrence 1) of the future prospects for the region Eady RPG was 
somewhat weak in ternis of strategic vision (occurrence 2), often 
concentrathg on workaday matters to the exchion of coherent and fx- 
sighted strategic vision (occurrence 3). Later RPG provides a clearer sense 
of purpose and vision (occurrence 4) (Roberts 1996). 
In the thVd passage the word vision appears four rimes. Occunence 1 has Procedural 
.Meaning 3 which is to Say the notion of issues identification. The &ter rnay haw 
intended this use to convey Substantive Meaning 2' the sense of goals but by adduig the 
words 'friture prospects' he thereby leaves open the interpretation of vision as prediction or 
speculation about coming conditions. Occumnces 2 and 3 both have the word strategic 
attached to vision but they are not exactly the same. Occurrence 2 is intended to hpiy  
Substantive Meaning 2, goals? but prima& carries Substantive Meaning 7 in the sense that 
it is being used to hdicate a positive and desirable statement wah wfüch the writer cm 
agree. Occurrence 3 more cleady represents Substantive Meanhg 2 but &O has Process 
Meanhg 4 in that it is expected to be motivational. Occmence 4 canies Substantive 
Meaning 3 in that the accompanying word 'purpose' impiies actions and it has Process 
Meaning 4, or motivation as weii. In these four appearances, the word vision manifèsts 
five of the possible twenty meanings with somewhat more consistency f hm one use to the 
other than the m o u s  examples. 
1.5 A Reflection on the Question of Meaning 
In concluding this examination of the meanïngs of vision words a couple of observations or 
perhaps questions can be reflected upon. If readen understand d these different me- 
then there is no problem. Thaf however, seam d e @ .  If, they don't understand them 
and miters don't see the necessity clarifymg them, then the question might be asked as to 
whether the passages are capable of conveying any clear meaning at d.5 Lf, on the other 
hand people don't understand and the wrïters would genuinely Like to dari@ the meanings 
rnight it not be preferable to use other words that are more straight forward? 
In the following section the ways in which the vision words have been used in specific 
planning contexts and by particuiar plamimg practitioners will be explored. 
- -- 
5 It CM be nored h t t  there are exumpies. ihe Region of Ottawa Cmlton for one, where pfanners 
preparing documents have undertaken to eqiain the djflerenr mances of the vision words to the public. 
Chapter 5 
Community Vision ...is a set of s h e d  ideas about how we want our 
cornmunity to change ... 
Ottawa Cadton @a@ Plan46 Mar 95) 
5.0 THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS FOR VISIONING 
5.1 Defined Systems or Approaches 
There are a number of approaches to visionhg that might be cded systems. Ten of these 
will be outiined here as they are described by those who practice or advocate them. It is 
not c W e d  that these represent ail the approaches in use? but or@ that îhey proMde a 
samphg of ideas that illustrate the major points invoived in visioning. 
Where there are other systerns similat to one of the ten listed h a ,  reference is made to 
them. One category listed is not te* a complete Msioning systern but was identified by 
practitioners as ha- had some innuence on k i r  work. Oniy a couple are specifically 
intended for use in urban planning whiie the rest are oEered not ody for municipal use but 
for corporate, organizatiod, personal and other plannllig appfications as weii. Not all 
have visionhg as their central concept. Most of the vision& approaches described are 
poprietorid in that they are offered as part of consuliing packages. JoeI Barker's video 
The pawer of vision is a kind of 'idornercial' or an advertisement posing as a docurnentary 
(1990). One of the systems to be discussed, Anton Nelessen and Associates' Visual 
Prefmce Adysis, even has a technique the name of which is the subject of copyright 
protection: Visuad Preference Surveysm (1993). 
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Oniy three or four of thae approaches feature an- that might be called a theory or 
theory-iike construct that guides their application. The rest are more in the nature of 
technique sets. Ziegler admits that there is "not much theoreticai structure in the practice 
of envisioning" (1990). This lack of theory conceming the place of vision m the seme of 
goals or objectives in strategic plannùig is underlined by Dyson in the introduction to his 
collection of writings: 
... a key part of the strategic planning process invohres setting and rwiewhg 
objectives ... objectives and goais need to be cleady stated if strategic options are 
gohg to be evaiuated in any rneaningfbl way ... models and adyi ica l  procedures 
have so far had relatively little impact on this aspect of strate& phmhg, and in 
recognition of this no papers are included under tfiis heading ( 1990). 
The systems wiU f h t  be outlined. nie few examples of stated theory wiU be examineci and 
a general characterization of the practices wiü be offered The following Section, 5.2, wiü 
then undertake to lay out the implied or assumed program theory on which the dacnbed 
practices appear to be based. Section 5.3 wiu then critically assess those undermg ideas. 
Perhaps the place to begin is with the two approacha on this list that are not iinked to 
specific practitioners or or@zations that directly provide professional consulting semices. 
The f h t  is the Oregon Model (Oregon Chapter of the APA 1993). In a thirty-six page 
booklet published by the American Planning Association the approach to community 
visioning that was developed by the School of Urban and Public Affairs at Portland State 
University and practicing plmers in the Pacific northwest of the United States is outlined. 
By way of definîtion the booklet says that the visionhg process M e r s  Iiom traditional 
strategic planning in three ways. It focusses on a wide range of issues, it is geared to 
cornmuniîy values and it uses altemative scenarios to explore the future. It is not claimed 
that visionhg necessady replaces 0 t h  f o m  of planning but that it might improve the 
overail process. The Oregon Model proposes a four stage approach begimiing with p o h g  
the community (see Figun 4). In that phase the present situation is cleariy set out It is a 
large@ a research operation that includes not or@ a physical inventory but also an attempt 
to understand the community's vaiues. Stage two invoives ana@& trends. This is an 
attempt to see where the community is beuig pushed by present conditions. The third part 
involves creating a vinon and 
really asks the question where do people in the community want to be in the f i r~rre?  The 
fourth and final step is the creation of an action plan that will move the community towards 
its defined vision. That phase includes articulahg specific goals. strategies and priorities. 
Some e-xampla of places where this mode1 or a close variant have been applied include 
CorvaIliS. Washington Portland, Oregon and Revelstoke, British Columbia. There are a 
number of other articles and pubiished case studies rhat propose r o u .  siniilar approaches 
under names such as Empowering the Vision (Wheeland 1993) and Future State Visioning 
(Stewart 1993). 
The second approach to be examlied is Sofi Systems Methodology (SSM) which was 
developed fiom systems engineering by Professor Peter Checkland of England's Lancaster 
University (1990). The approach has inûuericed some of the people teaching 
Environmental Resources Snidies at the University of Waterloo and has found its way fiom 
there into Ontario planning through projects undertaken for the Minisay of Natural 
Resources. A brief description of the approach is summarized in Checkland's own words 
when he says that SSM is: 
a general methodology which uses systems ideas to fmd a structure in 
apparentiy unstructured 'soft' problems, and hence leads to action to 
elimmate, deviate or sobe the problem, or @des an orderiy way of 
tackling hard' problems (1 976). 
Sofi Systems Methodology uses the idea of vision as a way of haghhg what the situation 
wodd be like with the problem soived. That image or funire state can then assist in 
reassembhg an idea of the hidden structure of the problern. This approach differs fiom 
some of the more se~actuaiizatioa rnodels that assume the future can be invented in that 
SSM does fall back on a positivist or detemmiist understanding that there are knowable 
u n d m g  forces at work in deteminhg outcornes. 
The rest of the examples described are associated with the consulting work of certain 
individu& or groups. Some of thae are commercial, for profit ventures wMe others are 
not-for-profit associations. AI s e m  to bc reasonably w d h g  to s k e  th& ideas in books 
and articles but there is generally an understanding that to get the full benefit of the notions 
put fornard the direct services of the individuai or group are required. 
The Envisioning method is a very precisc way of amving at a vision. It has beni developed 
over a twenty year perîod by Warren Ziegler and his nmi Future Invention Associates of 
Denver. Colorado, and Edmonton Alberta. Ziegler's techniques grew out of his academic 
work in the field of education at the University of Syracuse but he has applied the 
approach in urban and corporate pianning, individual self-fdfhen~ institutions~ CMC 
bodies and issues identification (U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfâre 1979). 
A direct municipal planning application was undertaken in the Edmonton neighbourhood 
of Shathcona in the eariy 1990s. Envisionhg is summed up by Ziegler as the art of 
coming to a palpable sense of what the future can and should be. The f o d  processes 
that he foUows with cüents are guided by the followhg set of principles: that the fùture is 
not the dornain of knowledge but of action; thai the future is a metaphor for the human 
imagination; that participants in envisioning form a community of leamers who have to be 
ready to take ris& de-role, search for s h e d  vision wiîhout @ng up their own and be 
prepared to listen, nurture, clarif'y and critique each other in search of a shared w o n  
(Ziegier 1990). One of the main points that Ziegier's approach shares with some, but not 
ail other visioning pmponemts, is the idea that visioning ought to be about the desirable and 
not the possible. Z@er is also clear in his assertion that ody individuals can participate in 
envisioning. Only individual people, he SV, can drearn. It is not somethuig you can do 
on behalf of or as a representative of a group. 
W e  apparent& not directly influenced by Ziegler's eflvisionjng ideas another movement 
shares rnany of the same notions. They are incorporated in the procedure used in Ontario 
by the Healfhy Communities initiative. It grew out of the realization that cornmuni8 heaith 
could be bener approached in a positive, proactive and preventative way by focussing on 
wehess rather than treating sickness. Since this idea involves not just hospitals and 
medicai profession& but the whole cornrnunity, vision exercises have ken used to 
mobilize citizen organization and action. It is known that this approach was important in 
the case studies of Woolwich Township, the Regional Municipality of Waterloo and the 
Regionai Municipality of Haldmiond-Norfolk (see Appertdix E). The heaithy comunities 
movement was also iduenced by another visioning system put forward by an organization 
caiied the Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA). 
The ICA system uses what it calls the Technologies of Participation (TOP) method 
(Spencer ~1996). In this approach to strate& p h n h g  there are five steps. It begins with 
mapping out a practical vision, then proceeds to deal with undedyhg contradictions. From 
that emerge ideas for strategic directions, plans for systematic actions and f k d y  an 
hplernentation heline.  These steps are pictured by ICA as fomiing a spiral (see Figure 
la). The visionhg part of this approach is also broken down into five steps. It b e  with 
setting the context or deciding what the main question is. Next the group engages in 
'brainstorming' during which time they generate al1 sorts of ideas and write thern ail d o m  
without being in any way critical or judgernental about those ideas. Thk is smiilar to De 
Bono's coloured hats technique. Typicaiiy these ideas are recorded on pieces of paper that 
cm be taped up on the waii and moved around when desired. Once aU the creative idea 
generation has bem completed the group be@m to organize the ideas into instinctive 
categories, i.e. which o n a  seem to feel right together. Once the ideas are grouped the 
categories can be named F i n a  the groups and items withh them can be d u a t e d  which 
leads to prioritizing thern by importance. 
Insofar as there is a theory involved in the ICA approach it is the c h  that this sequence 
of steps replicates people's everyday thinking process (Spencer ~1996). 
The next system to be considered matches or perhaps surpasses the ICA approach in its 
comprehenskeness. Senge's books The Fzfih Discipline (1990) and its cornpanion The 
Fflh Discipline Fieldbook (1 992), outlines his detailed and inspirational but extremeiy 
cornplex system for changlig group behaviour to be more effective. What he calls 
"building s h e d  visionw is the fourth of f i e  "leaming disciplina" outhed as a way to 
create a "leamhg organization." ï h e  others are systems thmkmg, personal mastery. mental 
models and team leaming. The importance of linking these factors is stressed by Senge 
when he says "...vision without systems thinking ends up painting loveiy pictures of the 
hiture with no deep understanding of the forces that mu t  be mastered to move fkom here 
to there" (Senge 1990). This is primarily a systern aimed at leaders but while it had its 
origins in work on management Senge contends that its premises hold tme for all sorts of 
people and in a Mnety of settings. niese ideas are thought to have been considered in 
regard to mimicipal visionin8 exercises in placed such as Welland: Ontario. 


There is a t h e w  or theory-lüce concept behmd this approach. Senge d e s c l l i  it m this 
way : 
The juxtaposition of vision (what we want) and a clear pichne of current 
reality (where we are relative to what we want) generates what we c d  
"creative tension"; a force to bring thcm together, caused by the nahial 
tmdency of tension to seek resolution The essence of personal mastexy is 
Ieamhg how to generate and sustam creative tension m our hes. (Senge 
1990) 
In the books this 'nahiral force' of 'creative tension' is pictured in a diagram showing a 
humm me behg puiied back toward the p s t  but &O behg pufied fornard toward a 
goal (see Figure 4). It is important to this constmct that vision be understood as a veq 
specific destination a picture or a graphic image. For abstract goais Senge uses the tenn 
purpose rather than vision. 
..Uthough we have not found any direct application of the next system to urban planning 
situations it is included here as a contrast to the praailing orientation of the other 
approaches and to introduce a theoretical perspective that will be discussed later in Section 
5.3 under the headuig of Critical Anaiysis. Cognitive psychology is the generd theory 
b e M  Colin Eden's "cognitive mapping" method of aniving at organizational vision 
(1990). In his estimation the need for new goals or vision in an organizationody comes 
about as a result of perceived problems. People, he argues, wili on& want to change if 
there is a crisis. Outlining his approach, Eden says that: 
encouraging people to d e h e  their world in 'idealizeà' f o m  is unnatual 
and relatively unhelpful. Thus problem soiving methods that demand the 
construction of an idealized scenario do not relate to the naturd process of 
working out problems. This view of problem constmciion is iargeiy 
iduenced by Keily (1955) in as much as he argues, fkom the stand-point of 
a cognitive psychologist, that man atternpts to make sense of his wodd in a 
practical way. Man seeks to predict and control. That is, he construes the 
world in ternis of mana@ng it. In the same mamier thinking about strategy 
is seezng thefumre ar somethzng to be controlled and munaged . not to be 
forecast. ( 1  990) 
Cognitive mapping invohes helping people in an organization or some other particular 
se- to look back and reconstnict the series of thoughts that have brought them to their 
present appreciation of a &en problem. In tliis way it shares some raonance with Soft 
Systems Methodology. ï h e  web of thought progressions can then be projected forward to 
detemine where things are headed. This mapping can become so cornplicated that a 
purpose designeci computer program is needrd to sort out the web, or rnap, of progressive 
ihinking or cognitions. The theory in this case is that people are not rnotivated to act by 
fuhve considerations but by their past experience. The notion is that al future actions have 
their origin in the s o h g  of past problerns. Future action or a Msion of what is to corne. 
c m  be understood by carefiiih, mapping the trajectory of past experîences. 
The analyssis of visual preference is the next idea to be considered. This is the most titerai 
and specinc of the approaches to visioning. The h of Anton Nelessen and Associates in 
the United States and the Co-Design Group of Vancouver, led by Stanley King, are 
proponents of this practice. Examples of its use cm be found in Calgary (McDowell 1988) 
and in the case studies for this research in blarkham, Ontario (see Appendix B and C). 
The concept operating m these approaches is that people need some expert assistance in 
order to build their ideas of a Euture state. 
There are two ways to do this. One is to show people various pichira and to 
systematically measure their relative preferences (Nelessen 1994). Front that input design 
guide-lines for the preferred future can be derived. In Nelessen's approach there are seven 
steps. It begins with understanding the biography of the past then proceeds to analyzing 
the present problems. The next step he calls 'design by democracy' which amis at creating 
a cornmon vision. From there the process goes on to and applyhg the potentials. 
creating three and four dimemional plans and developing illustrated codes. The last phase 
involves a citizen review process of developer's plans. 
The other visual preference technique invohres discussing future desires with people and 
then ha* artists draw the preferred streetscapes. These pictures can then be fllrther 
discussed and additionai changes made to more dosety approximate participants 
preferences. These approaches are very specincally amied at the physical and design 
aspects of the h r e  setting. 
Some of the pracntioners intetviewed as part of thk research indicated that they had been 
innuenced in some way by publications on strategic planning. h o n g  these books were 
Kemp's Strategzc Planning in Local Government: A Casebook (1992) published by the 
.*A and Gordon's Strategic Planning for Local Govenimen~ (1993) published by the 
International CityXounty Management Association. Neither of these references discuss 
vision in any great detail and in the case of the fornier visionhg is spoken of on@ as a 
rnethod for issues identification. In another APA publication visioning is suggested as a 
practice or@ for use in spoc5c instances where the issues f a c e  the cornrnunity are eiiher 
unclear or where there is linle or no ageement about what they are (Bryson 1988). So 
while these books contain many of those practices common to most strategic planning and 
also found in other approaches to visioning, they are not veq helpful in understanding 
visioning. 
Stephen Cwey is one of a number of consultants whose approach to visioning relies 
heavdy on a concept cailed 'aligttment' (1996, Kiefer and Stroh 1983). The easiest way to 
understand this idea is to visualize the diagram used (see Figure 4). The large arrow 
represents the direction of an orgainzation wMe the actMties of the i n d ~ d u a l s  withui the 
collective are inclicated by smailer arrows inside the large one. .Uignment is the desixable 
state where aii of the smaiI mows are not onty pomting the same way as  the large one but 
are also all pardel. Accordhg to Kiefer and Stroh aiignment, and the resuiting 
organizational niccess, cornes about as a result of a shared vision which "embodies people's 
highest values and aspkations. 'Visiomng' enables people to clarify and realize what th- 
reaiiy Wang independent of what seems possible now. It encourages them to develop their 
visions of ideal reality and then b d d s  a bridge between the current and desired states" 
(1983). Covey is even more ernphatic when he says "a@ment means working together in 
harmony, going in the same direction, supporting each other ... ail components of your 
organization.. . especiaily the mmds and hearts of your people - support and work 
together. .. it is a process that never ends" (1 996). 
The 1st  system that will be described is Joel Barker's version of Msionhg. Ln a siick 
promotionai video that was filmeci ail over the world, Barker maka his case for the 
effectiveness of his procas. In detail it resembles the steps of the ICA system although 
somewhat simplified. What is dBierent about Barker? however, is that he makes a kind of 
philosophical and pseudo-scientifïc case for the efficacy of vision based planning, which he 
claims to have invented. He cites three irifluences which led him to his understanding. 
First was the work of Polak (1961) whose work we discussed in Section 3.2. Polak wrote 
about ancient states and modern countries that were successfiil because they had a vision of 
potential greatness. SecondIy Baker talks about Benjamin Singer's stuciy of New York 
ghetto students who were given inspiring lectures on achieving their vision and who 
subsequently succeeded in their ambitions. FinaUy in his video, Barker is seen standing in 
fiont of the gate at the Auschwitz concentration camp with its insidious inscription Arbiet 
.viach Frei [work makes us fkee]. He describes a former imnate, Victor Frankel, who in 
book Man's Search for Meanzng, aîtributed his survMng the holocaust to having had a 
vision of himself alive afier the war. Barker says that that vision was what separated 
Frankel Erom di of those who perished. 
J3aving ourlined a nurnber of systems of visioning we can turn first to a consideration of 
the theory-like explanation contained within them. The assumed or hidden program 
philosophies will be examincd in the next section. 
Fkst of ali there is the Soft Systems Methodology assertion that aii systems have a structure 
but sometimes it is just veq obscure and hidden. The idea is that if we search long enough 
it wiU emerge. The question that arises kom this is that even if there are such hidden 
systems: once youke found one, win there be transfixable lessons or does each problem 
have its own unique system? W e  the approach may have some helpfid techniques in 
problem s o h g  the the- rnight be ditncult or impossible to test We might also ask if it 
is not tramferable or generalizable, in what sense is it a system. 
Secondly, there is the assertion on the part of the Institute for Cultural Management that 
their system works because it repiicates every&y human thought processes. On 
examination, that means that everyone sees challenges in the sarne way. The process 
dacribed by ICA is logicaL goal oriented and incremental. Senge's notions coincides with 
the ICA theory. He holds that haWig a goal and an appreciation of praent conditions 
creates a tension that wiU move a person inexorably towards the goal. As a matter of fact, 
he too argues that what he descnbes is a 'naturai' phenornenon. Many, however, would 
argue that such descriptions of thought patterns and problem sohing are far fYom universai. 
The proponents of cognitive rnapping, hold precisely the opposite view. We wiU dweii on 
these matter in some detaii in Section 5.3. 
A possible characterizahon of the above systems mi@ now be offered A l  of thern are 
efforts to help people and organizations prepare for the funae. There are some similanties 
and rnany differences with the approacha but beyond that concem for the future there is 
no single cornmon thread. .Most are cornplex, long tmn and involved processes. Senge 
says that to work, his systern demands that an organization m u t  be prepared to change 
completely. Sofl Systems Methodology, Ziegler's Future Lnvention and Covey's Aligrmient 
method require people involved to enter into a leaming commun@. Covey, as  we have 
s e e q  cak it a We-time cornmitment \Vide as  consultants the proponents of these systems 
are more than w i h g  to offer two &y semuiars. most advise that much more time be spent 
and most say that to be effective the process mut  continue past their involvement. 
By and large the systems described here, whatever their relation to other systems, are weli 
thought out and have some degree of intemal consistency. For the most part they are 
based on considerable experience possessed by their proponents, albeit anecdotal 
experience. GeneraLly the proponents are enthusiastic and dedicated to delivering a good 
consulting product and achieving desirable ends for their clients. 
A negative comment mght be made? howeveq about the kind of justification oEered in this 
field by a practitioner such as Joel Baker. Perhaps it is a fünction of hi@@ cornpetitive 
market place but his ciairns show both a want of logic and a degree of bad taste. niere 
might be a waming here for others because they too commit some of the sarne mors. 
Vimially afi of Barker's arguments arc: cases of the rhetoncai f a c i e s  of arguing nom 
supportîng ewidence and confirmmg antecedents (Beardseiy 1966). We are told that the 
correct vision wiU bring success and we are shown purported evidence of success, for 
example the ghetto students in Barkefs video. When we ask what the difference is 
between successfûl and unsuccessfid cases we are told that the laiter didn't have enough 
vision or the right vision. That may break the strict niles of formal logic but it is only 
rnarginaliy bad acbedshg. Barker's holocaust example, h o w m ?  is a problem of another 
sort. rm sure there were countiess Auschwitz victUns who drearnt long and hard about 
fieedom and surMMi and had powerful visions. There are just too many other variables in 
an ofien cruel worid to be able to pin success on one aspect. 
5.2 Implied or Assumed Ideas Concerning Visioning 
Looking closely at the visionhg systems. primaris as they are presented in the fiteranire, 
has had several purposes. ive saw that ai les t  a few theory-like concepts were stated 
overtiy. By fiPther deconstnicting the description of techniques and practices we can tease 
out the rem- unstated assumptions that appear to underpin Msioning. Tliis procas 
yields ten definable constmcts that are stated beiow. As far as possible at least one 
documented source is &en for each of the assertions. Not ail of the Msioning exercises 
and visionhg systems necessady assume all ten of these points. As we have alreaciy seen 
with creative tension and cognitive rnappm& there are examples of diametncally opposed 
assumptions. Some visioning approaches embrace some of these points while specifically 
rejecting ohers. Those who see vision as a funïtion of leadership for example? would not 
accept the participative aspects of visioning as essential (Benus 1985, Bass 1990). But any 
@en approach adopts at least a subset of these assumptions. What the outline of possible 
assumptions provides is the broadest characterization of what we have called the 'program 
philosophy' (see Section 2.42, Bickman 1987). 
Each of the statements can be eXamined and measured for efficacy h t  of all against 
available research. Second, the statements c m  be considered in conjunction with one 
another to see if there is the possibility of intemal consistency. Those operations will be 
undertaken in the foilowing Section 5.3. Finally these constructs are what formed the basis 
for a) the m i s  of the vision statements and visioning processes that constmded the case 
studies and b) the questions that were put to practitioners (see Chapter 6). 
Statement 1. Visioning is a new technique. 
The c l a h  of novelty is containrd both in documents with wide circulation such as the 
Oregon APA's Guide to Community Yisiuning (1993), and in more local and modest 
documents such as Ottawa Ontario's Aita Vista neighbourhood plan. 
Statement 2. h clear image or vision of the future acts as a beacon to guide actions 
until that vision is reached. 
Nelessen says that a master plan is the key to zoning and development policies and that it 
"must provide a vision; it must include specinc statements and images" (1994). Roberts 
holds that a strategic vision is a clear guidance ihat sets the contefl for development based 
upon a clear vision of the future (1996). 
On a Iighter note this is also the statement that is often illustrated by the line from that great 
planning text AZice in Wonderland to the efféct that if you dont know where you're going 
then it doesn't much matter which way you go. 
Statement 3. If you have a clear vision you will be inexorably drawn towarcls i t  
Senge's concept of creative tension and the image of the figure being puîied forward are 
probably the best expressions of this idea but there are many others (1990). Polak talked 
about the image of the fiture acting as a magnet (1%1) and Maslow described a 
compelling motivational force ( 1987). 
Statement 4. The clearer the picture of the future, the better it will be as a guide. 
Ziegler tells us that our visions of the fuhne should be specifc and palpable and embedded 
in ou. psyche (1991). We should be able to feel them Senge says that vision is diffment 
fiom purpose (1990). Vision is a specinc destination a picture of a desired k î u r e  while 
purpose is abstract. Vision is concrete. Purpose is "aàvancing man's capaciq to explore 
the heavens" but vision is "a man on the moon by the end of the 1960s." Purpose is "being 
the best 1 can be. " whiie a i o n  is "breaking four minutes in the mile." 
Statement 5. A ctear image of the future will inspire and rnotivate purposeful action. 
Kiefer and Stroh stated that organizations transcend their need for survivai and stmte to 
rnake the wodd a better place when they have a vision (1983). They went on to say that 
vision embodies people's highest and best aspirations and aiiows thern to integrate the 
purpose of the organization with thev image of the hiîure. 
Statement 6. A strong shared community vision is  possible to articulate. 
The Guide to Community Visionzng States that "by basing th& efforts on the facts and 
trends af3ecting the community, citizens can create a vision that is realistic and achievable" 
(Oregon ch apte^ of the APA 1993) 
Statement 7. The more people are involved in creating a vision the more they will 
accept it and be rnotivated by i t  
In his 1993 article reviewing a number of visionhg exercises m the US, Klein stated that 
"proponents of visionhg believe that plans that resonate with citizens' deepest aspirations 
and values have the best chance of being irnplemented." This same belief is expressed in 
an article in Plan Canada descnbmg a project in Halifax, Nova Scotia: 
To ensure the plan is based on a cornmon vision and a set of goals endorsed by all 
members of the cornmuni& the Downtown Hidifax Business Commission initiated 
a two-year planning process that invokd hundreds of people ... (Manders 1994). 
Statement 8. The broader the involvement in creating vision goals the more effective 
those goals will be in bringing about social harrnony and well-being. 
In ernphasizing the opinion that broad uivokemcnt in visionary goal s e t h g  was important 
Castle said that 6 "leader-led concept of creating a vision is a recipe for disaster" (1993). 
Statement 9. People who might not othenvise be included in planning will be 
involved in visioning. 
When the City of Hamüton Ontario. undertook a vision exercise they published a s&es of 
brochures. In the k t  of these they declared that, "every citizen's opinion counts and it is 
critical that the planning department and the politicians hear your ideas and concems. " 
Similarly in London, Ontario, it was felt that visioning was a way of hearing fkom people 
who were not us- invohwl in plamhg issues (Micak 1994). 
Statement LO. Ail people are equally capable of creating future images and are 
equally interested in pursuing and inclined to be motivated by future images. 
When the Regional Municipality of Hamilton Wentworth set about to create a community 
vision it was th& intention to at least attempt to include ail the people in the jurisdiction 
(Pearce 1995). In nmerous other examples from the case studies for the research the 
clear understandhg in the approach was that potentially everyone and anyone nom the 
commurdy could participate (see Appendix C). The same is tme of various examples 
previousiy quoted fiom planning p&odical literature (Nein 1993, Greene 1990). 
5.3 Critical Analysis o f  the Ideas Undertying the Practice of Visioning 
The following cdicd examination of each of the statements with refwence where possible 
io pertinent research, afnrms some and points to potential problems and inconsistencies in 
others. 
Statement 1. Visioning is a new technique. 
There are, as we have seen, various componenis to the overail concept of cisioning. When 
the claim is made that it is a new technique, therefore, we ngght ask which part of it is 
supposed to be new? Visioning is part strategic plarming, part participation and part public 
motivation. KaufÎnan and Jacobs took a long look at the strategic plamimg and 
participation question and concluded that it was large@ a case of "old wine in new bonles" 
(1987). They found that most of  the ideas subsurned under the supposedîy innovative 
approaches such as action orientation, broad and diverse participation, emphasis on 
understanding the comrnunity and considering streqths and weaknessa, were concepts 
that had long been a part of good planning education and practice. This îs bom out when 
we look back at many of the classic writers on urban subjects such as Catherine Bauer 
Wurster (1963,1974). She urged people to "create new public images of the desirable 
metropoiitan comrnunity." She also proposed the consideration of alternative friture 
scenarios. The public participation program laid out in 1969 fm the city of Dallas had 
wruaUy aii  of the sarne elements as many visioning exercises that were sweyed as part of 
the ment research ( G w k  for DaIIas.). 
The idea of a vision being an inspirationai statement is one of the points given by some in 
a-g its dinerence from other approaches. But ifwe look at other competing or much 
older ideas what do we h d ?  In his 1990 book putting forth mission statements as the 
most powerful motivators to action in an 0-on Campbell clarmeci chat a mission is 
not intellechial but emotional. That is precisely the daim made about visions. Goals, like 
Mssions, have a long histol- If we go back to 1960 and read the Report of the US 
President's Commission on National Goais, we fkid them talking about goals "calcuiated to 
bring to fhïtion the dreams of the men who laid the foundation of this country." Tuming 
. . . 
to the MetropZan produced by Metro Toronto in 1973 we fhd not dissunilar sentiments 
when they Say that: 
... a goal is the end resuit or uitimate accomplishment toward which an 
effort is directed ... not simply a wish [but] suggests effort toward some 
defined end... goals are an acccpted part of the theory and practice of urban 
and regional pl-. . [they] help stimulate us to action, they give action 
purpose and direction and they provide a basis for 4 u a t i o n  of 
achievement.. . [and goals are] . . . dedarations of intent, images of a better 
f h r e  towards which effort is to be directed,.. 
The thing that might be considered innovative about vision based plannmg as it is practiced 
today is the notion of beguming a p h  with a detded statement of the desired goals and 
outcornes that the plan is ktended to foster. This expression of community desires and 
values has the potnirial at least to provide decision aiteria for funae debates. This 
poteniially beneficial use, however, depends completeiy on the nature of some of the other 
aspects of the vision plan, notabîy its clarity and the strength of the position it is @en in 
the p h .  
Statement 2. A clear image or Msion o f  the future a& as a beacon to guide actions 
until that Msion is reached. 
The Aice line about knowing where you're going has a certain common sense ring to it 
wfiich is ironic to the extent that she was talkmg to a cat If one was going for goceries, 
d e r  dl, one wodd have to know that one needed f d  and know where to fkd the store. 
But is thk assertion quite as strong as it appears when applied to a wider fhmework? 1s it 
necessary to see ahead or to have vision in order to engage in purposeful action? M a t  is 
the psychological basis for such an assertion? Ewe ~ r n  to the literah~e on earfy 
childhood development (Bertenthal1996) we fïnd that experimentation has shown that 
infants of about seven months are already acquiririg the ability to track a moving object. 
This is the begiming of the ability that will, within a few y-, d o w  them to anticipate 
where a thrown bd wiU be ui a fbture instant and will mable thern to catch it. The ability 
to anticipate temporal and spatial events wili also enable hem to get to class on thne or 
meet their boyfiiend downtown. One interpretation of this concept is that growing humans 
become successfbl across tasks as they develop the capacity to represent future events. So 
in its simplest and most visual application tfiere is sound evidence that some interaction 
with future events, at least Li the very short terni, is a human trait. Both Kami01 and Ross 
(1996) and Baum (1977) talk about the complexities that arise once we get past the 
simplest aspects of ihis ability. That will be discussed under Statement 10 below. 
.4 fiuther problem that may arise from the notion of setting a c0ntmUMty vision for the 
fuaire. concerns the subsequent altering of that vision or goal. The statement above uses a 
navigation metaphor. The vision is seen as a beacon or lighthouse toward which the 
community wants to s tem The idea is that when you go off course due to immediate 
pressures or unforeseen exigencies you can get back on the right path by focussing on that 
destination which is the beacon. There appears, however, to be a good deal of confusion 
in many municipal plans about whether the vision is constant or maneable. In Welland, 
Ontario, for example the phrase: "times change, but our vision remains the same," appears 
in the same paragaph wioi the words "we have the f l e x i i t y  to ra ise  our plan as  it is 
necessary" (City of Welland 1994). Another exampies of this confusion is fond in the 
description of the Msioning process in Reveistoke, B.C. : 
... a vision refers to the expression of a utopian goai, end state or willed 
future. It is a desire4 ideaiized future state of affairs... these visions of the 
future describe neither the best nor the worst of al l  possible worldr but one 
that is both practical and preferable to the one we had.. (Feick 1995) 
In these cases the d e r s  can't quite make up their ntuids about whether a vision is fked or 
moving and whether it is ideal or practical. 
Statement 3. If you have a dear vision you wiil be inexorably drawn towards it. 
This assertion is mai@ supported by observations that are anecdotal and tautological in 
nature and therefore somewhat suspect. The anecdotai widence is contained in many of 
the p r o m o t i d  style articles on visionhg systems. The Institute for Cultural Affairs t e k  
about what it did for Texaco (Spencer ~1996). Ziegler recounts a story about the city of 
Edmonton (1991). Senge taiks about the successes of AT&T, Ford and Apple as weU as 
the first century AD uprising against Rome led by the ex-slave Spartacus (1990). As weU 
there are accounts of successful visionkg in plarming jounials such as APA's PIanning and 
Ontario Planning Journa1 (Klein 1993, Micak 1994). In other scholady journals case 
studies of auspicious visionhg ex& appear. Among these, thk reswcher's favourite is 
the account of the Batesvitle Casket Company in Indiana where vision dowed the 
employees becarne more proactive and creative in making coffins ( F d  1992). Among 
ail of these articles, however, there is on& one that is critical (Kiechel 1989) and none that 
are systemaiic tests of the principal c l b  for visioning. 
For the most part the accounts of success with visionuig, and e s p e c w  the c l a h  that a 
Msion will act as mgnet pulling you toward i& are tautoiogicai. That is, you cm tell it is a 
good vision if it works and if it doesn't work then it wasn't a good enough vision These 
two preceding points are not condemnation of the practice of visioning. The practice may 
be usehl and many of the claims may be tme. The point is that the List of successfû1 
applications and the circular argument of efficacy are not in themselves proof or evidence 
of any effectivemess. 
Statement 4. The clearer the picture of the future, the better it will be as a guide. 
This point is supported to some extent by research in the area of goals and performance. 
Psycho10gists such as Earley, Campbell and Galla* have conducted studies showhg that 
specitic. diflticult goals enhance performance in many tasks ( 1989, 1986, 1992). Locke et 
ai found in a raiew of ten years of psychotogical resevch b t  nineîy percent of the 
studies showed that s p d c  and challqging goals led to better pdorrnance than "do your 
best" type goah (1980). T b t  work was c o e e d  in Locke and hthani's 1990 book. 
Investigations carried out by Klein and associates in 1990 showed the relationship between 
goal specificity and task performance, with specincity opentionrilized as o continuous 
quantitative variable reflecting the range of performance levels individuals chose as their 
pesonal goals. In ouier words the clearer the statement of the goal the more likely wdi be 
its attairrment. 
There are, nevertheiess. some potentiai flam m this assertion. Earley and his associates 
hypothesized that the motivating effect of specinc goals âisappears or merses for n m l  
tasks that d o w  multiple aiternative strategies (1989). These psychological studies i n v o k  
individuals but it mi@ be speculated that when a whole commmïty is mvohed in a goal 
sethg exercise such as Msioning then there might be a great deal of latitude for "taslu that 
allow multiple alternative strategies," and therefore some potentid for problems. 
In urban p- there have been examples of great urban plans prosperingpering There have 
also been instances of the opposite. Most would agee that the Paris plan was successful 
whiie Canada's k t  master plan for the city of Kitchener is a case of a clear goal not being 
achieved t\t veq least it might be said that there are a great many variables to take into 
accounc besides the vision, in judging success in urban planning. 
Statement 5. A clear image o f  the future will inspire and motivate purposeful action. 
With regard to the role of Msioning in motivating or gaivanking the population it can be 
noted thai t h e  were many grcat urban plans in the past rhat had that effeçt. Certaidy 
Haussmann's Paris, which has already been mentioned, and L'Enfânt's Washington are 
models that cause considerable nostalgia Howard's Garden City is spoken of regularfy by 
plamiers as a great influence dthough it was a template or transfetab1e pattern rather than a 
site specific plan. In 1993, on its hundredth annNersary, BBumham's Chicago plan was 
featured in articles and was the subject of exIil'bitio11~. The thing about all these plans is 
that a) they were prhady the work of individuais raîher than participative ventures and b) 
they were very specik spatiany oriented plans with street layouts and design guide-lines. 
;Many of today's vision plans tend to be much more m the line of policy documents iacicing 
any spatial details (see Appendix B). The question arises as to how moiivatiod can a 
statement be ihat reads like the followhg? "Vision for the Economy: Ottawa Cariton's 
economic base wül be strong and diversifïedw or "nie Township of King strives to be a 
prosperous, vibrant c o r n e  ty..." 
Statement 6. A strong shared community vision is possible to articulate. 
Athough this is a strongS held belief in many ckles it is questionable m ternis of a) 
weakened ciarity of goais or visions arising fkom the compromises necssary to get 
consensus and b) in iight of the discussion on Statement 10 betow. 
The literature on vision that emanates fkom the realms of business management and 
organizational psychology is almost univ- of the opinion that vision is a function of 
leadmhip (Andersen 1987, Benis 1985, Barczak 1987: Bass 1990, Bums 1991, Byrd 
1987. El-Namaki 1992, Hamel 1989, Kiefer 1983, Nanus 1990, Peters 1982, Senge 1992 
Spencer c 1996, LVilson 1992). Most of these wnters stress the need for teaders to share 
their vision with employees and to achieve "buy-in" but they v h u i l y  never talk about 
participation in creahg the *on. Sorne of the planning litmature also addresses the 
importance of leadership in providing vision (Wheeiand 1993). Ail of these examples 
wouid suggest that a conmiunity created vision wouid be either LnpossibIe or Hieffective. 
Those writers and practitionen who argue that a shared community vision is possible 
gen- state th& view as an article of faith (Klein 1993, Oregon Chapter of the APA 
1993, Appendix E - Interview 6) 
Statement 7. The more people are involved in creating a vision the more they wiil 
accept it and be motivated by i t  
\XMe this is another point that has a conmion seme appeaf. social p s y c h o l ~  experiments 
that have been conducted are not confhmhg. In her 1988 study Keman compared task 
performance in groups who were given goals and groups that participated m setting their 
own goals. She found that assigned rather than participative goal setting led to higher goal 
commitment. Locke's ten year review of psychologkai reseanh showed that other studies 
had also found that participation in goal sethg had a neutral or negative affect on 
perfbrmance (2 980). 
Statement 8. The broader the involvement in creating vision goals the more effective 
those goals will be in bringing about social harmony and well-being. 
While no specinc valid research was found that supported this daim it appears nom 
mecdotal evidence and case studies to be possible in some instances (see Appendix E - 
Interview 10). Woods (1995) describes an intereshg example in an isolated conmunity in 
the southem United States where genuine pianning for the local area was ody  possible 
when the indigenous culture was understood. 
At the same time there may ais0 be some disconnnnuig evidence. A headline in the 
London Free Press nom Febniary 11, 1997 reported: "Citizen group pians private studies - 
Some feel their contribution to Vision 96 was *en short s W W  Vision 96 was a 
participative plannmg p c e s s  rhat ran for three years in the City of London and involved 
hundreds of people. Strong enVuonmental policies were kcluded in London's Official Plan 
as a direct result of the citizen input but less than a year d e r  the approval of that plan 
opposition was stimd by indications that the city was not honouring the plan's provisions. 
in Woolwich township a report in the Eknira Independent, September 23, 19%, suggested 
that the Township Council was not taking the community's one year old vision into amunt 
in its decision &g. Some would argue that the citizen's vigilance m these cases was a 
result of the people haWig participateci in the visioning and therefore feeling an ownership 
of the vision statements. That may be the case. 
Statement 9. People who might not othemise be included in planning will be 
involveci in visioning. 
There cioes appear to be some anecciotal evidence that supports this c h  The numbers 
of people who responded to surveys and questionnaires and attnided public visioning 
forums in such places as  Burhgton, Hamilton Wentworth, Ottawa Carlton and London. 
Ontano was higher than previously recorded levels of involvement in planning issues (sw 
hppendix C). The clah of numbers of people invoked in Vancouver was even greater 
(City hofile 1994). At the same t h e  some observ~s continue to believe that invohrement 
in public discussions on planning is s t i n  generally limited to a certain self-selected segment 
of the population (Appendk E - Interview 9). The final question that arises fiom this point 
is that even if more people get invobed in plamiing issues through Msioning exercises, wiU 
those people continue with their involvement and mterest? 
Statement IO. Ml people are equally capable of creating future images and are 
equally interested in pursuing and inclined to be motivated by future images. 
This is perhaps the most problematic of the assertions about Visioning. Many people want 
to believe that it is bue and the concept nts the plannuig ideology favoiirinp advocacy and 
participation which has enjoyed currency for a number of years (Forester 1982, Nagel 
1987, Greene 1990, Young 1995). However, psychological research indicata that a) the 
ability to create fùture images is not universal and b) that not aii people are motivated by 
concepts of future states. That does not deny the democratic principle thaî ail people have 
an equal nght to decide the5 future. What it does suggest is that not aii people think about 
the future in the same way To assume that they d o  to design programs on that basis and 
to expect t h  to participate in the sarne way may in itself not serve dernomatic principles. 
Baum pointed out as long ago as 1977 that the ability to create future images was a specific 
slan. Because it is a sk31 gen- possessed by the kinds of people who choose planmng 
as a career those people. as a group, may not be aware that the skill they possess is not 
universal. Developmental psychology segments, classifies and orders phases of growth and 
defines what is and is not to be taken as growth (Broughton 1987). Withm the study of 
developmental psychology what is re fmd to as "abstracthrisual reasoning" is one of the 
criteria used to measure relative inteiiigence (Reynolds and Kamphaus 1990). In other 
words, there is enough variability in abstracthlsual reasoning, or the capacity that Baum 
identified as the ability to create future images, that it can be used dong with other factors, 
as a delineater of general abilities. That is the case for the Revised Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children (WISC-R) and in the Woodcock-Johnson test (WJ) which are both used 
extensive& to evaluate learning problems and performance potential in children. Besides 
the fact that the basic ability to create fknire images in the imagination varies fiom person 
to person Baum reminds us that a) the ab*ty is not devebped or honed to the same degree 
in ail ind~duals  even when they possess it at equal leveis and b) there are demonshated 
gender, age and cultural vasiatiow in the ability (1977). 
In addition to the visuailabstract reasoning factor the s t u d y  of psychology also informs us 
that people's motivation regarding the fiiture is not uniform. Staw (1980) and Kamiof and 
Ross (1996), explain aspects of motivationai differences. We c m  accept that people 
generally act rationa&, in the sense that for them their decisions are based on the best 
anilable infomtion at a given tirne. For some peopk the thoughts or prospects d m  
that wiU potentdly happen in the fiiture are strong motivators. Those people we could 
idente  as "prospectively rational." Others are more likeiy to be influenced by th& ideas 
about what has happened in the past. They d act more to avoid past mistalces than to 
ensure hmue benefits. These people we could c d  "retrospectively rational." 
When writers me Gabor, Senge and Ziegler (1964, 1990, 1991) taik about k t h g  the 
fùture they are describing actions that can be undertaken by persons who have well 
developed abüities to create firture images in their imaginations and are prospectively 
rational. Whm Eden (1990) declares ihat it is not naniral for people to describe thw 
world in idealized ternis, he is tailQng about those who may have friture imaging ab*@ but 
are retrospectively rational. When Be* and Nanus (1985) describe the need for leaders to 
mate  a vision and communicate it to those under th- they are assurning that many of 
the foflowers neither possess the developed ability to image the fbture and are not 
particularfy motivated by future prospects. An of these kinds of people with their varied 
sk& and inclinations exist. 
This researcher's own field expience confinns W. In a 1995 project undertaken in 
conjunction with the Il31 Group of Toronto, a visionhg exercise was conducted on behaif 
of the Huron Park Natural Area Steering Comrnittee in the Region of Waterloo. The 
S teering Cornmittee was made up of representatives from the Kitchener City Council, city 
staff and the Waterloo Public and Sepaate Boards of Education. The program for the 
exercise had been clearly ariiculated in a proposal submitted in responsc to pubiished tnms 
of reference. The proposal was accepted and the work contracted. One of the clear steps 
described in the proposed process (number 2 of 5) was "creahg images- " "In this step 
participants, on an individuai bais, win be encouraged to bring into th& conscious r h d s  
thei. picnire of the possible fùtures for the m a "  @I Group in Association with Robert 
Ship1ey 1995). The appioach had been developed with reference to the numaous models 
outlined above. In the acnial workshop, howcver, it was noted that wMe some people had 
little dwficulty in imagining fuhtre states and in expressing hem, others found that task 
extremely difI6cult. The second group e x p r d  their ideas primady in terms of 
addressing immediate concems or past problerns. Wtiere people in the first group said they 
could picture an area where many dHemit armnals couid be seen, those in the second 
group said we shouid stop the use of pesticides. Both were aHning at encouraging species 
diversity but one thought in terms of the end state wtiile the other approached it from the 
perspective of pst problems and present poiicy. 
Another type of expaience also c o n k m  this fiindamental dichotomy in people's concept 
of the future. In talks to various groups titis researcher has asked people to complete the 
following sbtement: it is the year 2005 and I... When the m e n  responses are coilected 
and &sed they are gmadly diMded roughly equalh/ between those ihat complete the 
statement in the present tense and those who use future tense. Some say, it is the year 
2005 and 1 am a successfid consultant, while others write, it is the year 2005 and 1 will be 
retired and weU off. This simple exercise indicates that some people are cornfortable 
talking about the future fiom a future perspective while others are more cornfortable 
projecihg heir hopes for the fbture fkom th& cwent perspective. 
This same division is reflected in the language of public documents. Where efforts have 
been made to craft vision statements to include a variety of views it is almost impossible for 
them to maintain a consistent grammatical tense (see Appendix B). Theoreticdy a vision 
staternent, since it is intended to be a picture of the haure, ought to be in the present tnisc 
or even in the past tense as it looks back at how that fbture state was reached. Ifit uses the 
future tense then it could be said more accurateiy to be a prediction or aspiration rather 
than a vision. Ei t  uses the current present, then it is clearly a statement about the present 
and not the fuhue. Ifthe infinitive is use4 for exarnple 'our vision is to be the ba t  t o m  m 
the country:' then an ongohg value is behg  expressed rather than a fiiîure state. AU those 
ideas may be valid and even usefiil m motivation, plamiing and decision making but the 
question arises as to whether vision is the approptiate t e m  to apply to them To a great 
extent the confkion emerges tiom the invalid assu~nption that ail people thjn.k about the 
future in the sarne mamter. 
nie dichotomy in thinking about the future is ais0 reflected in comment on the planrmig 
profession. Here there are indications that the problerns, which cm assume pathological 
dimensim~ are clearîy seen but stin not understood m theoretical terms. In wi-ithg about a 
new mode1 for development G d e r  said: "Canadian planning has been ambiguous, almost 
schizophrenic, about its role, sometimes digrhg with a broad societal Msion, at others 
aspiring or@ to a technocratie mission" (1995). 
In summary, what can be said about the philosophical basis or the program theory that 
unddes visioning? A number of visionhg systems have been proposed. Generaily they 
consist of technique sets andor step by step approaches. Even proponents admit there is 
nothhg iike a fhn  theoretical basis. Nevertheles% a few thcory-like c l a h  are made on 
behalf of some techniques. At the same time a careful adysis  of Msioning techniques 
reveal a number of tacit assumptions that can be expresseci as a series of statements or 
assertions. When the direct theory-like claùns and the underîying assumptions about 
vkioning are subjected to some rigorous exarriination to test their efficacy we find that a 
few can be seen to have some validity, although this is large& based on mecdotal aiidence, 
while m ~ i y  present serious questions. In the following Chapter, case shidies wiU be 
examined and intewiews with practitioners summarized but that wiil not throw much light 
on the subject of vkioning's underSmg philosophy . 
Chapter 6 
niose who have a miraculous vision of the world created in seven days or. in 
this case. fiom the Indusrrial Revolution 0% require a total break in order to 
assert heir model. 
John Ralston Sad The Uncotlscious C~izizatzon, (1 9 9 9  
6.0 THE CURRENT PR4CTICE OF VISIONING 
6.1 Findings from the Survey of Target Municipalities 
Observations on the forty-four case snidies fiom some forty municipahties across Ontario 
are summarised in tables contained in Appendices B and C. The derivation of the 
categones used to organize these obsmations was outhed in Chapter 2 conceming 
me thodoiogy . 
nie seiection of the two main divisions, product or characterization of vision statements 
and process or consideration of the procedures used in visioning, are based on branches of 
generai plamhg theory, substantive and procedural (Baurn 1977, Faludi 1973). With 
regard to producc the caiegories of tense or grammar of the statemen~ visuality or degree 
of concrete imagery, detail or length of statement, complexity or clarity of statement and 
imiovativeness or novelty of approach, all emerged fkom a shidy of the underiymg 
assumptions of vision practice. Similariy the set of process measures inciuding 
participation or who takes part, timing or when they are invobed, change or w h e k  
participation affects the process, leadership or the degree of professional facilitation of the 
pcess and monitoring or how visioning is followed up, also grow from the an- of 
visioning's program philosophy (see Chapter 5) .  
What is included here is a summary of the main hdiqy and not an attempt to comment 
on every aspect of the practice. Where it is appropriate or useful some reference is made 
to the tables in the Appendices. 
The granmar of the vision statements varies greatly. Most vision statements somehow 
addras the fùture, but how the future is described is difEcult for people, especially when a 
consensus mut be reached among people with differing outlooks. The fiihxe tense is used 
most often and the current present or staternents about now are also comrnon. In that 
regard many of the statements couid be said not to be visions at ail if a  on is taken 
IiteraiIy to mean a picture of the fiiture, as seen in the funue. Some practitioners, such as 
the people who worked on the Haldimond-Nodo& vision. reported a clear resistance on 
the part of many participants to the notion of making speculative statements about future 
states. Sometimes the tense varia even within given examples, as is the case with Halton 
Region's Official Plan. In fight of the discussion m Section 5.3, Statement 10 above, this 
cm be seen as a muit of the umesoived tension between the two main styles of thinking 
about the fiîure. It becornes vhally impossible for a consensus to be reached in a diverse 
group about how to express the collective ideas and that tension cornes out in the mixed 
tenses of the statements. 
In on& a ssnall number of cases, notabiy Hantilton-Wentworth or Metro Toronto's 
Waterfkont Plan, is the 1-e of the vlsion clearîy and consistmtly a picture of a fÙture 
state. 
In spite of preambles which often taîk about the need for clear images or pictures o f a  
desired hture, the majority of the surveyed vision statements have few visual images. Iî is  
perhaps not surpnsing that visions for eieher d e r  and more hornogeneous rnmicipalities 
such as the Township of Waideet or visions deahg with more specific mandated -as 
such as Mebo Toronto's waterfront are more nch in visual hagery. It is also the case that 
where the mandated services of the particular jurisdiction are large and amorphou, as they 
are in many regional municipalities, it appears more diEcult to give them specific v i d  
reference. It is easier to desaibe a beautifid wildlife park than a ûunk sewer or a regional 
police force. In many cases what the vision statemmts do express is very g e n d .  iMany 
of these statements concentrate more on values such as respect for the environment or on 
policies such as encoumghg business, than they do on images. The statemmts may be 
well meanhg and even useful as decision guides but the question arises as  to whether they 
c m  be cded visions. 
In terms of length the vision statements v v  aiî the way fiom a single sentence to multiple 
pages. Some of the wrïters on business management have stressed the need for corporate 
missions to be brief (Campbell et aii 1990). nie  notion has bcen that the guiding mission 
statement should be something that cm be put up on the wall or used üke a newspaper 
banner headuig; e.g. all the news fit to print, or to be the best t o m  in the country. 
Somehow this notion about missions seems to have spdt over into the idea of Msion 
staternents. What we fin4 thmefore, are numerous statements that are cded visions but 
are reaily more fike mottos. The one for Milton, Ontario, has ody ten words. It is true 
that some of these short versions are arnpEed by much longer lis& of goais, objectives, 
values or other kinds of statements. Here again the grammar question reappears. Even 
where the vision itseff is set in the fkue,  the subsidky points, goals, objectives and so on, 
lapse into htu~ or conditional tense becoming 'wills' and 'shoulds.' 
The main pomt in this regard is b t  virtua& none of the proponents of comprehensive 
visionhg systerns have ever proposed that vision statments be short. If anyîhhg the 
general consensus arnong those who have written extetlSNely about vision based planning 
would be that the longer and more detailed the visions are the betîer ihey will be m guiding 
decisions. This was also underlined in the discussion of the psychological evidence 
concerning goal specincity in Section 5 -3, S tatement 4. 
In spite of the generai call by proponents for detailed visions most of the muxücipal 
staternents surveyed were found not to be elaboraie, especiaily in any visuai way. In fact, 
while most are cleariy worded many couid be criticiad for being far too general to serve 
adequateiy as guides to decision making. For example it wodd difficult to argue whether a 
shopping rnall would do more to create jobs? where job creation is one part of a vision, or 
would harm the downtown, whose protection was aiso in the vision. Very ofien the vision 
statements are simply made up of such t h g s  as calls to protect the environment, 
encourage enterphse and prornote prosperity. These might be admuable desires but does 
stating them in such general ternis in any way as& the community in achieving them? 
In a few cases there is a degree of clanty and detail that nnght arguably lead to genuhe 
influence in decision making. Hamilton-Wentworth stands out in this regard as do some of 
the more specincaUy targeted or focussed projects such as the Markham Centre P h  
ûnly a few of the W o n  statements could be said to be tndy innovative. Most of the 
statements, although cded visions, in fact more closeiy resemble other definable categoria 
of assertion such as a mission (King), values statment (Bamie) or decision critena 
(Halton). Many are not signincantly different frmn what were peviousiy caiied goals 
statements (Ottawa-Carleton), rnaster plan co~nponents (Niagara Parks Commission), or 
strategic s t m g t h s  and weaknesses (Stoney Creek). When we assert that there is tiale 
significant difference between the present vision statements and exampIes of more 
traditional planning kmguage, what is meant is thk; if'you smiply substihite the word goal 
for vision there would be no change m the meanhg of the statememt. 
On the whole, this exarnination of the forty-four case studies coiiected reveals that or@ a 
limited number of the statements actuaily meet the standards of genuine visions as outlined 
in the characterization derived in Chapter 5. As weii oniy a linnted number meet the 
criteria that are stated within the documents themseives. For example, the Township of 
King vision aspires, to be a "clear. powerful message" but it could be said to be neither. 
There is a wide variation in what has been done under the title of visioning even within the 
research focus of municipal planning in Ontario. There have been elaborate multi-year 
facilitated exercises and there have been single day workshops. There has been very iittle 
in cormnon among these processes besides the name. Some places such as Kingston 
initiated and followed through with a visioning proces without ever actxdy dmfkg a 
vision statement. Meir0 Toronto produced a vision statement with no fomal visioning 
proces whatever. 
The majoity of the ~ i o n i n g  exercises exafnined have involwd the public. Some of these 
interactions have been massive with multiple meetings, sunieys, focus groups, sectoral 
cornmittees and Senes of publications (London and Hamilton-Wentworth). Others have 
been perfunctory (Thorold). By and large, w h  the public has been invohred they have 
been consulted early in the process (Sault Ste. Marie) but in a ceriain number of cases 
public input was ody sought after a steernig cofllfnittee or sta f f  technical conunittee forged 
the initial vision statement (Welland). In some instances, such as Mississaiiga, Vaughan, 
Buriington, Stoney Creek, Peel and York, the creation of municipal vision staternents has 
been prima* leadership exnrise. In some of those cases the public was mformed and 
aiiowed io comment after the fact but there was no und- to boive the public in the 
visionhg process itself. In York the public was asked to submit initial ideas whüe in 
Burlington and Stoney Creek a survey of opinions was conducted prior to the creation of 
the vision. In these casa an approach more typicd of business management was adopted. 
When the public has been invobed there is at least some aidencc of s p d c  plan elements 
that cm be directiy amibuted to that hvoivement. That & there are items that can be 
pointed to that would not have k e n  without public mput. One example of this occumd 
in Haldimond-Norfolk where provisions for woodlot management came to light durirtg 
consultation (Appendix E, Interview 1). In the case of Pickering there was fair consensus 
that @culture should be maintained within the study area. However, it was learned that 
thme were in fact only a small handful of actuaî fidi-the farmers left operating @ 
neighbourhood. ~Measures were taken ro mure that the views of that srnd minority were 
represented in order to reflect their relative importance (Appendix E, Interview 8). 
In most case studies political leaders and municipal staff have been prkicipaily inwlved in 
the visionhg proceu. Quite often citizen stcering cornmittees or task fmces are appointeci 
fiom among leadhg members of the cormnunity. In some places professional facilitators 
were hired but those miminpalities were in the niinority. One factor that became clear 
fÎom the interviews but was not detectable fiom reading the documents was that the 
provincial govecnment had provided h d s  for rnany of the visioning exercises. Thae 
grants seemed to have ranged nom about $24000 to as much as $100,000. The 
availability of this money may have induced some rnunicipalities to underiake visionhg 
when they might not otherwise have done so. Whiie cmultants worked in many places it 
was more often the case that the proces was staffled. While the work in a few places 
such as the Township of Wainneet relied heaviiy on the m v o h e n t  of v01unteerq in no 
case was it found that the visionhg process was initiated by ntizens. 
F o d  follow-up or monitoring of the implementation of visions was only undertaken m a 
comprehensive sense in a few cases. As with a number of other aspects the case of 
Hamilton-Wentworth stands out. Provision has been made there for an annual public 
progress review based on a formal state of the environment report. While a n m k  of 
other monitoring structures and procedures were recommended Hi différent reports they 
have not generaUy been instituted. 
6.1.3 Amdyis of Potmtid Effectiveness of Municipal Visions 
While none of the case studies have had vision based plans in effect long enough to 
properiy evaluate their ultimate effectiveness, it is possible to develop a set of critRia that 
might predict their potentiai effecàleness in affècting plamting decisions. Six such niteria 
are ariiculated here. One concerns leadership or the degree to which ind~duah  with 
significant influence cm be seen to champion the vision. The second is community buy-in 
or degree of demonstrated support. Three and four represent clanty or the ease with which 
the vision can be understood and d e t .  or the amount of specinc inforniaton mcluded in 
the vision. Five is the provision of follow-up or monitoring and six is a measure of the 
likelihood of the vision to affect decisions. The last point is a combinafion of the other 
influences. 
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1 ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF SELECTED MUNICIPAL VISION STATEMENTS 
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decision making 
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-The degree to whjcli the staternent of vision resembles planning statements in use before the term vision was widely used. 
INNOVATIVE - The degree to wlicli the vision stcitement can be said to demonstrate new or different approaches to planning. 
PRODUCT - A measuse of  the degree of emphasis that is judged ta have been placed on the final statement of vision. 
These criteria have been used to place selected visions, just over half the sunrey sample, on 
a chart (Figure 5). The application of the deria is impressionistic and is mtended to show 
the mearcher's considered opinion of the relative positions of the co~l'tmw Msion 
statements in ternis of their estimated potential effctiveness. F i  5 is laid out with an x 
axk indicating the contmuum between the tradiional types of planning instruments and the 
degree to which documents presentiy behg considered are new or innovainte. The y axis 
repiesents the continuum between product andprocess in vision. Roduct is a measure of 
the emphasis piaced on the statement of the visions while process is a measure of the 
importance of the procedural aspects of visiormig. This arrangement presents four 
quadrants in which the upper lefi contains those statements that are co~lventional and an 
judged to be lïkeky to affect decisiom. The Iowa lefi quadrant contains those staternents 
that are conventional and unlikely to affect decisions. The lower right is where we have 
placed statements that are innovative but are judged unlikeiy to affect decisiom while in the 
upper right hand quadrant are statements that are both innovative and considered Eely to 
atfect decisions. Accordhg to this charî it cm be seen that the rnajority of what are called 
vision sbtements are judged to be neither innovative nor likeiy to be particularly effective 
in guiding decisions. 
6.2 Findings fmm Interviews With Key Informants 
Tweive key infomiants were mteniewed (Appendix F). The interviewees repmenied a 
cross-section of plannmg practitioners some of whom had waked m both large and smd 
jurirdictions, others who had worked in different parts of the province and beyond and 
some whose experinice had been lrmited to their own municipality. They were fiom the 
public and the private sector and the samp1e included both men and women. 4 structured 
interview guide was used as an outline for each talk (Appendix D). Sununaries of each of 
thae interviews are included m Appendix E. 
iMost practitioners felt that visioning was undertaken a) to set goals and directions as pari of 
strategic plamim& b) to get people thidchg differently and creatively and c) to foster 
common purpose within the commumtyumty What is clear fiom these responses is thar on the 
question of the balance between the visioning process and the vision as a product, the 
major@ felt that the process was somewhat more important. A couple even said thaî 
visionhg was aimost aii process (see Interviews 3 and 6). This finding coincides in general 
with the approaches put forward by proponents of the various visioning systems. There 
was somewhat more focus on the product among the public sector planners who wem 
invohred not oniy with creating the vision but with the subsequent implementarion of the 
resulting shategic or officiai plans. 
There was a considerable lack of agreement arnong practitioners about how concrete or 
abstract visions ought to be. Some said participants had difEculty with concrete thdchg 
(Interview 2) while others said abstract thhking was the problern (Interview 1). Some 
were adamant that vision should involve literd pictures of the future (Interview 4) wMe 
others (Interview 10) felt biat more abstract values were the proper content of vision 
statements. Some thought that visions should be about policies with speclnc examples of 
things seen as goals or actions to atîain the vision (Interview 6). In that example the vision 
is of a safe cornmunity whiie weu lit streets would be a way of reacbing the vision. Senge 
(1990) and Ziegler (1991) would of course argue the oppsite use of the t e m .  
This disagreement could be expIained as a fimction of the fimdamentally different 
psychologicai outlooks that were explored m the previous chapter (5.3 Statement 10). 
Smce onty some of the population are equipped and mctined to thmk in ternis of fuhre 
images whde others approach the fûture fiom the point of view of sohhg pnsent 
p r o b l w  it is hardly surprising that tensions a&e fkom a process thai f i  to r e c e e  this 
fact. The second reason for the disagreement lies in the poor defimtion of the terms. As 
one respondent expressed ig "the tednology m this field just sucks, big-time.. ." 
(Appendix E, Interview 8). 
The question comes f m a r d  about how aware visionhg practitioners are of these 
psychologicai factors? Severai respondents felt that everyone has the same ability to 
imagine the future (Intenriews 4, 7 and 10). Some others were wxy aware that this was 
not the case (Lnterviews 2 ,3  and 5 )  aithough this awareness was intuitix and in no way 
informed by an understanding of the cognitive t h e q  or the psychological research. Some 
associated the dïEerences in cognitive styies with leveis of education wfuch accordmg to 
psychologists is ody par@ true. A couple taiked about the need to employ different 
facilitation techniques to solicit responses fiom different types of people (Interview 3). The 
teminology used by the practitioner in that case dealt with leanimg styles which is closest 
to the theoretical understanding. 
niere was not a particularty strong sense among practitioners about how visioning differed 
fiom other fomis of participative planning. What was clear is that the approach was seen 
as important in getîing people excited and interested in planning issues. Most felt that 
people participated in visionhg both as  individuais and sometimes as representatives of 
interest groups. That concept is at odds with Ziegler (1991) and some of the other 
proponents of vision& systems who feel that people can only legitimately dream about the 
future on their own behatf. 
Most of the public sector planners adnritted that a truiy shared comunity vision was 
dificuit or vay dEcuit to obtain and that even when it seemed to have been achieved it 
tended to be very general (Interviews 2 and 3). Some of the private sector consultants 
were more sanguine. They said it was not or& possible to get a shared cummunity vision 
but that it was absoluteLy necessary (mtcniiew 6). diffierence may simply reflect which 
kind of plarmer has to iive with the plan once it is finished and by to make it work and 
which ones have a shorter term h v o h e n t ,  
Some interviewees were able to point to speciûc parts of visions that came duectty from 
citizens who might not otherwise have been invoived in planning and to parts of plans that 
nright not have been included ifonly professional plamers had been hvokd. Exampies 
c m  be found in Intewiews 1 and 4. Respondent 8 pointed out that in his experience with 
ten municipalities, politicians and plamhg statfs dislike the visioning process because iî 
inevïtably results in sethg more community goals. One of the best exampies of input 
cornes from hteiview 9 where a major municipal amalgamarion initiative appears to have 
been significantiy affected by a clear message put forward by citizens during the visioning 
process. The message was a c d  for politicians to negotiate in good faith and without 
nastiness and pettiness. 
At the same t h e  there was some feeling on the part of practitioners that some of the 
planning points that arose fiom public consultation and consmus are not the most robust 
elernents of those plans. The two respondents in Interview 1 felt that while srnali town 
character was cleariy favoured by the participants in their vision exercise, preventing "big 
box" stores in strip maiis wodd be very difncult. hother popuiar feature echoes 
Nelessen's obsenation in his book Visions for a New American Dream (1994) and Grant's 
comments in her article "Visions of the Fuîure" (1994). Like Interviewee 4, Nelessen and 
Grant say that rnost cit izw when asked to p i c m  a pdect  fbture, d e s m i  comrnunities 
without cars. What people seem to want in the 21st century is a 19th century market town. 
While ttiis is cleaUty a popular vision it seems vktdly unattamable given our present auto- 
dorninated economy and municipal structures dcmtinated by road engheers. 
Whm asked whae they learned about Msionhg and where they picked up th& techniques, 
s a w a l  intewiewees chuckled with some amusement and pemapS embarrassment. 
Vimially ail adnritted never having learned an- fomally about Msion. Some said they 
picked up ideas h m  now forgotten sources. Nom of thsm had read any of the sources on 
visioning systems that this research had identified before they began to practice the 
techniques although some had r a d  some of these d e r  they had already Qne visionhg 
nie one exception was Inieniewee 4 who was aware of the work of the lnstitute for 
Cultural -airs. Some drew on business management ideas but as seen nom Interview 7 
when the sources quoted were checked the infmation contained in them did not 
neceswily coincide with the mwers concerning practice that were @en by the 
interviewee. Some characterized their practice simply as strategic planmng or as 
participation, to which the term vision had been atiached. sometimes at the insistence of the 
client (Interviews 6 and 7). 
The way in which the visionhg approach spread is quite interesting in some of thesa cases. 
The respondemts in interview 1 said that they had adopted the technique fiom the 
jurisdiction where intewiewee 2 worked That municipality had in tum adopted visionhg 
techniques fiom another jurisdiction where intewiewee 4 had worked ht-wee 4 was 
not aware of this progression and a cornparison of his responses to a nimiber of questions 
with those of the adoptees of his approach shows considerable changes in practice. For 
ewmple respondent 4 insisted that a shared community vision was possible while the 
participants in interviews 1 and 2 expressed senous doubts about the possibility o f  
achieving more than the most g e n d  consensus. 
On the matter of their undersfancihg of the undertymg philosophy of visionhg 
respondents on the whole found it ~ c d t  to articulate what the basis was for th& 
approaches. A couple said they were not interested m theory only Hi d t s .  A couple 
responded to the question of phdosophy by saring, "it shouid work, shouidn't it?" In a 
nmber of cases the interviewes could begin to express a kind of understanding of the 
program but the researcher had to complete the thought.5 Intm*ewees woufd d-'be 
their approach of involwig a lot of people in thidüng about the funire they desired. Then 
they would agree with the staternents that when îhat is done, better phmhg  decisim 
result or the statement that visions serve as goals. In other words, while few of the 
intewiewees made any of the statements on their own they agreed with mmy of the kinds 
of statements outlined in Section 5.2 above. 
As with identifying influences the notable exception among the ïntewiewees with regard to 
descnbing philosophy was respondent 4. These findings should not be surprising shce he 
was the oniy academic among the group and therefore more professional@ accwtomed to 
ihinking about and expressing themetical ideas. He was able to set out four different 
concepts about the fùture and to iden- some philosophical Ilifluences. The particular 
source he indicaied as the origin of the four concepts of the funve couid not be located but 
the ideas coincide with the work of de Jouvenel (1967). 
Some of the others had interesting intuitions about what they did and w m  able to tell 
storks about how they had developed th& approaches (Interviews 9 and 10). In both the 
latter cases the stories were childhood experiences. M e  inforrnativet however? the stories 
could just as easdy have been told in answer to other questions. While offered as 
5 mile  this warld not be comidered a propet- survey technique in a conventional setting it can be an 
approach adopred within the mergent evaluation methodoiogy. See Section 6-43. 
expianations of theK philosophy of visionhg they rnight have been expianations of the 
importance of environment. and social sensitivity and conflict resolutïon. Perhaps for 
these interviewees ali of those thhgs are intertwined 
In temis of the actuai facilitaiion techniques used, the respondents' methods varied widely 
but were ail fairty standard group enabhg approaches. 
Many of the visionhg practitioners felt that the success of their projects wouid be judged 
dtimateiy by long term outcornes. However, some of the private sector consultants 
stressed more immediate success factors such as whether participants came back fm the 
second day of a session. 1-y felt that the visionhg approach shouid funâamentaily 
change the nature of the public debate m a community. They cited such Hidicators as  the 
number of times the local newspaper r e f d  to the Iision or the number of tinies that 
coundors brought up points fiom the vision in debates. 
There was a split on the question of formal foiiow-up procedures. Sone practitioners felt 
that ifvisionhg had been successful there would be no need for f o d  foiiow-up because 
the participants in the visiorting exercise would be so motivated that they would 
automaticaiiy monitor fiiture ïmplementation of plans. Others, notably in public sector, 
thought monitoring was essentiai. Interviewee 5 exphed a particuiariy active monitoring 
program that was esîablished in his particular jurisdiction. 
Most of the intemiewees thought that some f o m  of goal setting was fundamental to 
p1a-g 
Most of those intexviewed indicated that 6rom thei. experience they had learned that some 
degree of leadership both within the visioning and the plan implementation process was 
essential for success. In interview 10 the respondents talkeù about there being a t h e  for 
consultants to bten and l e m  but also a time for them to lead. Two intdewe+ 7 and 8, 
who had never met or worked together, both used the term "champions" to d e s a i  
playms who would be needed in order to implment elmenfi of any vision. .\ genuine 
cornmitment on the part of the real decision makers was also cited by several respondents 
as vital. 
In summary, thcn, a nurnber of thkgs rn@t be said about the coiiective responses of the 
dozen key informants. Their general planning experience is wide and their ethics. 
professionalism and dedication impeccable. Their responses to the research questions 
shows a considerable degree of confuson with the tRminology used in visioning. Th& 
principal purposes in using the approach seems to be strategic goal setting and the 
stimulation of public interest in planning. As a group they had iittle or no particular 
background in visionhg before underiaking projects and they have little or no 
understanding of the philosophical u n d e q h i q g  of the practice. They have Little 
conscious awareness of the psychological implications involved aithow& many possess 
good instincts Li adcùessirig the dilemmas that they encounter. 
It is now possible to proceed with an evaluation of vision and visioning as planning 
techniques based on understanding gathered fiom history, litmhire and field research. 
Chapter 7 
. . . a vision represents the collective values of Our co mmunity... 
City of Haniilton 
7.0 EVALUATION OF VISIONING AS A PLANNING TECHNIQUE 
7.1 Some Reflections on Vision, Visionaries and Visioning 
What emerges fiom th& examination of the rneanjngs of vision ternis, a review of their use 
in planning litma- art exploration of the philosophy behind visionhg luid r survey of 
case shidia of the ways visioning has ken applied, is hopefully a clearer understanding- 
Over the last ten years the vision fa* of words have reappemd in planning after a long 
absence and have gone through various metamorphoses. Fht of all vision was separated 
fkom visionaies and took on P number of M e n t  m e d g s .  L b t  we nnght cd strategic 
vision is a fm fonnal goal-like sbtement about desired futures. These staternents can 
either be literai, a picture of tomomow, or metaphoricai, an idea of desired human 
conditions. Participatory visioriing is the attempt to foster a process involvhg the 
population at large in making the decisions that will shape the fùture. Visionay leadership 
is the act of inspiring people with a dream of how environments can be hproved. With an 
idea f h i y  in mind of how and where these ideas developed. it is now possible to ddress 
the dual questions of why this situation came about and what are its implications for 
P- 
There are 3t lest three possible reasons why there wu little or no tdk  of vision durhg the 
three decades before the 1980s. First of a i I  the planmng documents of the 1950s and 60s 
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were p r i m e  stïucturai blueprints. They dealt with where booming development would 
happeq what sort of ~ t n i c t u r e  would support it and what detailed des would govem 
site design (Thomas 1995). There was Little regard for the concephial dimension of urban 
development, a fact that has been much h e n t e d  since (Duany 1992). There were some 
clanon cab  to address these questions but it took some t h e  for them to be heeded (Bauer 
wwster 1964). 
Secondiy, the planning profession through much of that t h e  was busy trying to establish 
its techmcal credentiais. Visionhg was associated with utopimism, a desire to create a 
better or even perfect society. That approach to plamhg was out of fashion (Fishrnan 
1977). Somethhg refemd to as technological utopianism found some acceptance but it 
was p r h a d y  the notion that aii problems had technical solutions (Segal 1986). P h e r s  
wanted to be functionai, practicai, pragrnatic and statisticaiiy correct ( H e h a n  1970). 
The third reason why vision was not a concem of planners for many years was the near 
absence of its context which is long range or strategic ptarming. in 1984 an article 
appeared in the journal Buzk Emironmenl with the provocative titie: "The Strange Death 
of Strategk Planning and the Victory of the Know-Nothing School" (Brehny). The 
opinion both at the t h e  and later was that Reagan and Thatcher neo-consewatnlism was 
anti-planning and favoured incremental actions over state âirection (Forester 1984, Thomas 
1995). 
Slowiy through the k t  grneration strategic piaming has made a come-back. This can be 
partiy amibuted to the enviromentai m o m e n t  and its c d  to re-think urban concepts 
whose negative impacts are increasm& a c u l t  to ignore and pady to re-evaiuation 
within the plannmg: profession itseif (Checkoway 1986). Even before the t e m  vision 
became popular other related ideas were creeping back into the planning vocabuiary. In a 
1986 it was said of Schumacher. that " S m d  is Beautrful provides a basis for much &y- 
dreaming.. . " (Cooper). In 1987 a publication cailed Humlets of the Adirondackr: A 
iManual of Dwelopmeni Strategies was desrnid as a "wish book" (Henderson) whiie in 
1988 San Antonio, Texas published a p h  that was cded a "dream" (Cullick). 
At first p h e r s  moved timicüy back towards d o m  themseives the speculative &dom 
that vision miplies but by 1995 there were some eager to reclaim the utopian and visionary 
heritage of  not ody Lewis Mumford but even Plato and Thomas More (Spain). In 1996 
Australian Peter Newman proclaimed that "the organic city moment  has a new vision," 
and placed it in the tradition the biblicai prophet Zachariah as weii as John Ruskin 
blomis, Ebenezer Howard and Paaick Geddes. We have discussed some of the problems 
with these ciaims in Section 3.22 above, but their intent was honourable. 
7.2 Another Reason Why Vision 1s Again Popular in Planning 
The vision f& of words have another aspect as we h d  them used in the most recent 
planning literaîure. People have mostfy forgotten the negative connotation of visionary that 
was ryplned in past years by words like "romantic" and "cireamer" and there seems to be 
genuine nostalgia among many p lmers  for the good old days of visions. David Hall, at 
the armual conference Britain's Town & Country Plarming Association in A@ 1995, said: 
I believe there is oniy one person in the last 1 0  years who has had this 
sense of vision, combining the physical, social ewnomic and political 
dimensions. That person is Sir Ebenezer Howard, whose visionary book, 
Tomorrow A PemefiZ Puth tu Real Reform, is in many respects sa 
relevant to today's circurnstan ce... What we need is a latter &y Ebenezer 
Howard to produce a new version of Tomorraw. .. 
At the same tirne there is a perceived crisis of leadership m rnany chic settings that is seen 
as IeaWig something of a power vacuum Wnthg in the 1995 APA h u a 1  Report that 
organkationls president echoed David Hall in Britain in his caii for vision. Richard Codd 
said in pari: 
1 have been impressed by the potenfiai of the pl- comrnunity to 
provide vision and hope for the future. Such vision is partîcuhiy needed at 
a t h e  when the nation's political leadership seems unwilling to address the 
problems Uiat face us alL 
This temptation for plannexs to occupy vacant leadenhrp space is not particulady new. In 
his manoirs a fonner Cleveland, Ohio, pl- director said that when he took over the 
job in the 1970s there were "no goals, no political direction" and thaî things were "open to 
the plamer's interprebtion" (Knimhok 1995). In 1994 an arîicle in the J o u d  of the 
ilmericm Planning Assmation appeared with the title: "If Plamiing Includes Too Much, 
lMaybe It Should Include More" (Lucy). "Other professions are ill prepared by their 
concepnial foundations for leadership," the author said. Many planners seem to have 
embraced this ill-defined concept of vision as a path to acquiring increased power. We 
might question the legitimacy of that mclniation. 
7.3 Cautionary Notes on the Use of Visioning in Planning 
To paraphrase the emuient Dr. Johnson ... visioning has elememts that are both good and 
original ... the trouble is the good parts are not originai and the onginal parts are not that 
good To sort this out there are a number of cautionary points about the use of vision and 
visionkg that grow nom this am@&. 
F i t  is the question of the Litml versus the metaphoncal meanhg of vision. The sense m 
which vision is sûictly Msual is clear enough. The visionaria of the past drew plans that 
showed where the boulevards, great public squares and chic buildings would be. People in 
a cornmunity today nnght agree that they want a distinct urban boundary. That means the 
city stops and f a d a n d  begiris. They ail know what it look like and they can telï whether 
they have it or not. 
IncreaingiY, however. so-called municipal visions are not a& di clear. We have seen that 
Sydney, Australia says it wants to be "a dynaniic, sustainable and diverse CO mmUNty..." 
(Newman, J. 1993) Vancouver, British Columbia, wants to be "... the fmt urban region in 
the world to combine in one place the things to which hurnanity aspires on a global basis.. ." 
(City Profle 1994). The o v d  vision for Saskatoon, Saskatchewaq includes on-going 
public consultation a strong and diverse economic base, housing stock that meets the need 
and a city that is efficient to operate and maintain... (Grauer 1996). In Williarnstown, 
Massachusetts, the vision statement includes things iike "perfoxmance based housing 
controls and inclusionary d e s  for houshg developmentw (Klein 1993). In England one 
&ter taIks about "a vision for the UK achievable wioi ody lùnited constitutional reform" 
(Warren Evans 1996). These may ail be admirable aspirations but are they visions, even a 
metaphoncal sense? Are they things îhat c m  ever be seen and could people ever agree on 
whether they had been achieved? 
It could k argued that people are fke to use words in whatever way they want. It could 
be said that in the cornpetitive wodd of consulting, where many plamers vie for contracts 
and need to difkentiate their products, that they shouid be alowed to put dïïerent spins 
on the words they use to actvertise. It might be held that to try to defme such motive 
words as those associated with visionbg is simply impossible. Tt might also be argued that 
as planrimg researchers we have some obiigation to clarify terms and concepts in ways that 
directly assist practicing membem of the profession. 
In pursuit of the latter responsibility it is Our intent to offer some ideas on the more precise 
uses of t m  Uivoived in strategic planning. The vision terms have a chachet because of 
the association with the great urban plans of the past and with the inspirationai figures of 
planning history. In too many cases they are simply being appropriateci in suspicious ways. 
Much of what is caUed visioning could be better, l a s  misleadhgly and more accurateiy 
dacribed using other words. For example if what you are doing is goal setting, then why 
not cail it that? Ifyou are identifjing values or decision criteria then say so? Ifyou agree 
or ciisagree with someone else's proposal then express that and don't c a l  them visionary 
wMe holding your mouth one way if you mean it positive& and scowling if you mean it 
nqatively. If you are fiamhg policies or ways of acting then why not cal them that 
instead of c a h g  them visions? Using more precise language and d e h g  t m s  can oniy 
improve the clanty of discussion. The amay of me- outlined in Chapter 4 should 
assist in this chrification. 
Robably the most appropriate application of the vision ternis is their most literal meanings. 
We wodd do weii to reserve vision for discussion of the visuai, the pictures, the images of 
the funire. Visions in th& regard would mean things that could be expressed spatiaily and 
dMiensiodiy such as rnaps, diagrams, verbal descriptions of landscapes, objects and men 
the feelings or moods that would be experienced in these places. It is not reaüy adequate to 
Say we want cities to be d e ?  the environment to be clean or the economy to be strong. 
Senge would say those are purposes. values and goals. The vision needs to be detailed and 
in Ziegler's words embedded in the psychr ( 1991 ). 
In this regard the work of people Iüce Nelessen (1994), King (iMcDoweii 1988) and 
Southworth (1985) would represent the models because th- deal almost exclusive& with 
visual images. Because, as we have discussed. not afl people can eq* weiî imagine 
fùture states in k i r  rnind's eye, the procas of visuaiization a s  discussed by people such as 
Fnedhoff and Benson (1989), Lew (1995) and Jamiaon (1995) becornes important. As 
Hall put it "plamers and environmentalists will need to help the public at large visualize 
and articulate what they want Our cities, towns and villages to be me" (1990). The great 
and exciting advantage of cornputers is the access to manipulable images that they can 
potentiaily provide. Fnedhoff and Benson say that that WU not ody make such images 
available to those who can't generate them in their own imaginations but will free and 
facilitate the imaginations of those who can generate intemal images. 
7.3.3 Be@ CIear About Participation 
Speahg at a session of the 1995 joint MA/CIP Coderence in Toronto. Dublin Ohio. 
Pianner Vince Papsidero said that "visioning is what we caU participative planning in the 
IWOs." The third caution addresses this confusing of Msioning with participation. There 
can be participative planning without necessarily creathg a shared vision. There can also 
be strong clear plamung visions that are individual& created and even authontarian. That 
was certahiy the case with Haussman in Paris? Robert Moses in New York, McQuestlli's in 
N i  and many many more. Visioning can be an aspect in citizen involvement but the 
two are not synonymous. 
This confusion is surprising when we consider the fact that when planners embraced the 
idea of Msioning as a motivator and caîdyst for action. they seem to have bonowed most 
of the visionhg techniques fiom business management literahrre (Simpson 1990, Nanus 
1990, Byrd 1987). The management thinkers have almost always taiked about vision as a 
function of leadership and as a tool to increase productivity and competitiveness. The 
question must be asked whether these approacha are trarisfmble to a community setting 
where the goals are potentiany much more diverse than profitability. 
There is also a contradiction between the notion of planner as visionary leader and the idea 
of citizens creating their own futures through participating in the Msioning process. Gertler 
says that it is the callmg of the plamer, pdcularly in these uncertain and turbulent tirna' 
to hold out a vision of what our cities could and should be (1996). Other leaders in the 
planning profession say that "to accompiish this vision, we must never lose sight of who we 
serve" (Codd 1996) and "planners need to revive their enthusiasm for hel& the public 
and the politicians to see what is possible and what needs doing" (HaU 1995). But once 
p b m  have drxided ihat they are the ones who know bes4 they may be on darigt~ous 
ground. "Other professions, " Lucy sa., "are ill prepared by th& conceptual foundations 
for leadership. " 
Planners may become fnistrated by politicians and the slow politicai process but electoral 
order and representative government are somewhat more fiuidamental to democracy than 
Msioning. Perhaps there are some Msionary p lmers  who want to direct society. If so then 
they ought to seek election. Having a good vision is not the or@ quaWcation for 
leadership. In a democracy those who are elected should lead and those who lead should 
be answerable to the people. 
7.3.4 Understanding Planning Fundamentals 
It is clear that the best parts of what is being done under the nibnc visioning are not new 
ideas but are long established elements of good strategic pIaruiing, consultation and wban 
design Alüiough the craze for visionhg may pass - even in 1989 Kiechel referred to the 
"faddish interest Ui the subject" - the hmdarnentals invoived are central to planning. 
Perhaps more effort shoulci be spent, without apology, on strengthening and more clearty 
delking planning iheory as it relates to how the fi~ture is perceived, who leads the way in 
decision making and how do fa* clear public desires get translated into achial h a n  
forrn. Is it possible? for example, for people who want to preserve the rural character of 
their municipality to say "no" to big box stores? 1s it possible for people who want 
pedestrian fiendly neighbourhoods to Say "no" to mdless cycles of road building? 
.kIthough most of what has been done under the title of visionhg has been done with good 
intentions, the lack of understanding on the part of practitioncrs of the undedyhg 
psychological principles has seriously weakened the effort. More research, education and 
interdisciphaxy discussion needs to proceed in order to rectify this situation. 
There is a certain resistance on the part of some visioning proponents to accepting the facts 
in this matter. Because not ail people respond to ideas about the future in the same way, 
and because some people have more of the requinte cognitive s M l s  to engage in fuhrre 
imagmg, it does not foiiow that the process is elitist or undemocratic. AU citizem have the 
nght to be involved Li decisions about the fiiture but not al1 of hem can have the same 
roles and responsibilities any more than they would m relation to medicine or iaw. The 
chaknge for plarmers is to devise the appropriate facilitation and mediation techniques and 
the most effective processes to accomplish genuine commmity strategic plamnng. That is 
exactly what many of them have been attempting to do and it is lack of good research 
information that has prevnited them fiom being successfiil and not th& lack of dedication. 
One of the things that has been encouraghg about some of the visioning e x d e s  that 
have been undertaken is the enthus- they have engendered among mernbers of the 
public who were not otherwise invoived in plamimg. That is not sornethmg that the 
profmionals invoived want to lose. If the proces is not effective in the long run, 
however? and there are already signs of that m some of the sweyed municipalities? then 
ihere will potentialiy be a backlash. What has been gained in creating enthushm for a 
supposed new approach to planning may be lost in promotional fatigue and lack of 
dernonstrable resuiîs. 
7.4 Principles for the Use of Vision in Planning 
Lessons gleaned fkom examinmg the use of vision in planriing and from exploring the 
origin af the concept, can perhaps be summarized best as a set of pmiciples. It is proposed 
that these points be six m n u m k :  
Priinciple 1 
n i e  concept of vision is most usefid when it is taken in its iiterai sense: that is, pictues of 
possible friture states. In Chapter 6 it was seen that communities that have specific visual 
representations of what they plan to encourage in füiure physical form are judged to be 
most Ueiy to succeed in achieving their desires. 
Principle 2 
Thidhg about the future is essentiai for good plaMmg but not everyone goes about it in 
the same way. In Chapter 5 it was shown that not a1 people have the capaciiy or 
inclination to create visions of the fit-. Knowing and appreciating that fact is vital for 
planners. 
Principle 3 
Vision is a word nch in various meanbgs. In Chapter 4 a wide range of these concepts 
and nuances were explored. Understandmg the differences in meaning is important for 
anyone who engages in discussion conceming planning. For cl- it is often preferable to 
use words other than vision which have meanings more suited to the specifïc mtent. 
Principle 4 
Public participation is arguably an important aspect of modem planning but it should not be 
thought of as synonymous with visionzng. In Chapter 4 the pariicular range of meanings 
ihat encompass participation were outhed while in Chapter 3 it was pointeci out that there 
cm be vision without participation and participation without vision. The attempt to excite 
and inspire people about the future of their cornmunity is admirable but should not be 
confined to a single technique or approach. 
Principle 5 
In a modem or post modem pluLalistic society, a genuine s h e d  vision for an entire 
politicai jurisdiction may not be achievable. In Chapter 6 it was demonstrated that it is 
certainty not possible in every cornmunity. More specinc applications, either spahîiy or 
organisation@ lumted may be the best scenarïos for using the concept of visionn 
Principle 6 
The fimdamentals of good planning transcend passing styles. Those aspects ihat are the 
best and most useful elments in the vision trend have always been part of efféctive 
strategic planning- 
Chapter 8 
When I talk about the need to make nonsense of official language, I am 
refening to what can happen when a whole approach to language is discredited. 
One mal1 example: it would be r major accompiishrnent if we were able to 
focus on the tendency of those, who make the arguments for corporatism, to 
also praise the rural idyll - Italza Rurale, as Mussolim put it. Or s d - t o w n  
Amcnca. Or common-sense conservaikm Aiways b e h d  these simplistic 
utopias is a sense of mord cleaniiness, deep mots, local belon- clarity of 
s h e d  vision; all thhgs which the proposers of these utopias are moving with 
their other hand through corporatism. 
John Raiston Saul The Unconscious CNiiZiation, (1 995). 
8.0 GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF VISION IN PLANNING 
Pîanners, politicians, the media and the public increasingty are heard to cali for vision and 
Msionaries. So cakd visioning processes have been and continue to be injected into 
planning practice. The use of the vision famiiy of temis in planning has increased so 
rapidy that they risk behg relegated to the status of rneaningless jargon. 
For these reasons it was the pri.mary goal of the presmt research to offer some usefid 
infornation and advice to practicing planners to help hem detemine whether it is 
worthwhile to attempt to create a vision as part of their strategic plannuig and. if they 
decide to do so, what are the best ways to proceed. The secondas. goal was to attempt to 
gather some base line information for evaluating the long terni outcomes of planning that is 
"vision based" or has a "vision" component and to considered what sorts of methodologies 
m&t exkt for undertaking such an evaluation. 
Perhaps we can begin with the second goal. Talen points out, thaî monitoring should be 
central in planning theory and practice: 
If plans are meant to be devices for fostering communication and if adherence to 
plans is ïmele~nt hen the way plans are developed tnust be reMsed IE on the 
other hand, plans are fosmulated with the intent of behg iaqlemented, îhen an 
evaluation mechamSm should be part of the plamimg document and their deiivery 
must be c1eariy deked (1 996) 
As we have seen, much of what has been done under the name of Msioning is of very 
questionable value since it is too vague and general to be of any reai use in guiding 
decisions. Still. Taleds suggested meihods for evaiuatmg plannùig resulîs could be usefÙUy 
appfied to visionhg exercises and uiere are also other approaches. In her master's thesis for 
the Faculty of Environmental Design, University of Calgary, Feick laid out a very 
comprehensive and valuable methodology for evaluating vision based planning. 
The rnated coiiected in this research does provide an information context that may be 
usefbi to other investigators in the form of a base-line for the ongohg monitoring of plans 
containhg vision statements. However, it should be realized that there are a nurnber of 
ditncuihes that constrain monitoring. Some of the municipalities represented m the 
case studies will disappear in th& present form due to govemmmt restructuring. At the 
same t h e ,  the term visionhg appears to be less commody used in recent practice. This 
means that even though there are some valuable elements in the vision statements, many 
planners wiU choose Li the future not to refer to their plans using the word vision. 
Nevertheless, it wilf be possible in some cases to track the effects that creating a vision WU 
have had on strategic pians. 
W1th regard to the primary goal, that of adMsing p h e r s  on the use of vision in practice, a 
few general points can be made and a set of guidelines offered. It is this researcher's 
opinion that the efforts surrounding visioning, while not by any means a panacea, have had 
some positive impact on pianrung. Focussing on the settbg of go& is defimtely a vaiuable 
exercise that has p d p s  been rediscovered. Loohg  for ways to accommodate diverse 
opinions in a plufalistic society is another important aspect thai has been strong in the 
pmuit of vision statements. But what is perhaps the most sigmScant factor that has 
emerged from this study is the realization that plamers understand little about the different 
ways that people think about the future. It is in this ana of fundamental appiied 
psychologicai research that firme efforts wiiî be most rewardd 
In the matter of potential visioning guidelines it is important to take into account the many 
pitfalls related to vision that have been identified in this study while attemptmg to benefit 
fiom the good points that have been developed The ideas that foiiow grow in part direct& 
fiom the literahire and the field research. They are aiso irrfonned by the researcher's own 
experience and philosophy and are offered in the m m e r  of considered opinion. 
.Mer the fashion of contemporaxy planning iiterature these guide-hes are offered in a 
f o m  organized around an anagram. The anagram is the word V.LS.1.O.N. These six 
leîters are intended to stand for h e  verbs and an exclamation. The words are Visualize, 
Individuate, Separate, Inspire, Organize and No! It is suggested that before undertaking 
the creation of a vision a municipality, or any other group, niight be greatiy assisted if they 
carefuily consider the six critical points of V.LS.1.O.N. 
Vision is about the visible. It is about pktures, images, spatial relationships and things that 
cm be described in a concrete way. This is the literai dictionaiy meaning of the word. 
The use of the word vision in a metaphoncal way tends to be niisleading, confiising and 
ultimateiy ineffective. The great urban visions of the p s t  were p i c m  diagams and/or 
actual space organiang, plans. So if people want a vision, they should be clear about what 
they are taikïng about and beware of people who use the word with imprecision. 
It is probably best for plmers to stay away completely h m  the term Msioning. V i o n  is 
a nom that ought to have stayed being a noun and does not work weii as a verb. V i s i o h  
is a nebulous concept that has been completely comrpted not by malice but by t w  much 
good intent. &y people have taken the word and imbued it in th& own ntinds with ail 
sorts of embellishments that are not necessady understood in the same ways by others. 
Whm this happens to a word it potentially becomes a medium for misunderstanding and 
disappointment rather than a t m  that comunicates substantive concepts. 
If a community wants to do visionin& they shouldn't. They should do planning. Plarining 
is a perfectiy good word that has a long and noble tradition. Citizens ought to take back 
the use of the word; recapture it fiom its nmow technomtic confinement and IiIberate it 
fiom its bureaucratie prison. Planning is not just about nning out f o m  and making private 
de&. Planning doesn't need any faddish and ill-defhed techniques to mediate it. Planning 
is about a community considering its fiiture, making decisiors about what it wants. 
docating its resources and moving fornard. It might be done prhnady by trained 
profession& but it should always involve citizens either directfy or through their elected 
representatives. Thai is not visionhg that is planning, plain and simple. 
Ind ivid uate 
Each community is different and each person is an individual. That means that no formula 
will work universafiy. Having a vision for an orgariization shouid be seen neither as a 
statu symbol nor as an absolute necessity. Invohmig every pmon m the sarne way and m 
the sarne exercise is not a reasonable approach. 
There are municipaiities and other o ~ t i o n s  where ha* a clear vision or picture of 
the outcomes the group aspires to is very useful. If the agency mVok4 for example. is 
responsible for development and building permissions then design parameters are essentiai. 
The question of what the cornmunity wants its streets to look Ue  and feel Iike is centrai. 
Would many cornmunities have wanted fiinge sbTp deveiopmtmt ifthey had known what it 
wouid look iike before it became the standard planning pattem ail  over North Anmica? If 
the area where planrung decisions are to be made is specincaily defineci, as in the instance 
of a park or neighbourhood or tsansportation comdor, then a visual expression of how it 
WU look in the future will be a very usefui decision making tool. 
Not ail communities, municipalities or jurisdictions, however, will be weli s m e d  by 
attempting to articulate a vision. When a jurisdiction is primady responsible for the 
deiivery of iarge scale semices and when its bction is iargely procedural rather uian 
concemed with actual urban fom, then a visual image of what it does rnay be too dficult 
to express or too far removed frorn the kinds of decisions it has to rnake. We might 
visualize a person waiting at a bus stop and being picked up quite quickiy. That is a 
palpable image and relates to an efficient public transit system. Whether designing efficient 
routes and convRnent schedules is dependent on that particdar vision is questionable. In 
some cases a vision rnay simply be Unpossible and not useful. A strong and divene 
economy is not a vision. Some public agencies or mmicipalities may have performance 
goals related to service delivery, policies related to functions and missions describing th& 
purpose but these shodd be called goals, policies and purposes; perfectly good and much 
more precise words to describe what they are intended to describe. 
Communities are made up of ind~duai  citizens. There are grouping of individuaIS as well 
but the fundamental unit of society is the person. People have individual interests and 
groups have coilective interests. Those interests are Iegiimate but the basic undertaking of 
a community is the achievement of the c m o n  go04 the best situation for the most 
people while maintaùiifig a minimum standard Individual and group interests should 
afways be sec on^ to the common good This presents a dilemma since dreafning of the 
fùture is somethmg that oniy an individual c m  do and not aIi people can do it to the same 
extent and with the same skill. 
How then do we reconcile the comrnon good, individual and group interests and the higM. 
variable abiIity among people to create fùture images? While ali people have the same CMC 
nghts aii people are not the same. Some pople have weiî developed abîiities to imagine 
fiiture s m e s  and events and are motivated to action by these images while others see 
thmgs p r h d y  from the present perspective and are motivated large@ by their 
understanding of the pst. In this case, those who have the ability to create visions of the 
future. should. Those who do not have that abilitv, or perhaps it would be better to say, 
those who have other abiüties. need to fïnd other ways to be involved Bi public as well as 
private decision making. 
There are a few s p e d c  ways that ihis can be done. Fimt of all those capable of future 
imagllig should share their images as effective@ as possr7,Ie. As Bob Dylan sang, "you let 
me be in your dieam and let you be in mine." That might be accomplished through 
visual preference a . s i s ,  computer image grneration or numerom visualization methods. 
m e r  people should demand this s h a ~ g ,  not from a position of weakness or inferionty 
but fiom the stand-point of fairness and the belicf that they have a genuine contribution to 
rnake to the process. This might iake place in a public consultation context or it might be 
within some more select decision making forum 
Part of that quirement for disclosure of hture images might be a dernand that covert 
visions be exposed. A developer may have an image of herself or hmwlf in the friture 
si- on a beach in a sunny country ha* made lots of money by building @y 
stmctures back home. The people back home who have to iive with that ugiiness may 
decide not to share the developer's vision of the hture. 
Final& on this point there is the question of sharing an image or set of images about the 
hirure. While those images are individuai by their nature and not readily conjured by a l  
they can, if clearly expresse4 be shared. People can adopt other's visions and they can 
modify their own to take advanme of good offerings. IndMduals can agree to pursue a 
certain pictue of the future but it is dways an individual decision. What should not and 
cannot in fact be done is to have a future image by compromise, conmtittee or decree. 
That is not a shared vision. 
Separate 
It is Mtal to separate the meanhg of the words that are used to talk about planning. Words 
are important not Li and of thmeives but because they express substantive concepts, 
motions and because they i d o m  action. We have already suggested that vision o w t  to 
be taken to mean visuai and concrete images. Other words that are useful in the context of 
community strategic planning are of course "communityl" "strategic" and "planning. " They 
cm be joined by goals, purpose, values, policy and others. We will not undertake to define 
these words here. There is no single correct meaning for each of thern. What is important 
is for the people invobed in any particular planning exercise to agree on these definitions 
among themseh. They need to atternpt that as they begin a pianning exercise, and they 
need to revisit their glossary of tenns as they proceed They should write these definitions 
down and share them widely and they should chalienge, question and correct each other in 
public and private conversation as they work. When any pcrson invokd in p- 
cornplah that others are just arguing about semanticq that is the mere m h g  of worcis, 
that person ought to be viewed with great suspicion since that iine of argument ofien 
preceds efforts to subvert the substance of the process. 
The second aspect of separation is to understand that there is a difference between the 
vision as a product and the process of developing the vision The product can consist of 
verbal statements, maps, drawing, diagram, compter images and other concrete 
expressions. ïhe process is made up of information gathering discussion debate and 
other procedural matters. The term vision is best reserved for the product while the 
elements of the process can be called by their appropriate titles. 
The final rnatter of separation concems a temporal understanding or a separation of the 
past, present and fbture. This is not as simple matter as it may seem because, as we have 
emphasized, different people have veq different conscious and unconscious attitudes about 
tirne. People are also motivated quite dijgerently by these perceptions. Back in the 1960s 
when Gabor h t  wrote about 'inventing the hiture,' he may have alrnost inadvertentiy 
captured one of the emtials about an understanding of time and how to approach it in a 
plamhg context. What Gabor said was diis: 
The f k t  step of the technologicai or social hventor is to visualize by an act 
of imagination a thhg or a state of thmgs which does not yet exkt and 
which to IEm appears in some way desirable. He can then SM ratio- 
arguing backwards from the Mvention and f m a r d  fiom the means at his 
disposal until a way is found fiom one to the other. (1964) 
In the f h t  piut of the passage the Macr expresses the core notion about vision as a 
determiner of the future. But in the second part he reco&es thai not ody that the fururr 
is separated fkom the present but also that people have at le& two separate ways of 
approachmg the future. Some can see it and guide their actions as if looking back f?om 
that vanfage point while othm work 'forward fkom the means at their disposal.' There is 
no easy way to reconcile these different approaches but a recognition o f  the conditions is a 
necessary first step. 
Inspire 
Great visions can indeed be mspiring. That is why the word vision keeps rehiming to our 
Iexicon in spite of recurring efforts by pessimists to debunk it. People probably have some 
sort of latent desire to be inspired. So that is why, if someone has an inspiration and it can 
be put into visual f o m  and becorne a vision, then we ought to recognize it and d o w  
ourseives to be inspire& It is alright to give outselves this permision. An increasingly 
cynical world can only be changed by making room for inspiration. Scepticism, on the 
other hand, is useful. h y o n e  offering a vision ought to be challenged and qwstioned and 
required to jus* their view but at our core we ought to be looking for such people. 
While it is important to bc: prepared to follow a good lead it is also important to be r a d y  to 
oEcr ihçpiration that you may fccl strongiy about. The sigdicant factor herc is scpaiating 
mily inspired vision fkom actions motivateci by self interest. That is why cleady articulating 
\%ions and diowing thcm to bc subjcctcd to scrutiny is important. 
The final point about inspiration is that it cannot bc bought chcaply. A community may 
want to experkmce the 1 .  of corning together and feehng the excitement of common 
purpose, tcam building and contlict tesolution. But if this is aîtempted without the solid 
and exacting work required to bring lasting results, the thriU of the moment may be 
foliowcd by the discouragement that cornes from the lacl< of real resuits. Many 
commumties examined in this study expericnced this rise in expectation as a result of su- 
called visio- ody to face the disillusion of fdm that foiiowed. 
DeveIoping a vision that can be geneely useful in municipal plannni& or any other 
organizational context, is not easy. W of the thmkers and writers who have considercd the 
procas careftlS conclude that it is tirne consurning, requires reai dedication and demands 
foilow through. Lfa community or orgariization thinks they can develop a vision at a 
couple of workshops they should probably adopt some other approach. If people become 
enthusiastic and dedicated to a good vision, whatever its origins, that excitement is on& a 
prelrminary step. W of the tough and time consuming elements of old fashion planning 
still have to be dealt w i h  
Tn this regard it becomes essential to oiganize the process carefully. For this task it is 
important to understand not just some of the innovative and motivating techniques that 
might be on offer at the t h e  from dynamic consultants, but to know what the 
fundamentals of good plannuig are and to be prepared to undertake them. 
In organ-g for effective community planning in which vision will be an elernent it is 
important to recognize the nghts, roles and respom'bilities hvokd. While everyone has a 
right to be i n v o ~  not everyone has the same taients and sküls. For that reason people 
need to be cornfortable about playing th& appropriate role. Professional plamiers have 
their place as do d the 0 t h  members of  the community. Planners must be very clear that 
they are not the leaders of the community but its servants. In t emis  of respom'bitity there 
wiU also be a Merential. Elected representatives have a special place. Wtiile they may 
genuhely want to involve a wide spectnim of the public they must accept ultimate 
responsiity for commudy decisions. So-called visionhg has too ofien been used by 
politicians to deflect negath comment on their decisions or as  an excuse to abdicatr their 
nghtfiil decision making role. Citizens who have onty limited tirne to be invohred need to 
find the most effective and appropriate way to participate. Ultimatefy their raponsibility is 
to vote in or out the best people to represent them. 
NO! 
The last and most important letter in our anagram stanàs for the word No. Citizens. 
piannets. politicians and the whok of a comrnunity have to be able to clearly and loudy 
Say this word. There is little point in ha- a vision of the fuhire, however derived if we 
are not prepared to support the thugs that wili h g  that vision about and say a cold hard 
no to things that will compromise that vision. Sayhg no will always mean hurthg 
someone's interest. Never saying no inevitabiy damages everyone's interests and more 
importantly hurting the cornmon good. 
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Contact Person Phone Addreas 
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municipaltties that did not 
respond or had not done 
visloning exercises 
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The date or 
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n e  extent ta 
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statement i s  
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The extent to 









st atement . 
C o m e n t s  on the 
questions of whether the 
statement contains more 
ihan genmlities 
Whcther il might be 
understandable to a 
broad rilnge of people. 
1s the statement 
different from the 




that werç used 
beforc: the term 
visioning became 
popular . 
Use fùl observations not 
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, SIJMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF PUILTNICIPAL, VISION STATEMENTS 
- called 
Vision of 90's 
and Beyond 
- solne pruts 
in fiihire terise ,.....-.--- -.-.... 




- 201 1 
- present and 
past biit in ;ui 
un-specified 
thne pzriod 
- iihoiit 30 
pages long but 
most referepçes 
generûl 
- stattrments are procedural 
policies wluch are clearly slatzd 
but not ût iiU specific and woiild 
t ~ e  open to nide iiiterpretatioii 
- fiiirly tractitional 
policy staternents 
- 1 ) ~ s  i  really il statzment of 
procediirril or ndininisüiitive 












OfTicial Plûri 1993 
King 
Strategic Pliin 1995 
- few visiial 
references iuid 
most of those 
general such r f i  
fmlund ...-...--..... ..... ... - no speçific visiid .. . . . . .  ......-.... - 2 pages of 
generd 
conimerits 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  .. .. 7 .  .. . - policy type statzments 
nfirniing sustainable 
devrlopiiient, fostering 
well-being arid so on 
... . ..... . .  . .  .. .. ......*. .- * .  
- tlie vision is iin operational 
undeririking to preserve ilie 
land for fuhut: generatioiis 
stnhig values siich ris carhg 
arid ccliiity 
- the statenients seem 
intended 10 bc retrosyective 
views froin the fiihire biit 
tliiit is iiot dtcigzlhcr clear 
fiom the dociimeni 
- canventiond references 
- a large nu~nber of issues are 
toiiclied on with reasonable 
clarity but not in great detail 
- the vision statements 
iire qiiitr: riovel with the 
foiiowi~ig objectives 
beilig in a more 
conventional fomi 
- some specific 
images such as 
walking trails and 
streetscapes 
- negatives images 
- 1 to 3 short 
puragriiplis on 
each of 6 
iheriies 
- the statements arc: clearly 
worded and muiy are very 
specific in dieir references to the 
way tbùigs look and die way 
people Seel and beliiivr: althoiigt 
thert: art: sonie generaiities sucli 
ris udequate food and safety 
- most general state~nçrit of iiri- 
defirizd vûliics siich us 
prospeiity, vibrruicy niid pride 
- vision statement shows a 
boldness not diliitzd by 
compromise aiid indicaies a 
consiste~icy in Uie process 
fiom its origuid intent 
throiigli to its coinpletion 
- present 
- 2020 
- there are many - 4 pages of 




qiiality of life and 
work 
- dus is in lugr: part u 
genuiiiely different kind 





- ont: sentence - it is tiiud to unagine flint the 
stuteiiient provides " cleur, 
powerful rnessûge" as stated 
- corisultnnt did riot include u 
vision in work plai but one 
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1 SUMMARY OF PROCESSES USED M DEVI!I.OPING A W C I P A L  VISIONS Page 3 
- . -  
- this stuge was to 
feed into new OP sa 
110 need to nioiiitor 
sepmtely ... . - m . . . .  .... . A . - .  ....-, - provision for stote 
of' the e~ivironsiieiit 
reportbig every diree 
y ean 
- . . - - - - - - - 
- twtli the review visiori and 
the find OP versiori tire 
considered here beciiiise of 
tiie coinplexity of the process . -  ....-.......... ..* .  -........... .. 
- stritTrecognize thnt they 
phyed a major rok in 





Officiai Plan 1994 
Hamilton 
Officiai Plan 1996 
Hamilton- 
Wentworth 












f Et.. . . . . . . . . . 
- uivolved 
froin start 
..... .. . ........ 
- h a 1  version 
fur l a s  dctûilzd 
- spzcilics siich 
as severances 
excliided 
- planning staff 
worked ûirectly 
with ciûzens 
- contacted 60 
groiips 
- lad by staff who believed tliey 
"needed public participation to 
get visioii" and "vision couid br: 
generai or sliecific picture, issties 
or jiist someihing to rzüçt rot' 
- 
- very sophisticatetl and 
extepsivz public educatiori 
prograrn explnuuiig die 
plarinirig process and issiics 
- staffl politicians, 
a citizen task force 
made up of 
cornmunit'y 
leaders, interest 
groiips and pubiic 
- pubtic 
respoiidzd to 
reporîs of the 
vision t ask 
force 







- indication of 
sonil: chmges 
. 
- initial impetus for vison ~curie 
fiom techniciil coriiniittee rniidr: 
up o f  heiiltli field yrofessionals 
- citizen tiisk force and staff 
giiided process dthoiigh there 
was a stnlTchmge part way 
tluoii~li process 
- process faciiitated professionoUy 
by Randolph Groiip und overseeri 
by coiinciVstut'fconiriiittee 
- comprehensive 
progrmu for iuiniial 
citizri iiivolvect 
progrzss evalurition 
based on cornniiiiuty 
iiieasured indicators 
- selzcted as a üN Agenda 2 1 
Siisiainak Coriiiiiuniiy pilot 
projecl, tlus Regioii 
iniplenierited ir very 
sophisticuted nnd well 
siipported progriirn of which 
visionhg was a key part 
- staff, poiiticians, 
s~akeholders in 
f o c i ~  groiips and 
public 
- provision for an 
iin~~leni~ritatioii 





only liite in 
process 
- consultant's progmm did 
not cal1 for u visioii staterneiit 
- orie appeors in the fmd plan 
- zxtent of public uiyut in 
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1 SUMMARY OF PROCESSES USED IN DEVELOPING MUNICIPAL VISIONS Page 9 
Vllrti*&n 
L 
@ city politicians 
ind staff, reps fiom 
22 sectors, public, 
:Iiildren 
- council, staft; 
public, yoiidi 
- c o u d  and staff 
- public was asked 
far ideas but did 
not t&e part 
ciirectfy in the 




Birly early in 
uocess 
public fonun 







:mly hi the 
?rocess in 
-andom mail- 




alinost the same 
as cirafi; more 






- process facilitated by Randolph 
Oroiip wlio trnined voliinteer 
raciiitators to work specific groiips 
piiblic asked ifthey agrzzd with 
prepared visioq/vdiies statenients 
- professional facilitator, Brian 
1 {usberger, callected h p i t  fiotti 
meetings, drnfted vision wid 
presented it to council; public 
rzview be!bre council upprovd 
- process facilitated by Intersol 
- info gathered fioni public, sz~iior 
staff rint1 council invoIved in 
weekerid retreat during which îixne 
the vision statement was crûtted 
staff to develop 
irnpleinentatioii plan 
and council to rzvisit 
strategy at the 
beghung of each 
- township statf asked 
to prepare report on 
how to irnplament 




- provision for 
re-visiting vision once 
diiring eveiy council 
terni 
- diulng the considtation 
phase people identified iiiariy 
specifia vjrles ntid detailed 
visioris but the vision 
stciternent was jiist I sentence 
- -  
- tiiis Township initiative 
foilowed ri healthy 
communities visionirig 
process; tnariy of the s m e  
people and ideas uivotved in 
both 
- tiijs was an unapologetically 
leadership drivaii process 
Appendix D 
Interview Guide 
Vision Research - LNTERVlEW GUIDE - page 1 
TOPIC  S SOU ESTIONS 
1. GoaUPurpose L V h y  is vinoning done. - is it to set goals 
of Visioning - is it to establish a tone 
- does visiorring primarih. involve 
abstract ideas or concrete 
pictures of the future; is it 
about how things wiU be or 
how things wdi look 
- ifyou think the visual element is 
important do you thmk that all 
people have the same capacity 
(O create mental images 
2. Application How are the outcomes used. - is it a way to start sttaregic p m  
- is it a step in strate& piamhg 
- is it an altemative to strategic 
planning - is the process more important than 
the outcome - is ali plannuig based on a vision 
that is do you have to have a 
clear idea of what y u  want in 
order to plan to achieve it 
- is there a merence between an 
individuai's vision and a 
consensus vision 
- is a shared comunity vision 
possible 
3. Origin Where did you learn how to - ifyou developed the method on 
conduct vkioning exercises. your own, what were the 
influences 
- if you leamed the techniques fiom 
someone else, do you know 
where they learned it, how 
they developed it or what 
influenced them 
- have they hearci of or read: 
- Polak, Barker, Nelessen. 
Ziegler: Laslow 
- others 
Vision Research - LWERViEW G W E  - page 2 
4.Cnderiying Whataretheideasbehind - is there mything that might be 
Philoso phy the approach. cdied a theory 
- if there is a theory or theory-like set 
of ideas, is it testable md/or 
has it been tested 
- does it matter whether or not there 
is a thcory-like undcrpmnuig 
or evm a philosophy 
Is Msioning different than - is it a way of incIuding people in 
participative planning and the planning process who 
if so how. might not otherwke be 
kvoived 
- can you give examples of specific 
elements in a pian that 
mighated fkom the 
involvement of people who 
wouid not have been inciuded 
except through kkioning 
How do you go about 
facilitahg visioning. 
- who participates 
- what are the preconditions 
- what techniquesiexercises do y u  
use 
- what is the sequencing of events 
- what is essentiai for visioning 
- do people participate as individuals 
or as representatives of others 
- do participants in visioning become 
leaders 
Vision Research - LWRVIEW GUIDE - page 3 
TOPIC LEAD OLESTION SUPPLEMENTARY OLIESTIONS 
How do we monitor the 
outcome of hisionlig. 
6. Evaluating & How do yau judge the success - what are p u r  short t m  and long 
-Monitoring of a visioning exercise. term measures or criteria 
- do p u  know of examples of e on 
based planning that was done 
in the past and which has had 
good results 
- who should be invohred in 
monitoring outcornes 
- should there be a formai process 
- what should the criteria be 
- l o o k .  at a specific pian that has 
resulted from a ~içioning 
exercise. whaî elernents do 
you think would be most 
keiy to persist and affect 
outcomes and w h t  parts 
would be most likely to be 
ignored 
7. .Mternatives What are the possible 
alternatives to visionkg. 
Appendix E 
Summary of Interviews 
Why is visioning done? 
- -- 
D o a  visionhg 
primarily invoive 
abstract ideas or 
concrete piciures of 
the future? 
Do ail people have the 
same capacity to 
create mental 
images? 
How are the outcornes 
of visioning exercises 
used? 
- - - -  - 
Is the Msioning process 
or the resulting vision 
itseff more important? 
1s a tision of the h r e  
an essential part of 
an pluuiing? 
Is there a difference 
between ind~duai 
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
1s a shared communi~ 
vision possible? 
Where did you l e m  i 
i how to do visioning? 
l 
Respotzse 
- to set the hmework for preparing a new official plan 
- to give the community a chance to establish goals 
- to establish a clear picture of where we wouid Iike to be in 20 years time 
-abitofboth 
- tried to put thugs in concrete i e m  because public has trouble grasping 
abstract concepts, particulariy in planning 
- no, it's very uneven 
- at h t  the vision was stated as though we were looking back fiom funue and 
many people had di£fïculty understanding that so rve had to re-write it su we 
were looking forward frorn the present 
- the main reason for the visionkg was to help prepare the Official P h  
- also used for marketing the Region to potential developers 
- vision is being used by senior managers and politicians in preparing iheir 
strategic plan; it is part of strategic planning 
- the public consultation process is very important but one is not more important 
that the other (one interviewee) 
- both are important but the the process is more important (second Bterviewee) 
THE USE OF WSZONING UY I-TRBAN PLANNING - PELD. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterioo School of Urban & Regional P- - 1996 
SUMh/lARY OF INTERVIEW -ER 1 Page 1 
. - -- - -  
- yes. to give you the overaii goais to work towards 
m 
- .  
- 
. 
- there is quite a difference; you could have rural people who want as many 
severarces as possible off their property but that might not be in the best 
interests of the whole region 
- 
. 
it was casier to get a red shared vision in our economic development planning 
in the Regional Official Plan it was difEcult because many people are opposed 







- we obtained a copy of a vision statement fiom another municipality and taiked 
to them about what they had done 
- we adapted our approach from that 
THE USE OF VISIONING IN URBAN PLANNING - PELD. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterioo School of Urban & Regional P m  - 1996 
--- - 
SCMMARY OF INTERVIEW NUMBER 1 Page 2 
Is there anything that 
might be cded a 
phiiosophy, a theory 
or theory-like set of 
ideas u n d m  the 
vision approach to 
planning? 
Is visio- Merent 
than participative 
planning? 
Are there examples of 
specinc dements in a 
plan that onginated 
fiom invohent  of 
people who would 




low do you go about 
facilitating Msioning'? 
Ra-ponse 
- more interested in the practicai than theoretical 
- not aware that any wrïtuig was aMilable at the time we worked on our vision 
- since then many thhg have becurne avabble such as a Strategic Plamhg 
Guide fkom the Ontario Community Economîc Development Council 
- not familiar with any of the tities or authors mentioned 
- a locai citizen participated in bision process and emphasized the need for clarit~ 
in e'upressing the vision; avoiding words with muitiple me- 
- it is diaicult to get people to participate in planning 
- we had to explain the role of a visionhg exercise so that we could get people to 
give us their input and ideas 
- usually people won't participate in planning matters unless an issue a e c t s  them 
direct& but those who had participated before could see the importance of 
gettmg involved in the vision and poiicy setting 
-- --- - 
field naturaiists and others wanted a connected systern of natural lands 
people in forest industry wanted abrlity to sever woodlots fiom exishg famis 
- s ta f f  facilitated workshop with Councii to discuss visioning approach 
- realized we needed Council "buy-in" and needed to give politicians an idea of 
what the product would be Ue 
- prepared background reports that gave mfomation and educated public about 
existing features 
went out to public through workshops etc. for comment 
from that came identification of issues md options, then a growth strategy and 
the Regional Plan 
the steps were: 
- bachground - vision - issues and options - growth strategy - policies and plan 
people p d p a t e d  both as indMduals and as representatives of various groups 
Question 
r 
How shouid we judge 
the success of a 
visioning exercise? 
How should we 
monitor the outcome 
of \isi~ning;? 
Respome 
- level of public participation contribuhg and not just cornplainmg (short term) 
- whether the eIements of the vision are realized (longer term) 
- as part of the Ofncial Plan review evay five years the achievement of the 
vision will be measured 
- specinc thgs  can be measured: for example whether we have the connected 
system of naturd areas thai was set out in the vision 
What aspects of your 
plan that resulted 
from visioning are 
most or least robust: 
most or lest likely to 
survive and be 
irnplemented? 
- the question of cottages becorning permanent residence ... there is a real 
Merence of opinion there: coucil is opposed to permanence now but they 
might change 
- the desire for small town character was clear in this vision but new townhouse. 
big-box stores and commercial sûip developments might be ailowed 
- dear consensus in kision on desire to retain @cultural character of Region 
- we hope the actual goals stated in the vision are realistic and cm be 
ixnplemented 
visioning? 
THE USE OF VISIONLNG IN URBAN PLANNING - PED. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regionai Planning - 1996 
- - - 
- the more traditional approach would have been to prepare issues papm and 
send them out to people for cornent 
SUblMARY OF 





INTERVIEW NUMBER 1 P 3 
- 
- 
%%y is visioning done? 
Does Msioning 
primaris involve 
abstract ideas or 
conmte pictures of 
the fùture? 
Do aii people have the 
same capacity to 
create mental 
images? 
How are the outcomes 
of visioning exercises 
used? 
1s the visioning process 
or the resulting vision 
itself more important? 
1s a vision of the fiiture 
an essential part of 
all planning? 
Is there a difference 
between i n d ~ d d  
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
1s a shared community 
vision possible? 
Where did you learn 
how to do visioning? 
Response 
- "bhie sky approach," not so much goals as a picrurt of what people wanted in 
the future, what thin@ would look like in 20 16 
- - -  - - 
- it was more about p i c m  
- began by producing information about growth potemtial using f* traditional 
quantitative m o d e l . ;  mdcipatities and public didn't buy-in 
- many people wanted to talk about strategy and policy, not pictures 
- we found it S c u i t  to write the vision and when we went out to people we 
diMt get much response at fïrst to the alternatives we presented: people didn't 
identify with what was presented; people felt they were asked to choose 
- there was a lot of static 
- didn't have a clear idea at k t  but wanted to involve public 
- the review of the Official P h  was the main reason for doing visioning 
- we hoped to get people to confront some of the hard decisioq to choose one 
of the option and then the vision would be in plan 
b 
THE USE OF VESIONNG IN URBAN PLANNING - PKD. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Pianning - 1996 
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- - - - - - - - 
- in our case the process ended up leading to a very dinerent product than we 
expected 





- many of the professional planners never agreed that this was a great idea 
- you need to have a vision about the general direction you want to go but 
perhaps not as concrete a picture of the füture as we t h o w t  
- 
. 
- - -  
- some people had veiy specinc descriptions but the consensus we got arnow 
people was on policies 
- 
1 1 1  
I 
- it is possible but it has to be generic 
- too hard to get agreement on any specincs 
- people did buyin to ideas such as keeping the rurai and urban areas separate 
- we got some ideas fiom the Healthy Cornmunities initiative 
- I read something, a short article, but 1 can't remember, didn't do a lot of reading 
- knew it was supposed to be a description of the future 
Question 
Is there anything that 
might be cded a 
philosophy, a theory 
or theollike set of 
ideas underiying the 
vision approach to 
pianning? 
is visionkg metent 
than participative 
plaRning? 
Are there examples of 
specific elements in a 
' plan that originated 
fiom invoivement of 
people who would 
not have been 
included except 
t hrough participation 
in visioning? 
1 How do you go about 
l 
- - 
Who participates in 
visioning? 
Do people take pari as 
individuais or 
representatives? 
Are people who take 
part leaders? 
Response 
- we figured it should work: people should iike to think about it and it shodd be 
easier for people to think about concrete th.ings than abstracts 
- we might have done it differentiy ifwe'd understood more of the theory 
- you can invoive people in ciiffiirent ways; bisioning is one of the ways 
- visionhg is a fimdly way to get participation 
- support for the idea of finn urban boundarïes came from the visioning process 
- equitabie growth in the townships was popular 
- provision of clean water and good waste treatment was supported 
- rural character, general idea of compactness (intemincation) and staying w i t h  
exkting settlements 
- the idea of greenbelts was not supported 
196 
THE USE OF VISIONLNG IN URBAN PLANNING - PKD. Thesis R-ch 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterioo School of Urban & Regional Planning - 1996 
- started with 'town hall' meetings 
- at h t  people were asked to comment on three alternative lisions but they 
didn't respond by choosing one or the oiher; they wanted to create hybrids 
and combinations 
- eventually we came back to the drawing board and came up ~ i t h  vision 
principles which were iike guiding values for decision making 
SUMMARY OF 
II 




- attempted to get general public and specific groups 
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I 
- 
- whether or not they are from specific groups people feel they are 
representative of certain interests 
--- 








How should we judge 
the success of a 
bisionhg exercise? 
How should we 
monitor the outcome 
of visioning? 
What aspects of your 
plan that resulted 
fiom ~isisioning are 
Ieast robust: least 
liliely to surclive and 
be implemented? 
I What are the possible alternatives to 
- we didn't have an- consciously in xnhd when we started 
- we know this is an issue because people asked about how weU the foxmer 
Ofncial Plan had performed but there m e  no ways of quanûfjmg that and 
dua t i on  pretty well has to be quantined 
- we have nothhg in place although there is provision in the OP for that 
- the idea of compact urban fonn was probably least likeiy to hold up 
we could just give peopie development poiicies and get their reaction 
Why is Msioning done? t- 
Does visionhg 
primady involve 
abstract ideas or 
çoncrete pictures of 
the future? 
Do al1 people have the 
same capacity to 
zreate mental 
images? 
How are the outcornes 
of Msioning exercises 
used? 
Is visionhg pari of 
strategic planning or 
an ai temative? 
- - 
1s the cisioning process 
or the resulting vision 
itself more important? 
Is a vision of the firture 
an essential part of 
di planning? 
1s there a diEference 
between individual 
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
Response 
- part of a goal setting process: chance for a group to get a handle on their 
raison d'etre; why they e.uist 
- a way for them to philosophize in a way they wouldn't do on a &y-to-day basis 
- done effective& it bridges the two. the practical and theoreticai 
- easier for people to think in concrete terms and th- get confused S o u  ask 
them to respond to questions that are too abstract 
- cisionhg helps people who are not used to thmking abstractly to do h t ;  you 
want to end up with concepts (abstracts) but have a practical dimension 
- people thuik and leam Meren* ~isuaL auditop linesthetic @y doing) 
- the ability to think more conceptually (abstractiv, the big picture) is par@ a 
function of higher education and training 
- important to use different learning approaches to uiclude everyone 
- the danger is that these exercises become ends in themseives 
- to be usefül there must be some sort of implementation pian. a strategy 
- the vision statement rnust be reinforced through the organization; printed on 
documents. hung on the waii - so that people cm connected with it 
- 1 became cyriical about strategic plsnning, it becme an end in itseif 
- haven't read Mntzberg (Rise & Fa21 of Strat. Plan.) but understand he talks 
about strategic tlunking and that is what vkioning is about 
THE USE OF WSXONING IN I_?RBAN PLANNING - PKD. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Planning - 19% 
- the process is the whole thing 
- plamers know that no sooner have you produced a plan than you are 
amending it and mybe visionhg is similx 













- I guess if phnmg is done well it wouid have some fùturistic aspect but you 
cm get locked in to certain ways of doing thhgs 
- you have to make course corrections but that implies having a destination 
- now I'm arguïng with myself 
- you need to have goals but you also need to be flexible and prepared to change 
INTERVEW NUMBER 3 Page 1 
- 
- 
- yes; ayou develop a Mnon for an organization and don't have the key figures 
buying in it won? go far 
- in a democratic organization the vision of key people c m  get confused with 
that of the organization 
Question 
L 
Is a shared community 
vision possible? 
1 Where did you leam 
how to do visioning? 
- - 
Is there anythmg that 
might be cded a 
philosophy, a theo~y 
or theory-like set of 
ideas undedying the 
vision approach to 
planrung? 
THE USE OF VLSTONING IN WRBAN PLANNING - PH-D. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Plannmg - 19% 
Is visioning diBecent 
than participative 
planning? 
How do you go about 
facilitahg visioning? 





- yes it is possible but you have to rnake compromises to get there and 
sometunes that meam compromises and an heviîable ambigu@ 
- people will see and intcrpret the picture digerently but it must be a unifjhg 
force to the extent that people can buy into it and say we may not agree with 
details but that is the liind of community we want to be 
- there must be certain fundamentai agreement on general direction 
SUMMARY OF 
- (intemiewee laughed) can't remember when 1 first heard the term visionhg but 
these ideas are a repackaging of older thhgs 
- my general sense of pl- even before 1 studied it is that comrnuniîies 
should be looking to the future. should be thkkhg ahead and should have an 
idea of why they do what they do 
- I've heard of Covey more recentiy but eariier ideas came h m  Toffler's Fume 
Shock and Club of Rome notions of lunits to growth and the environmental 
movement's questionhg of where the world is going 
- my ntst fornial understanding of this process came fkom planning study m the 
1970s when we leamed about setting goals and objectives and alternative 
courses of action; the classical plannng approach 
- visioning goes a step fiutheq the old idea of goal setting was perhaps more 




-- - --- - - - 
- since rve never done any reading on the subject my ideas are bZnd of "home 
made" and the way 1 use the term doesnlt relate to any theoretical construct 
- ide3 of ho- where you want to go is important and irrvobing people 
- ( inte~ewee agreed that the philosophy here is that agreeing on goals and 
invohring people will result in betîer decisions) 
. 
L 
- the Msioning procas helps to legitimize constructive daydreaming and spintual 
reflection in a culture where these things are unially held to be impracticd 
- the standard group facilitaton techniques where people are encourageci to 
express themsehes, where quieter mernbers are coaxed out to state their 
opinion and people are made cornfortable 
What is essential to the 
visioning process? 
Do people participate 
in visioning as 
indi-tiduals or 
representatives? 
- - -- 
How shouid we judge 
the success of a 
visioning exercise 
and how do we 
monitor the 
outcornes? 
What aspects of the 
plan that resulted 
fiom vkioning are 
most or least robust; 
most or least Likely to 
survive and be 
implemented? 
I What are the possible alternatives to 
Raponse 
- some stage-settmg is necessaq to get people into the idea of th9iking into the 
future and to give them permission to daydream 
- some come clearly as individu& but many are invited to speak on behalf of a 
lârger interest group; they are there to make sure the values of thei. group are 
put into the hopper 
- groups hvohnd In political process want to stake out a position 
- - - --- - 
- there is evaluation at the Sormal and fo& levels 
- at the t h e  there is some seme of whether people found it useful or enjoyable 
- there is &O the question of what happens in the longer run 
- my recomrnendation was that there be a fomal evaiuahon of whether any of 
the vision filtered into the operation of the township 
- 1 think that when politicians Bake decisions they have to express balance 
between different values 
- visionhg may provide a more non-threatening kind of forum to express views 
and people come out of the exercïse having heard Werent ideas; they can't 
help being affected by that 
- it is diierent than just reinforcing their views by meeting their own circle 
TIEE USE OF VISIONING IN URBAN PLAM\TLNG - PHID. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Pl- - 1996 
- off the top of my head 1 can't Say what an alternative might be 
- visionhg is what we now c d  what weke been tsing to do for a long thne 
- we're m g  to get at the same questions of what are the c o m m w ' s  goals and 
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THE C'SE OF \7SIOMNG IN LRBAN PLANNING - PHID, Thesis Research 
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primariiy involve 
abstract ideas or 
concrete picîures of 
the füture? 
Do all people have the 
same capacity to 
create mental 
images? 
What is the 
relationship of vision 
to long range or 
strategic pl-? 
How are the outcornes 
of visioning exercises 
used? 
b the visioning process 
or the resulting bision 
itseif more important? 
Is a vision of the future 
an essential part of ail 
planning? 
1s there a difEkrence 
between individual 
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
- visionkg is done to create s shared purpose: what is often lacking is people 
knowing what they have in common 
- it is to invoive a large number of people representing a cross section 
- to get people away fiom taking about deficits and problems: to talk about 
positives instead of negatives 
- a goal has been described as a 'timeless statement of aspiration' but a vision is 
more tangible, red, visual and sensual: it must be able to touch people 
emotiody 
- literally a picture of the future as it should be 
- in my experience. absoluteiy yes. people know what they want 
- often people's pichires are simiiar 
- quote fiom John Naisbitt to the S e c t  that 'a strategic plan is worthless without 
a strategic vision' 
- strategic planning is about gerting fkom here to there but vision& is about 
setting out the there 
- you can record the visions and use them for community awareness 
- once you have a vision you cm use it to set prionties for action 
- the pichires cm be used to iden@ common issues 
- -- - 
- it is 50-50; the process gets people thinking about the hiture 
- people who might not agree about how to get there can ofien agree about what 
it is they want; it can create a community cohesion 
- the vision can get to be too genenc and imprecise so you have to corne back to 
reality and decide what needs to be done in the next six months 
- good planning is vision &en or perhaps vision directed muddling through 
- indicidual vision is iimited; most people are onty concemed about a couple of 
issues but when they get together they realize there is more 
- the weakness of traditional individual visionaries was this narrowness 
Question 
Is a shared cofnmunity 
~ision possible? 
1 W'here did you leam 
how to do visioning? 
- - -  --- 
1s there anything that 
might be called a 
philosophy, a theory 
or theory-like set of 
ideas u n d m  the 
bision approach to 
THE USE OF VISIOMNG IN URBGLV PLANNING - PHID. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Uban & Regional Planning - 1996 




I I  
I l  
m 
Rmpome 
- yes, consensus is possible but it has to be renewed every few years; the players 
change and people's idea of what they want changes: not dramaticaiiy perhaps 
but with more knowledge it can be fine-tmed 
- 1 don't have any problern with a movhg target 
INTERVIEW MlTMBER 4 Page 2 
b 
-1 don't know much about it but there was a group caiied the ICA - Institute of 
Cultural An& out of Chicago, a sort of inter-faith. quasi-religious, but more 
humanistic organization in the late 70s and eariy 80s and it had developed a 
whole series of commUMty participation tools 
- some of the people I worked with in the late 70s had worked with thîs ICA and 
1 think had picked up the idea of 'guided Unagery' and nie developed some 
workshops using that in the Heaith Department fiom 1984 on (people 
irrvolved were Suzanne Jackson Rick Edwards, W t i n e  Sisson) 
- perhaps earliest use of vision concept was at "Beyond Heafth Care" Confaence 
held in Toronto cl984 which gave N e  to Healthy Communities movernent 
- the process invohred not drawing but puttmg ideas on cards and then sorting 
the cards into categories, very left brain activim that was ICA but 1 can't 
remember where guided images. came fiom 
- Roy Amara article in n e  Futurist; 2 attributes of Futures work i) creaihg 
images of the hitue and ii) invohmg people in creating their f i m e  
L 
Li 
- h e  been hvolved in futures work for 20 years; part of the underlymg 
philosophy has to do with the fact that the fuhve is plastic. malleable. that the 
hture doesn't happen but we create it and vision is part of that 
- there are 4 possible futures (according to Nomian Henchey) 
- the probable - what is Likeiy (the official or business as usual future) 
- the possible - ail the things you might imagine 
- the plausible - a subset of possibles that are plausible (these are 
sometimes explored by using scenarios) 
- the preferable - way you would like mgs to be 
- 1 am interested in the preferable future and believe to a certain extent that the 
fbture can be created 
- the WHCI definition of Healthy Communities is based on "enabhg people to 
increase control over and improve th& health;" it's about participation 
- visioning is a technique of participative pl;uuung that specifically invohes 
images and visual thhgs in the very literal sense; most people cm get the same 
images in their min& eye; it is m y  p o w d  
Qwstiort 
Are there examples of 
specific elements in a 
plan that originated 
fiom invoivernent of 
people who wouid 




How shoufd we 
monitor the outcome 
of xisioning? 
I What are the possible alternatives to 
visioning? 
Response 
- in one place everyone's ideal pichne had people playing in the local river, 
swimming, fishing, waking beside it ... but that was not happening in realiw 
so as a result of the visioning they formed cornmittees to deal with water 
qualify, waiking traifs and so on 
- I start by gathering information Erom people: they alreaây know what a healthy 
cornmunity is 
- 1 have them imagine themsetves in a bdoon looking down on their community 
at some tirne in the fbture; what do they se5 what is going on ? 
- 1 use some clinical hypnosis techiques to encourage a meditative experience 
- 1 try to be value fkee but 1 ask questions such as how are people getting around: 
and almost Uievitably there are no cm; what people see is a 2lst century 
version of a 19th cenniry European market t o m  
- some people have a better auditory or olfactory imagination so 1 ask them what 
they hear and smeii and it's music, iaughter, coffee. p s s .  flowers 
- a vision shodd be revisited and revised fkom tirne to t h e  
- the people invohred change and perhaps the idea of what is desirable in the 
future changes 
- di good plannuig is vision driven 
Does bisionhg 
primari& invoive 
ahtract ideas or 
concrete pictures of 
the fbture? 
Do ai i  people have the 
same cripaciîy to 
create mental 
images? 
How are the outcornes 
of visionhg exercises 
used? 
Is iisioning a part of 
sategic planning? 
1s the \Goning process 
or the resulting vision 
itself more important? 
1s a tision of the future 
an essential part of 
al1 planning? 
1s there a difference 
between individual 
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
Respome 
- to get people listening to one another and to create somethg  that everyone 
could buy into, somethmg beyond the &y-to&y issues 
- not necessary to have spedïc goais 
- it was deliberately lefi vague and generai so that no one or no organization 
wouid not want to be part of it 
- it's a mixture of detail and abstract 
- more of a broad generd concept, things that c m  be agrerd on 
- no, you have to design diftierent ways for people to contnbute 
- to begh with people mainly rvanted to gript: about stop signs etc. 
- you have to look for the hooks, the motivators, the things that get people 
invoived 
- in a number of ways: interna to help direct projects. as a starting point for 
the Regional Official Plan and to increase the profile of comrnunity as a 
1eadin.g edge place where public consultation has been done 
- as anchor for considering other things, generd go& 
- there are pros and cons to having a vague. general staternent: sometimes it gets 
bastardized; organizations twist the words to jusQ things that c ledy don't fit 
with onguial intent 
THE USE OF VISIO.WG IN URB.4N PL.4MNG - Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Plantmie, - 1996 
- you need two ihuig for long range community planning: you have to have 







- the final vision statement is l e s  important thûn the process used to get there 
- however recent focus groups have recommended not touching the vision 
statement; it still  serves as a good anchor. ifyou open it up again now that 
there is more awareness it could get sidetracked by special interest groups 
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- 
- 
- it should be the case but a lot of land-use plannmg is more reacth 
a few years ago this Region had no clear idea of its purpose; the plannea idea 
\vas to slow down u r b  sprawl and the engineers' pinpose was to keep 
building roads and provide water to everyone in the Region no m e r  when 








Is a shared community 
vision possible? 
Response 
- yes but it won? jusr happen nght away, it is ongoing 
- the reaiity is t b t  just because the vision statement is there thahat doesn't mean it 
wiU be implemented 
Where did o u  Iem 
how to do visioning? 
- (inte~ewee laughed) 1 came into the proces after d had been set up; 
background was GIS and population projection but 1 was w e n  the project 
when it was not considered important and then stayed with it 
- it was the brainchild and creation of a mixture of people in the Regional staff 
but the sustainability movement was the impehis; one of the onginators had 
done her Masters at York with Trevor Hancock 
- we had a library of thgs  on consultation and sustainabiiity; Interim Council on 
Local Environmental Initiatives, National Round Table etc. 
- we had a technical actvisory comrnittee made up of people who had experience 
of visioning in the District Health Council, Social Planning Research CounciL 
the University and so on; people kom the cornmunity 
[S there anything that 
might be cailed a 
philosophy, a theory 
or theory-like set of 
ideas under- the 
\Sion approach to 
planning? 
- there were things written about this sort of thmg back in the 60s (inteniewee 
IaughingS admitted not having read them then being too young) 
- idea of comrnunity empowement goes back to the Greeks 
- the goal was a vision; if you don't have goai then you can't get there; you need 
a destination 
1s visioning différent 
than participative 
plaruiing? 
THE USE OF VISIONLNG IN URBAN P L A i i G  - Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - Uniwmity of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Plamiinp - 1996 
- visionhg is al1 these thin&s (participation. sustainability etc.) together 
SUMMARY OF 
I 
I L  
- 
Are there examples of 
specific elements in a 
plan that onginated 
from invoivement of 
people who would 
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- 
- the visionhg task force put forward almost 400 recomendations for action 
and decision making of which about 100 were put into the CHEcial Plan 
ahost word for word 
- many of these had to do wiîh transportation 
. I 
- 
How do you go about 
facatating visionbg? 
What is essential for 
\isioning? 
1 How should we judge 
I the success of a visionhg exercise? 
1 monitor the outcome 
1 What aspects of your 
1 plan that resulted 
1 tiom visionhg are 
I most or Ieast robust; most or lest  Likely to 
I survive and be implemented? 
-- - 




- there were workshops, town hall meetings, a task force of citizens with s t a f f  
support that directed the process and reported to council publications etc. 
- a ï t i c a i  thhgs are two way communication, hearing people, consnisus. 
infcmhg people about sustainability and building partnerships 
- the press uses the vision as a guide in commenthg on decisions 
- it has changed the name of the debate in council 
- we have developed a set of indicators? a report card these are a l l  good things 
--- - 
- there de£initeiy needs to be monitoring 
- one member of the task force expressed it this way: all the people who live in 
the Region are shareholders and the council is the Board of Directors and 
every year there should be a shareholder's meeting to review the progress of 
the corporation 
- you have to be able to show W. how has the vision resuited in this or this or 
these changes and irnprovements in the q d t y  of We; rvithout that it will die 
- without checkmg it won't be valid in people's min& any more 
THE USE OF VISIONING IN U'RBAV PLANNTNG - Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Planning - 19% 
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- one recommendation fkom the visioning ta& force that seems to have been 
adopted is that changes to OfZcial Plan boundaries on& be considered every 
five years 
- the infiastructure and land-use planning recomrnendations are probably quite 
strong but the social sewice ones are out of date because of changes in 
governrnent funding 
I l  
- 
I L  
- - 
- there might be other hooks or ways of getting people invobed, such as healw 
commursities or carrying capacity but health rnight have been seen as beuig 
about hospitals and perhaps it was too airy-fajt for business while c e  
capacity might be too technicd 
- we had a huge increase in interest when we stopped using words iike 
sustainable developrnent 
- people responded betîer to the word vision 




p r i m e  hvoive 
abstract ideas or 
concrete pichues of 
the future'? 
- - - -- 
Do all people have the 
same capacity to 
create mental 
images'? 
1s the visioning process 
or the resulting vision 
itself more important? 
1s a vision of the fùture 
an essential part of 
aii planning'? 
Is there a différence 
between i n d ~ d w d  
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
Reirponse 
- to provide a municipality with a common direction and fiamework thaî allows 
thern to coordinate action and focus on the fûture 
- to allow the staff, pofiticians and comrnumty, when asked on the street to Say 
where the community is headed 
- the vision needs to be inspirational and about sûiving for some Io@ concepts 
- it needs to move fiom the concepnial to the comte,  actuai pictures ofthhgs, 
when you form objectives 
- so the Msion might be of a safe community and weil lit streets would be one of 
the actions or ways to achieve that 
I b a shared comimity vision possible'? 
THE USE OF VISIONING IN URBAN PLANNING - PKD. Thesis Research 
Robert Shipley - University of Waterloo School of Urban & Regional Planning - 19% 
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- -- 
- there are varying abilities but I always work in groups rather than with 
infiduais so there are aiways different dynamics going on 
- people tend to use what they see and like today and project that into the future 




- 1 am nervous d e n  the vision floats around and isn't attached to some action 
- you run the risk of ha* d d l y  different interpretations 
- there should be a defïned fiamework where the &ion (and objectives are part 
of the vision) is foflowed by action and everyone signs on 
- it is a star& to stntegic plannuig; addresses how ta allocate scarce resources 
- the process is more important than the product 
- the fact of meeting, debating, talking about differences - you see a corning 
together of decision making around other issues 
- the product can be anticlimactic 




- no, we've haci some very good plans done in the absence of +ion 
but there is then a question of how relevant they are because no one sat down 
and said where are we going 
- 
- rny only exprrience is with group visions not individuai ones 
- people can begin by throwing out words or phrases about what they value but 1 
always work with a consensus where people arc Iistening to each others ideas 
- not only possible but 1 would argue it is necessary 
Where did you l e m  
how to do visioning? 
Is there anythuig that 
might be called a 
philosophy, a theory 
or theo-like set of 
ideas underlying the 
vision approach to 
planning? 
Is visioning diEerent 
than participative 
planning? 
1 How do you go about 
- (interviewee laughed) 1 cut my teeth doing private sector strategic planning 
then appiied what 1 learned to communities 
- in 1970s plaruiing was ahost entirely focused on projects 
- by the late 1980s smart municipaiities were doing strategic planning 
- 1 have read some thhgs but they were after the facc ;ifter rd learned how to do 
thû on my own (recognized the names Senge, Bryson and Ziegler) 
- the vaiue of the Msioning we have done is that it is not based on theory but on 
practical application 
- 1 drew on modeis of private sector strategic planning; the f h t  part of a good 
plan is a vision; where are we going, what is important to us? 
- municipalities diWt want to look at theory but how were private sector 
companies managing, how were they expandhg th& market. and so on 
- no one was saying, let's do a literature search before we go fürtber.' or 'we can't 
do this because nobody has written about it.' 
- some municipalities began to undeaake strate& planning eariy in the 1990s 
- then the provincial govemment got invohied in promothg community based 
strategic planning; their mode1 was a real gras  roots visioning where everyone 
would get invohred and hmds were aMilable ifyou did it that way 
- but for us visionhg is a top down exercise? it is about elected leaders takuig 
responsibility 
- there is no confusion for us between visioning and participation: visioning is 
setting the fûture direction of the municipality and involving a lot of people is 
a vehicie that is important in getting it right 
- we talk to people about three simple basic steps: knowing where you stand 
d e t e m g  where you're going and devising the steps for gettmg ihere 
- no fmcy words or techniques, just straight forward things that people can 
understand; people are very pragmatic, not touchy-feely 
- visioning does require some dedicated time and space; people shouldn't tack 
visionhg on to other agendas and they should get out of thei. regUiar work 
spaces; we have ground d e s  about equal participation respect and so on 
- we write everything down at the end of sessions 
- we start with the municipdity (SM and politicians) and then go out and ask 
people for th& input; we test the ideas 
- we get conmiunity leaders taking to various interest groups to h d  out what 
they thmk and feeding that back 
Questim 
r 
What is essential for 
tisioning to work? 
How should we judge 
the success of a 
visioning exercise? 
How should we 
monitor the outcome 
of visioning? 
What are the possible 
alternatives to 
Respome 
- for this kind of thing to work the process reaiiy has to be ci- by the people 
who want ic it can't be simply compiyhg with a regdation 
- the rnunicipality has to want it and has to pay for it and design it themselves 
- the real decision makers (the political leaders) have to own the vision 
- if the leadership don't buy in then they can abdicate their respoml'bility; the 
vision becomes suznething to keep those people out there happy but whcn the 
times cornes to spend money they wili Say we can't do that 
- it is quite simple, ifyou talk to people in the rnunicipality a year later. are they 
ushg the ideas in their decisions about budgets and work plans and so on 
- if it's a good vision then in a way you dont need any fornial monitoring 
because people wiU be embracing it and wing it 
- ifyou have to use a check list to see ifthis or that has been done then it can 
take away fiom the power of the vision 
- neverthelas we are increasingly sqgesting that mdcipalities have some 
performance measum some end results to use as progress checks 
b 
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abstract ideas or 
concrete pichires of 
the füture? 
Do all people have the 
sarne capacity to 
create mental 
images? 
How are the outcornes 
of visioning exercises 
used? 
1s the visioning process 
or the resulting vision 
itself more important? 
- when 1 use the term Msioning it is part of the strategic planning process 
- municipalities do strategic planning to get a better sense coîlectively fiom the 
community about the type of funve they want: it is an attempt to pro\ide a 
focus for planning 
- the practical reason rnany communities did visioning was because money was 
made available fiom the former NDP govemment; it varied fiom $20,000 up 
to Vary large sums and didn't depend much on the size of the community 
- it is all over the map; some people corne forward with vexy idealized versions 
and others say that is unredistic while some people are very detailed and 
concrete about things like how wide the roads should be 
- this is one of the problems, there needs to be some education about what 
strategic planning is ail about; many communities embark on this without 
having a good idea of what this is aIl about 
ali people have the capacity of de- a fuhire for themsetves and for the type 
of the community they want to live in but some people have ditnculty 
participating in a process and articulating that 
when you talk to people one on one they don't have any trouble but in groups 
they don't have the cornfort levei; they are intirriidated by othea who have a 
clearly articulated view 
ppppp - pppp -- - -- - 
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at this point 1 don't think anyone can give you a good answer. the history in 
Ontario so far is that no one has ever done yn/ folow-up or critique to see 
how vision statements and the articulation of goals and objectives have been 
used to guide and direct and change the development of the community 
in rnany cases vision is hardly ever mentioned after it is done: in one place 
where I worked some of the goals were used to deveiop programs but in the 
same place it was directed that some social goals that came fiorn the visioning 
process specificaiiy not be mentioned in subsequent work programs 




they are both important; the process needs to excite and inspire people and it 
has to have a champion and credibilim if those things are true then the 
product will be a good one and its implementation can take place 
if you don? have a champion and if decision makers are just going through the 
motions for other reasons it just sit on the sheîf 
- 
- 
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SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW NUMBER 7 Page 2 
- - -  
1s thae a Merence 
between individual 
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
Is a shared comrnunity 
vision possible? 
how to do visioning? 
Is there anything that 
might be cdled a 
philosophy, a theory 
or theory-like set of 
ideas under1yYig the 
vision approach to 
planning'? 
Response 
- vision is a way to start the stratesic planriing process: to iden* the type of 
future a community wants, fiom that it cascades down, you çan identify the 
go*, objectives, action plans and so on io achieve the vision 
- yes there is a difference [the interviewee then described very kisuaUy a picture 
of gardens, streams trees etc.] ... rny neighbour would have a different idea 
- it is possible if the vision statement captures in a gencnl m y  the values of the 
rnajority of the people in the community 
- no one has any trouble with a general statement about wanMg a d e T  clean 
commmity; it is when you statt defining what that really means that you m 
into problerns 
- Fm not sure 1 know how to answer that question 
- our Company has been in business for over 20 years and our expertise is in 
involving people in decision makui& mie responded to a need to broaden our 
techniques fiom projects and apply them to municipal strategk planning 
- we did a fair bit of research although I can't remember authors. and looked at 
other places such as Caigary and Houston.. . about applyhg shategic planning 
- ive &O looked nt private sector exvnples and did some rvork there but it is 
- foÜo&ing the interview the respondent produced two books cited by the h in 
proposais to do \isionm& GoodsteÎn et al (1993). ..lppliedStrategic Planning 
and Kemp (1992). Strutegic Planning for Local Gavernrnent: A Casebook 
(note - the content of these books tends not to coïncide with interview respowes: 
Goodstein is written "for managers, especially senior managers" not 
commumties while Kemp contains ody one case invohing vision and h t  "did 
not include strategies to deal with those issues identifïed (in the vision].") 
- the interviewee stated a number of principles that should be foliowed in order to 
ensure success: must have a leader, must have community participation, m t  
be community driven (not captured by special interests), must have 
partnerships other than municipality and plan mut be seen a management tool 
for guiding decision makmg into the future 
[interviewee nias asked if the completion of the thought was: if these principles 
are foliowed better planning decision will result.. . that was confimed] 
Is visionhg different 
than participative 
pIanning? 
Are there examples of 
specific elements in a 
plan that originated 
fiom invokment of 
people who would 




How do you go about 
facilitating vision&? 
How should we judge 
the success of a 
xisioning exercise? 
How should we 
monitor the outcome 
of visioning? 
What are the possible 
alternatives to 
kisioning? 
- yes; you can brEig people in on sp&c questions such as a recreation master 
plans or a transportation issue, but tisioning is holistic, the whole picture 
- visionhg is a way of including people in strate& planning who might not 
otherwise be included 
-. . 
- 1 have confidence in p h e r s  to understand and act in accordance with the 
public good but they don? aiways see thin@ the way the public does; they 
might thmk something k miportant but not necessa.&= s-cant 
- in one city the people expressed not on& the importance but also the 
signdïcance of streetscapes and retauiing the trees dong the streets and that 
innuenced the iransportation policies 
- it is a case of what the public values 
- - -  
- depends on client, some want more pubtic invohremeng some less 
- we often start with key leaders who idenw certain ideas and thm invok the 
public in commenting on those things 
- other places want to get public invohed f?om the beginning 
L 
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- client satisfaction is important for us; a recommendation for us 
- we have not been involved in monitoring so I don't know 
SUMMARY OF 
I 
I I  
m. 
I L  
---- 
- 1 thmk it is important to check whether this approach works or not 
- has it affected budgeting and are plans tieà to the vision 
- this has not been done and it should be foIlowed up 
INTERVEW NUMBER 7 Page 3 
- strategic environmental assessment, which is an attempt to intepte the 
economic planmng of the community with the physicai capital 
- this is more expert dmren but would have to start with common values 
œ 
Question 
Why is visioning done? t-- 
Does Msioning 
prirnady involve 
abstract ideas or 
concrete pictures of 
I How are the outcomes of vkionirtg exercises 
How does visionkg 
relate to strategic 
planning? 
1s a vision of the future 
an essential part of 
di planning? 
Resportse 
- it's a way of getting people to move outside their conventions, h i .  &y-to-day 
ways of thinkhg to think gobai& 
- to i d e n e  Herences and then move on to establish the core values that are 
shared and identify the areas where there is udikeiy to be agreement 
- people get fiustrated ifyou leave it at the abstract; the closer it cornes down to 
quantitative things the more comfortable people are 
- it needs to be "tighteqW things that people can grasp; for example it's not 
enough to say this community wants to be a leader in the environment: people 
have to Say we will reduce emissions by so muck ihat sort of thing 
- [when asked if those things were more iike policies or means of accomplishing 
ends than visions in any Msual sense the respondent said specific items such as 
pouution emission targets were what he meant by vision statements] 
- "the temimology in ihis field just sucks. big-he ..." 
- [the intewiewee drew a diagram of a pyamid and began an explanaiion of it 
at the apex and working d o m  to the base] 
- everyone dl agree that o u  c m  start off here with vision or what they would 
c d  mission, and regardless of whether this is being done on an urban basis or 
r business plannuig bais there is confusion between these temis; then there 
are 5 or 6 things you have to do to achieve the statemenVMsiodmission and 
people argue about whether these things are goals or objectives; then for each 
goailobjective there are many thuigs that need to be done and those are 
strategies or work plans 
- the trick is that for each thuig beixtg done down here you c m  a& is it 
consistent with what was said up here [vision] 
- it is a sort of guide, a report card. a check and balance 
- it comes down to this: where do you want to be (one paragraph statement on 
fuhue), what do you have to do to get there and what are the specific steps? 
L 
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you can't do planning without it [interviewee's h t  response] 
[at another point in inte~ew]  there is a lot of planning at the detailed level in 
cornmunities and in the country that does not seem to have a focus, consistent 
vision or leadership directing it I 




Is the visioning proçess 
or the resulting vision 
itseif' more important? 
1s there a diffaence 
between individual 
\%ion and a 
consensus vision? 
1s a s h e d  commLUil@ 
%ision possible? 
Is there mything that 
might be calied a 
' philosophy? a theory ~ 
or theory-like set of 
ideas undertying the 
vision approach? 
Respome 
- the most valuable thmg that happens is the process: if you ask people to 
examine îhhgs for hours there is a lot of eye opening; they see the other 
values and concerns in the room 
- ifyou agree on a vision statement too quickiy then it is probabiy not a good one 
- i f 3  is not challenging, too loose, then it is probably not visionary 
- once you have a producf a vinon statement, it h;is to be continually brought 
back in fiont of people so th- can see if the detaik make sense 
- it's no good if it just gets sheived 
. - 
- if you have ten people they will not have the same vision up fiont 
- eventuaiiy whatever consensus is reached has to be taken and endorsed by the 
poiiticians (who are usuaiiy not visionary) and then given to bureaumats to 
work out the det;iils 
- that's the entire exercise; Xyou are looking for a package which the broader 
community can buy into the only way you can know they will acccpt the 
implementation steps is by saying this is where we aii want to be and some 
part of it m y  not be good for you but it is consistent with makuig this into the 
sort of place you and the broader cornmunity said you wanted it to be 
- without this you don't have the ability to build consensus 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- business planning; why am I in business, what are the issues: it's much cleaner 
- [interiewee chuckled when asked to identify specific influences] literally it's just 
winging it; the school of hard bocks: do thuigs and change when necessary 
- our h is made up of fiends who have bern together for many years; went 
through a number of different stages fiom educatimjo environmental 
planning; doing business education seminars since 1980 for people in the 
construction industry; a 10 &y MBA for people who have made a lot of 
money but never had a business p h  and narer thought about îheir purpose 
- many communitiedrnUMcipalities have also never considered why they are 
doing what they are; applied out experience to that 
- if you have good vision, if it's clear what you want and if there are champions 
in the community who have bought into it (especdy if they were opposed at 
first), then all the detailed parts of the plan win fa11 into place vithout problem 
- in order to get a good vision you need to have as diverse a group as possible 
working on it and they need to either hammer out a consensus themselves or 
be manipulaîed into d g  at one 
Question 
Is visioning different 
than participative 
planning? 
1 Are thcre examples of 
specfic elements in a 
plan that originated 
fiom i n v o h e n t  of 
people who would 




Do people participate 
as individuais or as 
representatives of 
goups? 
How do you judge the 
success of a 
Msioning exercise ? 
Should the vision be 
monit ored? 




- conventionaity people were asked to comment on specitics of plans but what 
hasn't happened is asliing people "why" and that is what ~isioning does 
- there was a case where people in a community were about h a v e  a 
strong agriculturai presence but it tumed out there were ody four farmers 
a c t d l y  left working in the area and they were ready to pack it iq they got 
invobed in the visioning process and said if you want qiculture then you 
better listen to our concerns; normally four people woddn't be listened to but 
because everyone wanted famimg in the area they did l ista 
- o u .  h has worked in 10 municipalities and generaiiy politicians and pianning 
directors hate this process and don't believe in it; they us* end up with 7 
instead of 5 specific goals because of the exûa involvement of people 
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- we're pretty "off the waUW around here; there's always an element of 
entertainment. shock something that forces people to think m Merent ways 
- in one town people were asked to write a postcard as though they were visiting 
the piace 10 years fhm now; what rvas it like but they had a limited space 
- we sometimes use debates between extteme views? scripted out in order to get 
people going; have to get them going right away 
- sometùnes we ;ue manipulative in order to stimulate and chdenge 
- each time the group decides on s o m e m  Say a vision statement, we type it up 
and hand it out for aii to see: they see the pian growing and dont backsi..de 
- ofien as representarives and we ask them to go back to their groups and discuss 
the interim points and when they come back to either have buy-in fiom their 
groups or new tbhgs to discw 
do people come back the second day; how uncornfortable are they 
does it represent consensus, do key piayers champion it, is it redistic, doable 
- - - - - - - - 
it is difficult to measure but a vision should be a check list that people c m  look 
at and ask, are we getting clmer to the vision? 
- - - - - - - - 
- someone can play God and Say this is the way ih gokg to be 
- a person who realiy had a sense for the community could wrîte something that 
might work but that probably wouldn't work any more 
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Question 
'lihy is visioning done? 
1 Does visioning 
pnmanSr involve 
' abstract ideas or 
concrete pictures of 
the fiiture? 
Do ail peopie have the 
s m e  capricity to 
create mental 
images? 
l How are the outcomes of visioning exercises 
' used? 
Is the visioning process 
or the resuiting vision 
itself more important? 
Is a vision of the füture 
an essential part of 
au planning? 
1s there a difference 
between individual 
vision and a 
consensus vision? 
Is a shared community 
vision possible? 
- to set cornmon goals; to achieve clarity and alignment among stakeholders 
- not just goah but rather to build shared understanding and comrnittment 
- "unless you know where you're gohg, it is hard to get there ... people often 
work at cross purposesr' 
- the shared vision ou& to be a pichue of what people m t  but that cm have 
both abstracts, i.e. qualities and vaiues and concrete or specific titsngs 
- the best visions are a marriage of the two 
VIEWNUMBER 9 Page 1 
m 
- yes, eveqone is capapble to a greater or lesser extent 
- d people's viem are important 
- the most important thhg is communications; everyone should undmtand what 
the vision is; then the organizaîional structure should be reviewed to make 
sure it reflects the vision 
- the dynamic of bisioning drives strategic plarming m the sense that strategic 
p h & g  is the way in which decisions are made 
- hopefülly the old idea of static strategic pians is passing; it is too hard to have 
set plans when things are changuig so fast 
- the process is more important; it serves to broaden understanding 
one would hope so but not ail is; some planning is: of necessity, very 
mechanistic 
it should be an essential part of strategic planning 
yes there is a difference but vision should not just be wordsrnithing; that tends 
to promote compromise instead of consensus and that is no good 
can't just be horçe-trading; need to h d  the areas of agreement 
yes, it is possible 
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Is there anything that 1 might be cded a 
philosophy, a theory 
or theory-like set of 
ideas underlying the 
v i s ion .?  
a 
Is visioning different 
than participative 
planning? 
Where did you l e m  
how to do visioning? 
Are there examples of 
specifïc elements in a 
plan that originated 
h m  invohrement of 
people who would 




How do you go about 
facilitahg visioning? 
- this is just common sense, it has always been in my mind i-e. what do we hope 
to accomplish? 
- but in an orgnizational contex-t the first tune 1 saw it was when 1 worked with 
the Ontario Govemment in tht late 70s and eariy 80s; there was some 
propaganda amund then and the idea of shared goals/Msiokg piocess was 
used in the pay equity process 
- worked with a consuitant. Linda Pickard who does strategic planning 
- have read Ziegler, Senge but it is just common sense; read thern d e r  the fact 
- the reason why Msioning is cntical has to do with the nature of the way people 
work together, evayone has th& own values and ideas about the community 
and they need to be bound together 
- story of a maritime village where there were ethnic and religious differences 
but which worked together for the common institutions 
- there cm be a dBerence 
- participative phming may just be a chance for sectors to comment on a given 
plan or on individual visions but no process to form a collective *on 
- visioning is the effort to build a real understandimg 
- -  
- the way in which the city and township are approachmg mnalgamation may be 
an e-uample 
t h e  was a genuine desire for fairness and an opposition to nastiness and that 
rnay have led to the present negotiations that are more equitable than they 
might oherwise have been 
- - - - -  -- 
in the case of the exercise 1 was working on I didn't have much control of the 
process; there was too much of a set process, answering only certain 
questions. voting on options; 1 would have liked more openness 
for me what is important is ha- enough tirne to r e m  understand 0 t h  
people's views in order to build bridges so a sequence of events that allows 
that depth of discussion is necessq 
my approach probably coma fkom my background in labour mediation 
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Who participates Ui a  
- 




groups or interests? 
-- 
Are participants leadea 
or do they become 
leaders'? 
How shodd we judge 
the success of a 
visionhg exercise? 
How should we 
monitor the outcome 
of visioning? 
l 




- in the community set* where 1 worked the participants who responded to the 
invitation self-selected and were probably not tndy representative of the cross 
section 
- they were probably an educated elite and those with particdar interests 
- - - - - - - 
- aii sorts of people perricipated, some as individuals and some representing 
others: some in both capacities 
- people are not necessari& leaders when they get involved but if they participate 
in building a consensus then in a way they do become leaders 
- in the end the vision shodd be the view of the c o m m a  leaders as infonned 
by the citizens 
- there is a lot of cynicisrn about visioning people feet leaders are just picking 
off the best ideas fiom the process and using them to get re-elected 
- the exercise is successfid to the degree that a consensus is built and that there is 
3 s m e  of cornmitment to a more or Iess common god 
- ifit has worked then there jviJ be a foUow-up; the people who have 
pdcipated wiU be mothated to continue to be invobed and there will be no 
need for formal monitoring although there will be a need to encourage and 
charnel this in praciical ternis 
- 
the altemative is elitism, just those in power or a smal l  group formulating a plan 
and then getting comments 
ifyou intend a üniited dialogue with the public then you should be honcst 
about that 
Why is vkioning done? 
Does bisionhg 
primarily inv0h.e 
abstract ideas or 
concrete pictures of 
the fiiture? 
Do di people have the 
same ciipacity to 
create mental 
images? 
1 How are the outcomes 
b the visioning process 




- you can't plan twenty years ahead without just extending the baggage of today 
- we to get people to imagine a very long the into the future, 100 years 
- [the interiewees chuckled and said they had never m e d  this] 
- it is about both but mostiy about abstracts, aîtitudes and ewn organizational 
dynamics but we need to use certain visual images for some people in order 
for them to understand what we mean 
- if people drink the water f?om the lake in fiont of them that is very concrete but 
they cm corne to understand that there are many other more abstract 
comectio~y t l i ~  water is p r t  of a whole system and understanding ecologicd 
health is important as is community continuity 
- we are constantly going across and making comection: it cornes on iike an 
image on a cornputer scrccri a M e  bit at a time 
- there are weird combinations of abstract ides and concrete reality 
- we keep gohg back to thhgs that are real 
- - 
- we h d  people's ability to see things is surprisingh. good the ones who have the 
mos t d'icuity are the bureaucrats and poiiticians; the general public and kids 
know pretty weli w h t  they want; the @id ones are the decision rnakers 
- we handle that by building up a good background of information and ha* 
clear conceptual response and then get concrete and h d  an image to operate 
it out on paper for people; now we work more with cornputers and 3D 
images: we are starting to understand the kind of visualizations and 
connections you can make 
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- -- - -  
- the process leads to a document a Mtten plan b u ~  in a Iarger way it is about 
empowering a comrnunity to rnake choices 
- we try to use it to show people what they've got and to leave them dimking that 




- - - - - - - - -- - - - pp p p p p -  - 
- we try to set up a whole attitude about the future so the process is more 
important; a fixed plan is out of date almost before it's finished; a process can 
change, it c m  adapt new knowledge, it cm throw out old knowledge 
people need to keep going back to their comrnunity and their landscape and 
keep interacting with it and drawing strerigth from it 
there cm be pinciples that people maintain such as keeping the environment 
healthy 
L 
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Question 
Where did you lem 
how to do \isioning? 
- - -  - - -- - - - --- 
Rerponse 
- [one interviewe] when 1 was young I went through some difncult experienccs 
and it bught me 3 things: nrSt that democracy is v q  fragile, second is that 
when society hims its back on you then nature is what you can count on and 
[S there anything that 
might be called a 
philosophy, a theory 
or theory-like set of 
ideas undermg the 
vision approach to 
planning? 
s visioning different 
t han participative 
planning? 
30w do you go about 
facilitaihg visioning? 
with people to accumplish th& purposes with these things in mHid 
- [second inteniewee] there are a number of plamers and landscape architects 
who deveioped various pmcess ideas in the late 60s whcn they iooked to 
nature as a base and understood how cornmunities grew and evohed; people 
like Ian McHarg and Michel Hough 
- philosophicaity speaking we're practicing phenomenology [there was no M e r  
elaboration on this in the interview but the Concise Columbia Encyclopedia 
(1983) defines phenomenology m part as a "method devoid of 
prauppositions.. . focussing pure& on phenornena and elucidating their 
meaning through intuition. hy th ing  that cannot be perceived, and thus is noi 
immediately @en to the consciousness, is excludeci.] 
- it is an exmise in existentialism, of empowering a community to make 
decisions 
- you canft just ask a diverse group of people to "participate" in thmking about 
the future; w e k  found that you have to give them ideas 
- we try to get a broad consensus; we listen to people and then they listen to us 
- we think of the 3 Ls: listen, leam then Leadership; you have to do the h t  2
before you can lead; you have to breath in before you can breath out 
- our approach is not reaily a system, not a formula; it is water Iogic rather than 
rock logic; we txy to stay open 
(second inteniewee] we focus on the task rather than the process; we try io 
understand the specific siîuation, needs, dreams of the people we are working 
with; if you do your homework there is such a rich group of- to work 
with that ideas amiY a problern; we try to keep our antennae out and 
understand what bind of dynamics you face; we dont nm it thr~ugh a ma- 
it is not presxiptive' it is very associative 
we really do iisten to people; we work veq hard and put oursehm on the line 
and constanîty demonstrate that you are lea- and building reai 
relationships with people 
in the end the facilitatm has to lea4 to get closurq that's why they hired you 
- it needs to start a whole community process; ifs not just the resdting plan or 
the institution but what happens in the schooh, what happens in the 
community, what happens out in the lwdscape 
- in one of our projects it made the whole river d e y  more tisib1e and more 
tangible to the communiw, now 18 years later ifs their river, they use the 
planmng document in schools to teach history 
- these are intense, long t e m  invofvements 
- we find it easier to work in smaller communities where people know each 
other. the feedback loops are shorter, they are more receptive. the exprieme 
is more direct 
- for us it is very high energy, concenirated 
- what is important in our work is the life ski& of the mdividuais in our fïsm and 
the attitudes we bring 
- there needs to be a genuine cornmitment on the part of the conmiunity leaders 
and an empowement of the people 
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How should we judge 
the success of a 
visioning exercise? 
What is essential for 
tisioning ? 
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